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SADLER RANCH AND RENNER PETITION FOR REHEARING 

Respondents Sadler Ranch and Renner respectfully request rehearing for three 

reasons.  First, the Majority incorrectly concluded the Diamond Valley Groundwater 

Management Plan (“GMP”) will not impair vested water rights.  The record clearly 

contains that evidence, and an evidentiary hearing is needed if more detailed 

impairment evidence is required.  Second, Nevada’s Constitution prohibits, 

regardless of compensation, the taking of private property for the purpose of 

redistributing that property to other private property owners.  Third, this Court’s 

Majority Opinion makes a major change – abrogating prior appropriation for 

groundwater in Nevada – without the quantum of legislative clarity that is required 

for such a landmark reversal. 

ISSUES 

1. Since counsel did not concede that the record lacks impairment 

evidence, did the Majority overlook or misapprehend the record when 

 a. the record contains uncontested evidence of impairment, 

b.  the District Court found the GMP will impair vested rights,  

c. the State Engineer prohibited more specific impairment evidence 

from being in the record, and  

d. the Majority erroneously concluded the State Engineer 

completed his own analysis of impairment, when he did not? 

2. Did the Majority overlook a controlling provision of the Nevada 

Constitution when it concluded that compensation is a remedy for a taking of private 

property for redistribution to other private parties? 
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3. Did the Majority improperly allow an oblique provision of law to make 

a major change to the long-standing prior appropriation system in Nevada?    

ARGUMENT  

Rehearing is merited if this Court: (1) “overlooked or misapprehended a 

material fact in the record or a material question of law”, or (2) “failed to consider a 

statute, procedural rule, regulation or decision directly controlling a dispositive issue 

in the case.”1  The Majority Opinion overlooked and misapprehended the record 

when it overturned the District Court’s order, and upheld State Engineer’s approval 

of the GMP.2  For the following reasons, rehearing is merited. 

I. The Majority Misapprehended Facts Because Counsel Did Not Concede 

That The Record Lacks Impairment Evidence.  

The Majority correctly found that Nevada water law prohibits a GMP from 

impairing vested water rights.3  But then the Majority incorrectly relied, in part, on 

three statements made by Bailey’s counsel during oral argument4 to conclude that 

“respondents’ conceded that they never presented any evidence to the State Engineer 

or the District Court to show that the GMP here affected their vested water rights 

[i.e. impairment evidence].”5  The transcript from the Supreme Court oral argument 

 
1 NRAP 40(c)(2). 
2 Majority Op. at 6, 12 n.5, 16. 
3 Majority Op. at 11-13.  NRS 533.085 (Nevada’s statutory water right scheme shall 

not impair pre-statutory [i.e., vested] water rights.). 
4 Majority Op. at 6. 
5 Majority Op. at 16. 
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demonstrates these statements were not related to impairment evidence.6  The 

following dispositive portion of the transcript demonstrates this Court was probing 

a distinctly different issue – the quantification of water permits that were never 

placed to beneficial use:7 

Mr. Mixson:  . . . the problem with the beneficial use 

violations of the GMP is that, for example, these unused 

permits, or unused portions of permits, are given full 

allocations and shares . . . [e]ven though the holder of that 

permit has not proven its actual ability to put the water to 

beneficial use. 

The Court (C.J. Hardesty):  . . . was there a calculation 

made of the water rights that were incorporated in the 

GMP . . . for which . . . appropriate consideration of the 

proof of beneficial use had not been accomplished? . . .  

Mr. Mixson:  I um, understand your question.  And the 

answer is no.  It was not quantified.  I think that is one of 

the fundamental deficiencies in the state engineer’s . . . 

factual determination. 

The Court (C.J. Hardesty):  And did you request that when 

the state engineer was developing the plan? 

. . .  

Mr. Mixson:  No. They didn’t raise it as an issue in their 

written comments. 

. . .  

The Court (C.J. Hardesty):  So did you raise a calculus of 

the type were talking about to the district court? 

Mr. Mixson:  . . . I don’t think we – it was raised as a 

specific issue that the state engineer should have 

calculated . . .8 

 
6 Supreme Court Oral Argument Transcript (“Tr.”) at 25:24-32:2 (attached as 

Exhibit 1) (emphasis added). 
7 The specific statements that the Majority quoted to are shown in bold text. 
8 Tr. at 25:24-28:3 (emphasis added). 
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The quotes that the Majority relies upon are actually answers related to 

Nevada’s beneficial use doctrine,9 not the impairment of vested rights.10  Baileys’ 

counsel argued that the GMP violates the beneficial use doctrine.11  Chief Justice 

Hardesty questioned whether the record contained a quantification of the permits 

that were not placed to beneficial use.12  Bailey’s counsel acknowledged that no 

specific quantification exists.13  Thus, the concessions referenced by the Majority 

were only related to beneficial use quantification. 

Further, statements by Bailey’s counsel cannot constitute admissions by 

Sadler Ranch or Renner.  Sadler Ranch and Renner were represented by separate 

counsel.  Statements by Bailey’s counsel are not “deliberate, clear, unequivocal 

statements by” Sadler Ranch and Renner.14  Nor can statements by Bailey’s counsel 

constitute a “concrete fact within that party's knowledge” about Sadler Ranch and 

Renner.15  

Because the alleged concessions were material to the Majority’s analysis, 

rehearing is warranted. 

 
9 NRS 533.035 (beneficial use is the “basis, the measure and the limit of the right to 

use water”).   
10 Tr. at 25:24-32:2. 
11 Tr. at 26:1-6. 
12 Tr. at 26:6-14, 26:19-20. 
13 Tr. at 26:15-18. 
14 Reyburn Lawn & Landscape Designers, Inc. v. Plaster Dev. Co., Inc., 127 Nev. 

331, 343, 255 P.3d 268, 276 (2011). 
15 Id. 127 Nev. at 343, 255 P.3d at 276; see also, In re Barker, 839 F.3d 1189, 1195 

(9th Cir. 2016) (an admission is binding against the party who made it); 32 C.S.J., 

Evidence § 552 (2022) (“an admission of one party is not binding on, or evidence 

against, a coparty”). 
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A. The Majority Misapprehended Facts Because The Record 

Contains Undisputed Evidence That The GMP Will Impair Vested 

Rights. 

1. GMP Impairs Vested Rights Because It Allows Pumping 

Above The Perennial Yield And Continued Groundwater 

Drawdown. 

Uncontested evidence indicates that even the maximum pumping reductions 

in the GMP do not bring withdrawals in the basin below the perennial yield.16  The 

perennial yield is established to protect vested surface water rights from impairment 

by junior pumping.17  The failure of the GMP to reduce pumping to the perennial 

yield is an ipso facto impairment to vested rights.  In Diamond Valley, the 

impairment from pumping above the perennial yield is even more clear.  

Groundwater and spring sources in Diamond Valley are hydrologically connected.18  

Evidence clearly shows that many springs (including on Sadler Ranch) are dry 

because of over-pumping, while others (including Renner) are in imminent danger 

of the same fate.19 

The specific evidence shows that the perennial yield of Diamond Valley is 

30,000 acre-feet annually (“afa”), but the pumping will only be reduced to 43,500 

afa under the GMP.20  At least four exhibits in the record - (1) the GMP,21 (2) a 1968 

 
16 App. vol. IV at JA0823. 
17 Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians v. Ricci, 126 Nev. 521, 527, 245 P.3d 1145, 

1149 (2010). 
18 App. vol. XI at JA2384-2385, citing App. vol. III at JA0641.  
19 Id.; App. vol. IV at JA0906. 
20 App. vol. V at JA0988; see also App. vol. IV at JA0933-944.  
21 Tr. at 52:13-15.  The GMP is in the record at App. vols. III-IV at JA0530-840. 
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USGS study (aka Harrill report),22 (3) a 2016 USGS study,23 and (4) the Turnipseed 

Engineering report24 - show that the GMP’s maximum pumping reductions will 

never bring withdrawals below the perennial yield, thereby impairing vested rights.25   

Sadler Ranch and Renner provided this information to the State Engineer.26  

Additionally, during public comment (the only input allowed by the State Engineer), 

their expert stated that the level of groundwater mining authorized under the plan 

will cause the permanent depletion of an additional 2.5 million acre-feet from the 

groundwater aquifer.27  Further, Sadler Ranch and Renner provided photographs that 

show fissures on their land from subsidence caused by over-pumping.28  The fissures 

capture water that could otherwise be used, thereby causing impairment.   

 
22 Tr. at 52:22-25.  The Harrill report is located in the record at App. vol. II at 

JA0333-446. 
23 Tr. at 52:9-11.  The 2016 USGS study is in the record at App. vol. V at JA1056-

1152. 
24 Tr. at 52:25-53:10.  The Turnipseed Engineering report is in the record at App. 

vol. IV at JA0933-944. 
25 As noted during oral argument the 2016 USGS report states that the basin is out 

of balance by more than 61,000 afa, but the plan only reduces pumping to 

approximately 41,000 afa leaving a continuing imbalance of 20,000 afa.  Tr. at 52:9-

15.  Likewise, the Turnipseed Engineering report concluded that the GMP “will not 

sufficiently reduce groundwater pumping to remove the CMA designation.” App. 

vol. IV at JA0935-936.  See also App. vol. XI at JA2270.     
26 App. vol. V at JA0975-976, 984, 986, 988-989, 1034-1036, 1037. 
27 App. vol. V at JA0988. See Sadler/Renner Answering Br. at 40-41. 
28 App. vol. IV at JA0919, 946-954.  Sadler Ranch specifically referenced evidence 

of its claim of harm from subsidence, which the State Engineer excluded from the 

record provided the District Court.  Id. at JA0919 n.35.  Others also provided 

photographic evidence of subsidence across the basin.  Id. at JA0962-965.  See also, 

Id. at JA0955.   
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Importantly, the GMP itself recognizes that vested rights are harmed by 

“groundwater exploitation” from junior pumping.29  Even with mitigation water 

rights, as groundwater levels continue to decline, vested water right owners are 

forced to incur greater power and maintenance costs to access water from lower 

depths.30  Proponents of the plan did not counter these arguments or present any 

evidence of non-impairment.  

2. Impairment Evidence Was Properly Referenced In Briefing 

And During Oral Argument. 

Even though the Majority Opinion states that Sadler Ranch, Renner, and 

Bailey failed to cite to this evidence,31 the evidence was cited in briefs and at oral 

argument.32  Sadler Ranch and Renner made specific reference to at least four 

exhibits in the record: (1) the GMP,33 (2) a 1968 USGS study (aka Harrill report),34 

 
29 App. vol. III at JA0641; App. vol. IV at JA0806. 
30 The State Engineer has granted several permits to allow the pumping of 

groundwater to ‘mitigate’ the impairment for lost springs, but those permits do not 

make vested rights whole.  App. vol. II at JA0452-459.  Even where ‘mitigation’ 

rights have been awarded, evidence was offered that vested rights remain impaired.  

See Sadler/Renner Answering Br. at 50-51; App. vol. V at JA 0975:17-JA0976:2, 

984:10-16, 1034:21-1035:17; App. vol. XI at JA2337:5-8; 2338:17-2339:9, 

2404:13-2405:6. 
31 Majority Op. at 12 n.5. 
32 Sadler/Renner Answering Br. at 2, 6, 8-9 (supported by citations in footnotes 2-5, 

12-15, 25-29); Sadler/Renner Answering Br. at 32-36, 39-41, 50-51 (supported by 

citations in footnotes 118-132, 146-156, 182-183); Tr. at 53:4-10.   
33 Tr. at 52:13-15.  The GMP is in the record at App. vols III-IV at JA0530-840. 
34 Tr. at 52:22-25.  The Harrill report is located in the record at App. vol. II at 

JA0333-446. 
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(3) a 2016 USGS study,35 and (4) the Turnipseed Engineering report.36  Bailey also 

referenced impairment evidence in briefing.37  When Sadler Ranch and Renner’s 

counsel referenced this evidence during oral argument, he noted that at the end of 

the plan the pumping deficit remains above 20,000 afa.38  Thus, impairment evidence 

clearly exists and was properly referenced.39 

The Majority overlooked or misapprehended this evidence of impairment to 

vested rights.  Therefore, rehearing is merited. 

 

 
35 Tr. at 52:9-11.  The 2016 USGS study is in the record at App. vol. V at JA1056-

1152. 
36 Tr. at 52:25-53:10.  The Turnipseed Engineering report is in the record at App. 

vol. IV at JA0933-944. 
37 Bailey Answering Br. at 21, 74-78 (citing App. vol. II at JA0329, App. vol. XI at 

JA2403-2405). 
38 Tr. at 52:7-20. 
39 This case is distinguishable from Allianz Ins. Co. v. Gagnon, 109 Nev. 990, 860 

P.2d 720 (1993).  In Allianz, the Court found that the evidence presented at trial did 

not support the allegations in the case, proving respondents made false allegations, 

and that the opening brief on appeal contained no cites to the record or the appendix. 

Id., 109 Nev. at 996, 860 P.2d at 724.  As explained herein, Sadler Ranch and Renner 

presented evidence at the State Engineer’s hearing that the GMP harms vested rights, 

the District Court cited to the record in finding that the GMP harms vested rights, 

the opposing parties admitted the pumping under the GMP continues to harm vested 

rights, and all briefs and oral arguments by respondents included cites to evidence 

of impairment.  See App. vol. IV at JA0919, 946-954; App. vol. V at JA0975-976, 

984, 986, 988-989, 1034-1036, 1037. App. vol. VII at JA1390-1394, 1407:3-1408:3, 

1412:7-1413:12; App. vol. IX at JA1794:3-1795:12, 1809:15-1810:15; App. vol. XI 

at JA2384-2385, 2389-2390, 2403-2405; Sadler/Renner Answering Br. at 32-36, 39-

41, 50-51; Tr. at 52-53.  
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B. The Majority Overlooked The Fact The District Court Found That 

The GMP Will Impair Vested Rights. 

The District Court found the GMP will impair vested rights because the 

GMP’s “annual pumping allocation will certainly cause the aquifer groundwater 

level to decline with continuing adverse effects on vested surface water rights.”40  

After its review of the uncontested evidence,41 the District Court found that: 1) the 

State Engineer cannot approve a plan that impairs vested rights;42 2) all parties agree 

that pumping above the perennial yield impairs vested water rights;43 and 3) all 

parties agree that the GMP authorizes continued pumping above the perennial 

yield.44  The District Court relied upon the uncontested fact that the plan at best 

reduces pumping to 150% of the perennial yield.45  Thus, “for 35 years the pumping 

in Diamond Valley [under the GMP] will exceed the 30,000 af perennial yield.”46   

As such, the District Court concluded that “the [GMP] and Order 1302 impairs 

senior vested rights” and thus “Order 1302 is arbitrary and capricious.”47 

 
40 App. vol. XI at JA2405:3-5 (“The [GMP]’s annual pumping allocation will 

certainly cause the aquifer groundwater level to decline with continuing adverse 

effects on vested surface water rights.”). 
41 App. vol. XI at JA2403:4-2405:7. 
42 App. vol. XI at JA2404:4-12. 
43 App. vol. XI at JA2384-2385, citing App. vol. III at JA0641 and Ruling 6290, 23-

31.  See also App. vol. XI at JA2389:1-3. 
44 App. vol. XI at JA2389:1-3, 2403:5-2404:3, 2404:12-2405:7.  See also App. vol. 

IV at JA0823 (the pumping chart in the GMP never reduces pumping below 30,000 

afa even without accounting for the rights excluded from the plan). 
45 At the end of the plan, pumping exceeds the yield by 4,200 afa.  Pumping from 

rights not including in the plan add over 11,400 afa.  Pumping thus totals 45,600 afa 

under the GMP in a basin with a yield of 30,000 afa.  App. vol. XI at JA2404:13-18. 
46 App. vol. XI at JA2389:1-3. 
47 App. vol. XI at JA 2405:5-7. 
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  The District Court’s impairment finding was supported by substantial 

evidence because the District Court relied upon admissions of the State Engineer in 

Ruling 6290, and admissions in the GMP, that vested rights are impaired by 

groundwater pumping above the perennial yield.48  These admissions are bolstered 

by the evidence of impairment provided by Sadler Ranch, Renner, and Bailey.49  

Since the District Court’s findings are unrefuted and supported by substantial 

evidence,50 rehearing is warranted to uphold the District Court’s finding that the 

GMP will impair vested water rights. 

Alternatively, rehearing is merited for this Court to remand with instructions 

that the GMP be amended to include pumping restrictions that do not cause 

impairment with vested rights.    

C. The Completeness Of The Record About How The GMP Impairs 

Vested Rights Was Tainted By The State Engineer’s Refusal To 

Hold An Evidentiary Hearing. 

Sadler Ranch and Renner alleged below that NRS 534.037 required the State 

Engineer to hold a hearing “to take testimony” on the GMP.51  The record clearly 

shows that the State Engineer did not hold an evidentiary hearing regarding the 

 
48 App. vol. XI at JA2384-2385, citing App. vol. III at JA0641 and Ruling 6290, 23-

31.  See also App. vol. XI at JA2389:1-3. 
49 App. vol. XI at JA2389:15-2390:12; App. vol. IV at JA0919, 933-955, 962-965; 

App. vol. V at JA0975-976, 984, 986, 988-989, 1034-1036, 1037. 
50 App. vol. XI at JA2389:1-3, 2403:5-2404:3, 2404:12-2405:7. 
51 Sadler/Renner Answering Br. at 52-53.   
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GMP.52  Even though the State Engineer’s own regulations specify that public 

comment is not “testimony,”53 his office only allowed public comment, not the 

introduction of testimony or evidence.54  No witnesses were allowed, no cross-

examination was allowed, and no procedures existed for submitting, authenticating, 

or objecting to evidence.55 

This Court’s review of a State Engineer decision “presupposes the fullness 

and fairness of the administrative proceedings.”56  When the State Engineer denies 

a full and fair opportunity to be heard, this Court should not hesitate to intervene.57  

Such intervention is clearly merited here, since the Majority expected more detailed 

evidence about how the GMP will affect “specific surface water rights.”58  The State 

Engineer tainted the record by not allowing Sadler Ranch’s expert to testify about 

 
52 App. vol. V at JA0968:9-16.  Note, the failure to cite the record in Allianz was 

relevant to sanctions against attorneys, and is based on a Supreme Court Rule that 

no longer exists and appears to be replaced by less strict provisions under NRAP 28.  

Allianz, supra, 109 Nev. at 997, 860 P.2d at 725 citing Skinner v. State, 83 Nev. 380, 

384 n.4, 432 P.2d 675, 677 n.4 (1967) (relying upon SCR 23(1), which was repealed 

in 1973, and previously held that “a brief must designate the page and line, or the 

folio, in the record where the evidence or matter referred to may be found, and in 

case of failure to do so the court may ignore the point made”).  Even if the record 

was not properly cited in a brief, as noted in Skinner, this Court may consider the 

uncited argument when “it concerns important rights of appellant, not counsel.” 

Skinner, 83 Nev. at 384, 432 P.2d at 677. 
53 NAC 533.240(1). 
54 App. vol. V at JA0968:9-16 (describing the meeting procedures which only 

allowed participants to “give public comment”). 
55 App. vol. XI at JA2272. 
56 Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 782, 787, 603 P.2d 262, 264 (1979). 
57 Id. 
58 Majority Op. at 12 n.5. 
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the “extent to which the GMP affected respondents vested water rights.”59  Then, the 

State Engineer doubled-down when he excluded relevant impairment evidence from 

the record on appeal to preclude Sadler Ranch and Renner from using that evidence 

at the District Court.60 

Additionally, the burden should not be placed on vested water rights owners 

to prove impairment from a GMP.  Rather, the proponents of the plan have the 

burden to prove non-impairment.61  The proponents offered no such evidence, except 

to claim the plan does not require pre-statutory right holders to participate in 

pumping reductions.62  This solitary retort can hardly overcome the overwhelming 

and undisputed evidence that the GMP perpetuates the drawdown in Diamond 

Valley, and continues to impair vested water rights.63   

 
59 Id.   
60 See App. vol. VI at JA1286-1314 App. vol. V at JA0970:13-15.  This evidence 

included a model on file at the State Engineer’s office (App. vol. IV at JA0923-924), 

a report of land subsidence cited by Sadler Ranch (Id. at JA0919), and evidence of 

harm to vested rights in the State Engineer files (Ruling 6290, App. vol. II at 

JA0452-459).  See Bass-Davis v. Davis, 122 Nev. 442, 448, 134 P.3d 103,106 (2006) 

(“When evidence is willfully suppressed, NRS 47.250(3) creates a rebuttable 

presumption that the evidence would be adverse if produced.”). App. vol. VI at 

JA1369-1378. 
61 NRS 534.037 (a GMP must set forth the necessary steps for removal of the CMA 

designation); NRS 534.110(7) (State Engineer “shall designate as a critical 

management area any basin in which withdrawals of groundwater consistently 

exceed the perennial yield of the basin”); JM v. Dep’t of Family Servs., 922 P.2d 

219, 221 (Wyo. 1996) (citing BERNARD SCHWARTZ, ADMINISTRATIVE 

LAW § 7.8 (2d ed. 1984)).   
62 App. vol. VII at JA1518:21-23.  See generally App. vol. V at JA0966-1055.  See 

specifically App. vol. V at JA0975:7-16 (noting that the only evidence submitted by 

the plan proponents for review was the GMP itself).   
63 Tr. at 44:6-21. 
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The Majority declined to address the tainted record based on a 

misapprehension of an undisputed and material fact in the record (that an evidentiary 

hearing was not held) and a material question of law (that NRS 533.037 required 

evidence to be taken in the form of “testimony”).64  The tainted record was raised 

below and to this Court.65 Therefore, rehearing is merited for this Court to amend its 

disposition and remand with instructions that a proper evidentiary hearing be held. 

D. The Majority Misapprehended The State Engineer’s 

Consideration Of The NRS 534.037 Factors. 

The Majority misapprehended the facts in the record when it concluded that 

the State Engineer found the GMP “would reduce withdrawals to the Basin’s 

perennial yield,”66 as required by NRS 534.037.  The State Engineer did not make 

that conclusion; he only noted that pumping under the plan will lead to “groundwater 

pumping approaching the perennial yield.”67  This State Engineer finding prompted 

the District Court to conclude the GMP does not bring pumping below the perennial 

yield.68 

The Majority also misapprehended the record regarding the State Engineer’s 

consideration of the NRS 534.037 factors.69  The Majority incorrectly believed that 

the State Engineer “methodically considered the NRS 534.037 factors” including a 

 
64 Majority Op. at 10 n.3. 
65 See Sadler/Renner Answering Br. at 5, 52-53.  See also App. vol. IX at JA1813:11-

1814:9; App. vol. VII at JA1422:13-1423:6. 
66 Majority Op. at 18 (emphasis added). 
67 App. vol. I at JA0115 (emphasis added). 
68 App. vol. I at JA0030; App. vol. XI at JA2389:1-3, 2393-2394, 2404:12-2405:6. 
69 Majority Op. at 17-18. 
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hydrologic analysis.70  He did not.  Sadler Ranch and Renner raised this issue before 

the District Court,71 and pointed out that the State Engineer expressly conceded that 

no hydrologic analysis of the plan was ever performed.72  The State Engineer relied 

on only the GMP’s description of the NRS 534.037 factors,73 which was drafted 

before the GMP pumping reductions were established.74  The District Court agreed 

that the State Engineer did not perform his own analysis.75  Specifically, the District 

Court found that the “State Engineer admits that neither groundwater modeling nor 

hydro geologic analysis were the basis for the DVGMP.”76 Therefore, rehearing is 

merited.  

II. The GMP Violates Nevada’s Constitutional Prohibition Of Takings That 

Redistribute Private Property From One Private Party To Another. 

The Majority also failed to consider a controlling provision of the Nevada 

Constitution, even though this issue was raised by Sadler Ranch and Renner.77  Nev. 

 
70 Majority Op. at  17-18. 
71 App. vol. VII at JA1398 n.59, 1796:2-4, 1808:7-1811:15.  The issue was also 

raised before this Court.  Sadler/Renner Answering Br. at 4, 41-43. 
72 App. vol. I at JA0027 (“Groundwater modeling and hydrologic analysis are not 

the basis for the GMP’s determination of pumping reduction rates and target 

pumping totals at the end of the plan.”).  
73 Id. at JA0029 (“The State Engineer finds that Appendix D to the GMP sufficiently 

describes [the NRS 534.037 factors].”).  
74 App. vol. XI at JA2339-2341 (discussing how Appellants’ counsel admitted 

during the District Court hearing that Appendix D was written before the rest of the 

GMP and thus could not be considered a methodical analysis of its effects.).  See 

Eureka Cnty. v. State Eng’r, 131 Nev. 846, 855, 359 P.3d 1114, 1120 (2015) (State 

Engineer decisions must be made upon presently known evidence). 
75 App. vol. XI at JA2404:12-2405:6.  
76 App. vol. XI at JA2404:18-20. 
77 Majority Op. at 16; Sadler/Renner Answering Br. at 51-52. 
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Const. Art. 1, Sec. 22,  controls a dispositive issue in this case because it prohibits 

any branch of state government from effectuating the redistribution of private 

property, irrespective of whether compensation is paid.  Redistribution of property 

rights is at the heart of the GMP.78  If NRS 534.037 and 534.110(7) unambiguously 

authorize the taking of the real property rights of one person (senior right holders) 

and giving them to another (juniors), the statutes are facially unconstitutional.79 

The Nevada Constitution prohibits the State from confiscating private 

property unless that property is being taken for a “public use.”80  The Constitution 

further states that a redistribution of property between private parties is not a “public 

use.”81  This provision is directly controlling and dispositive here, and the Majority 

failed to address it.82  Instead, the Majority concluded that if a taking did occur, 

compensation would be an adequate remedy.83  However, compensation cannot 

overcome a taking that is prohibited because Article 1, Section 22, unambiguously 

prohibits all branches of state government, including the Legislature and this Court, 

from adopting, approving, reinstating, or enforcing any GMP that has the effect of 

 
78 Majority Op. at 4-5. 
79 Nev. Const. Art. 1, Sec. 22.  Water rights are clearly real property.  Application of 

Filippini, 66 Nev. 17, 202 P.3d 535 (1949) (water rights are regarded and protected 

as real property); Wilson v. Happy Creek, 135 Nev. 301, 313, 448 P.3d 1106, 1115 

(2019) (the priority of a water right is its most important feature).   
80 Nev. Const. Art. 1, Sec. 8(3). 
81 Nev. Const. Art. 1, Sec. 22. 
82 This issue was raised in the Sadler/Renner Answering Brief at 51-52. 
83 As the Majority notes (Majority Op. at 12 n.5), and Respondents conceded (Tr. at 

40:24-41:4), claims for compensation may be brought and decided in a subsequent 

inverse condemnation action.  Such an action presumes, however, that the taking 

does not violate Art. 1, Sec. 22.   
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redistributing property between private individuals.84  Therefore, rehearing should 

be granted to consider Article 1, Section 22’s dispositive effect.   

III. Major Changes To A Statutory Scheme Cannot Be Based On Oblique 

Statutory Language. 

After the Majority issued its opinion, the U.S. Supreme Court held that 

“oblique or elliptical language” cannot be used to make fundamental changes to a 

statutory scheme.85  Here, the Majority relied on a single conditional clause in a 

single statute to overturn 155 years of water law, turning management of Nevada’s 

most precious resource over to a simple majority of water users who are over-

pumping a basin.86  The Majority Opinion reverses prior appropriation for 

groundwater in Nevada87 at the only time it matters – in a shortage.88  Statutes that 

deviate from a long-standing doctrine should be strictly construed because “[t]he 

Legislature is presumed not to intend to overturn long-established principles of law 

 
84 Nev. Const. Art. 1, Sec. 22(1) (“Public use” excludes transfer “from one private 

party to another private party.”). 
85 W. Virginia v. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 142 S. Ct. 2587 (2022). 
86 Majority Op. at 10. 
87 Majority Op. at 19. 
88 Sadler/Renner Answering Br. at 16-32.  See Lobdell v. Simpson, 2 Nev. 274 (1864) 

(recognizing and defining prior appropriative rights); see also JAMES H. 

DAVENPORT, NEVADA WATER LAW 6-12 (Colo. River Comm’n 2003) 

(describing the common law development of the prior appropriations doctrine in 

Nevada).  Note, Prior appropriation was not, and has never been, an obstacle to good 

water management.  The problem in Diamond Valley is based on decades of non-

action by the State Engineer, and not the failure of the prior appropriation doctrine. 

App. vol. XI at JA2384-2385. 
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when enacting a statute.”89  The Legislature never discussed or approved a repeal of 

the entire statutory scheme that codified long-standing common law.90  Therefore, 

Sadler Ranch and Renner respectfully request that this Court grant rehearing and 

invite briefing from amici’s to fully consider the statewide impacts of such a 

momentous decision. 

CONCLUSION  

For the reasons stated herein, Respondents respectfully request that rehearing 

be granted. 

 
89 Happy Creek, Inc., 135 Nev. at 307, 448 P.3d at 1111.  See also Orr Ditch & 

Water Co. v. Justice Court of Reno TP., Washoe Cty., 64 Nev. 138, 164, 178 P.2d 

558, 570 (1947).   
90 Importantly, the Majority did not just exempt GMP’s from prior appropriation 

doctrine, it also found that by including a single phrase in a statute the Legislature 

exempted GMP’s from all other statutory provisions of the groundwater law 

including: (1) the beneficial use doctrine, (2) requirements that water be diverted 

from a single point, used at a specific place, for a specific use, and (3) permitting 

and change application requirements.  Majority Op. at 10-11, 19; Sadler/Renner 

Answering Br. at 43-51. 
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Page 2
·1· ·[Part 1]

·2

·3· · · · MS. LEONARD:· And I wish to reserve 10 minutes of

·4· ·my time for rebuttal.

·5· · · · THE COURT:· Fine. Thank you, Ms. Leonard.

·6· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Good morning, Your Honors, and may

·7· ·it please the Court. My name is Debbie Leonard on

·8· ·behalf of the appellants. Also present in the

·9· ·courtroom today are some of the Diamond Valley farmers

10· ·whose livelihoods are at stake in this matter.

11· · · · May 12th, 1960, that is a critical date in

12· ·Diamond Valley because it represents the difference

13· ·between a prospering agricultural community and the

14· ·loss of many livelihoods with associated effects on

15· ·Eureka County. Why is that?

16· · · · Throughout the 1960s, many people were starting

17· ·to farm in Diamond Valley and obtaining permits from

18· ·the state engineer to appropriate groundwater. People

19· ·were successful in working the land, and Diamond

20· ·Valley thrived. But Diamond Valley has been more

21· ·successful than the aquifer can sustain.

22· · · · The state engineer has determined that 30,000

23· ·acre feet annually is the basin's perennial yield. And

24· ·May 12th, 1960 is the date on which the state engineer

25· ·had cumulatively issued 30,000 acre feet of
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Page 3
·1· ·groundwater appropriations. As a result, May 12th,

·2· ·1960 became a line of demarcation between senior and

·3· ·junior appropriators.

·4· · · · So under strict application of the prior

·5· ·appropriation doctrine, those water rights that

·6· ·postdate May 12th, 1960 would be cut off in a process

·7· ·known as curtailment. So what would that look like?

·8· · · · Well, I refer the Court to Appendix F of the GMP,

·9· ·and you will see two things on there. First you will

10· ·see that 81 percent of the permits that have been

11· ·issued for groundwater in Diamond Valley fall below

12· ·this cutoff line. So curtailment would gravely affect

13· ·many people and also Eureka County.

14· · · · The second thing you will see is the sheer number

15· ·of appropriations that occurred around the -- within a

16· ·small window of time, 1960 to 1961. Meaning that the

17· ·juniors, some of whom come within just days of the

18· ·cutoff line, and have been diligently working the land

19· ·for 60 years under dually issued permits would lose

20· ·everything.

21· · · · So why do I start with this? Well, this is the

22· ·problem the legislature was trying to solve in 2011

23· ·when it passed AB419. They wanted to address over-

24· ·appropriation and the impacts on the groundwater

25· ·resources. But they also wanted to avoid the
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·1· ·devastating impacts of curtailment by priority in

·2· ·groundwater basins if it were strictly enforced.

·3· · · · This legislative intent is the lens through which

·4· ·the Court must view the statute. The district court

·5· ·made no effort to analyze the legislative intent, it

·6· ·only speculated as to what the legislature did not

·7· ·intend.

·8· · · · THE COURT:· Well, if they intended, uh, to

·9· ·affect, uh -- uh, invested rights, wouldn't they have

10· ·said so? Uh, if they wanted to affect prior

11· ·appropriation, they could've expressly, uh, said that

12· ·in the statutes, uh, throughout chapter 533 and 534.

13· ·Uh, make it very clear, prior appropriation, first in

14· ·time, first in line.

15· · · · MS. LEONARD:· So I think the -- let's look at the

16· ·statutory language. Because I think it -- they do say

17· ·that specifically. They say that -- well, first of

18· ·all, AB419 created this critical management area

19· ·designation that did not previously exist.

20· · · · And then if a basin has been designated a

21· ·critical management area for at least 10 consecutive

22· ·years, the legislative required the state engineer to

23· ·limit withdrawals, uh, to restrict them to conform to

24· ·priority rights. And this is the key language, unless

25· ·a groundwater management plan has been approved for
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·1· ·the basin pursuant to NRS 534.037.

·2· · · · So this language expressly authorizes an engineer

·3· ·to not conform to priority rights, but only in very

·4· ·limited circumstances. Where there's a CMA

·5· ·designation, and so long as the groundwater management

·6· ·plan complies with this language of the statute, uh,

·7· ·in NRS 534.037. And if you turn to that, I think it's

·8· ·important to see what these limited circumstances of

·9· ·making an exception to prior appropriation, what they

10· ·look like.

11· · · · First, the legislature said, uh, it allowed a

12· ·simple majority of permit and certificate holders to

13· ·petition for approval of a GMP. So the legislature

14· ·said, you know, prior appropriation presents this

15· ·intractable problem of how do we address the situation

16· ·we're in where the resources are affected, but there

17· ·are, um -- but if we enforce strict appropriation, it

18· ·would be devastating?· · And they said -- the

19· ·legislature said, let's put the onus on the local

20· ·community to come up with a solution that works for

21· ·them.

22

23· ·[Part 2]

24

25· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Now the legislature, uh, by
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·1· ·requiring majority approval, it made it clear it did

·2· ·not expect everybody to be on board. Uh, the

·3· ·legislature could have set the number higher than a

·4· ·majority, it could have required all the senior right

·5· ·holders to, uh, have signed on to a petition. But

·6· ·that's not what it did.

·7· · · · And this G- -- GMP though, I think it's important

·8· ·to note that it wasn't approved just by a simple

·9· ·majority. It was approved by a majority of senior

10· ·right holders. So the only seniors to have challenged

11· ·the GMP in all of Diamond Valley are the Baileys, and

12· ·they are a respondent here.

13· · · · Sadler Ranch and the Renners are not senior

14· ·groundwater users, uh, of rights that are subject to

15· ·the GMP. So I just want to make that clear that the

16· ·only seniors to challenge it are one of the

17· ·respondents here. So, um, importantly, also the GMP

18· ·honors priorities, it has this priority factor that

19· ·was a major point of debate during the GMP development

20· ·process. And it was what a majority could agreed to.

21· · · · THE COURT:· Let me pause you there though. Um,

22· ·first of all, the GMP never equalizes, not even in 35

23· ·years, the over-pumping issue. You're still not

24· ·underwater, but, um, over the approp- -- the -- the

25· ·amount that basin can sustain, even 35 years from now.
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·1· ·Um, so could you comment on that, and how that fits in

·2· ·the statutory scheme, and your discussion of the

·3· ·legislators' object here?

·4· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Sure. Um, the GMP does bring the

·5· ·basin into balance within 35 years. The, um -- the

·6· ·benchmark reduction table, that I think Your Honor was

·7· ·referring to, is not accounting for, um, recharging to

·8· ·the aquifer. So it doesn't, uh -- the ca- -- when when

·9· ·you look at just consumptive use, and that -- um,

10· ·there's actually another table that's located, and,

11· ·um, I think it's at, um, joint appendix volume 4,

12· ·pages 838 to 839.

13· · · · It'll show you that when you take into account

14· ·consumptive use, only then -- and -- and recharging to

15· ·the aquifer, then it will bring the basin within

16· ·30,000 acre feet, uh, within the timeframe set forth

17· ·in the -- in the GMP.

18· · · · THE COURT:· But it -- that point is reached in 35

19· ·years. So there are 35 years in which it's in

20· ·imbalance.

21· · · · MS. LEONARD:· That is correct. Um, that -- there

22· ·are benchmark reductions, they might be more

23· ·aggressive. But under the table that is, uh, in the

24· ·appendix and in the GMP, it would take 35 years.

25· · · · Now the -- the district court said that that
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·1· ·complies with the statute. And if you look at the

·2· ·statutory language, it makes very clear that you don't

·3· ·have to bring it back -- a basin into balance right

·4· ·away. And of course, that makes sense because if you

·5· ·were to -- going to that would be curtailment -- 100

·6· ·percent curtailment immediately, which is what the

·7· ·legislature was trying to avoid. Um --

·8· · · · THE COURT:· So could it be 100 years?

·9· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Um, I think, Your Honor, that

10· ·brings into -- into focus the next point that I wanted

11· ·to make, is that there are very -- uh, the legislature

12· ·set very, um, sturdy guardrails by which the state

13· ·engineer was -- should approve a GMP, and has to take

14· ·into account a number of factors. And the criteria are

15· ·listed. Um, but the hydrology, the physical

16· ·characteristics of the basin.

17· · · · So your question with regard to 100 years, would

18· ·-- um, it would be on a case by case basis, based on

19· ·the hydrology, the geology, the we- -- the

20· ·withdrawals, the -- an individual basin, um, what can

21· ·it -- wha- -- what is appropriate for that basin.

22· · · · THE COURT:· Now, it was striking reading the

23· ·record in the Harold report from 1960 where exactly --

24· ·where it was viewed that we would be, and that we were

25· ·then. And yet we're taking another 35 years forward
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·1· ·into the future. And it's difficult, um, and -- and

·2· ·there's no money there for the senior water rights

·3· ·holders. The state has not committed any money. So the

·4· ·Lewis case seems distinguishable on its face to me.

·5· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Your -- Your Honor mentioned a

·6· ·number of things. I think the very first thing that

·7· ·you mentioned with regard to -- I -- I would

·8· ·characterize it as how we got to this situation. I

·9· ·think the legislature was very clear that it wasn't

10· ·interested in looking backwards. It wanted to look

11· ·forward.

12· · · · And so it wasn't, you know, criticizing the state

13· ·engineer for how it -- things had been managed in the

14· ·past. It was saying, this is the situation, how are we

15· ·going to solve it? And, uh, I think it's a very

16· ·forward-looking piece. Um, with regard to money for

17· ·the seniors, I -- I want to be very clear that, uh,

18· ·the legislature has had and has modified the prior

19· ·appropriation doctrine under certain circumstances.

20· · · · I think that, um, the most recent change, the

21· ·2019 amendment to NRS 5344.110, regarding domestic

22· ·well holders is a really good example of this. Because

23· ·what that says is that, um, even if the state engineer

24· ·curtails priorit- -- by priority in a basin, such that

25· ·a senior, for example, irrigator would get zero, a
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·1· ·domes- -- junior domestic well owner could still pump.

·2· · · · And that is a -- a perfect example of where the -

·3· ·- the legislature, as a policy matter, prioritized

·4· ·that we don't want domestic well owners to, uh -- to

·5· ·suffer, and so we are going to make sure they get

·6· ·water even when something's curtailed.

·7· · · · THE COURT:· But that one -- that's more explicit

·8· ·though than they've been in this statute.

·9· · · · MS. LEONARD:· I absolutely agree with you on

10· ·that. Um, but I think the key thing to keep in mind is

11· ·the legislature recognized that individual basins have

12· ·very specific, you know, characteristics, be they, um,

13· ·hydrology, geology, social, economic, where the wells

14· ·are located, all sorts of different things. Um, and

15· ·the legislature really put this in the hands of local

16· ·people. I think that's very clear, that's where the

17· ·majority language comes into play.

18· · · · It's -- it basically said, figure it out. And, um

19· ·-- and so I think the -- where it's -- where the

20· ·language specifically says that the state engineer

21· ·does not have to conform to priorities. While it's not

22· ·as specific as the domestic well statute, I think it

23· ·is certainly in line with where elsewhere the

24· ·legislature has departed from prior appropriation in

25· ·limited circumstances.
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·1· · · · THE COURT:· Is it your contention that the

·2· ·statute deserves a plain meaning reading, and that

·3· ·supports your position? Or are you saying it's

·4· ·ambiguous and we need to resort to legislative

·5· ·history?

·6· · · · MS. LEONARD:· I think the plain meaning of the

·7· ·statute is clear when it says, unless a GMP has been

·8· ·approved, uh, pursuant to the statute, that there's --

·9· ·the state -- state engineer does not have to conform

10· ·to priorities. I think that is clear that it allows

11· ·for a GMP, just as we're seeing, as we see here.

12· · · · THE COURT:· I'm taking up a lot of your time. But

13· ·could you walk me through the plain language analysis

14· ·that you believe is so clear?

15· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Uh, yes, Your Honor. So the -- um,

16· ·if you look at this -- the language, it says, if a

17· ·basin has been designated as a critical management

18· ·area for at least 10 consecutive years, the state

19· ·engineer shall order that withdrawals, including

20· ·without limitation, withdrawals from domestic wells be

21· ·restricted in that basin to conform to priority

22· ·rights. Comma, unless.

23· · · · And then after unless it says, unless a

24· ·groundwater management plan has been approved for the

25· ·basin pursuant to NRS 534.037. Now, if the legislature
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·1· ·just wanted to have the state engineer curtail by

·2· ·priority, it didn't need to do anything because that

·3· ·was already the law. If it wanted to just get the

·4· ·state engineer acting more quickly, it could have just

·5· ·created this critical management area designation and

·6· ·not provided for the GMP process.

·7· · · · It would have just stopped there. Right? Said,

·8· ·state engineer, get it done, designate them as

·9· ·critical management areas, and give -- and then 10

10· ·years later, you have to start curtailing, get them

11· ·time to get their affairs in order. But that's not

12· ·what it did. It's this whole new process of a GMP that

13· ·it didn't have to provide for and that didn't exist in

14· ·the law before. And so, um --

15· · · · THE COURT:· But aren't -- aren't there things

16· ·that a GMP can do other than, um, overturn priorities?

17· ·In other words, the fact that it allowed for a

18· ·groundwater management plan, why does that necessarily

19· ·imply that that's an -- an intent to, um, allow

20· ·variation from priorities?

21· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Uh, well, I think a number of

22· ·things, uh, would address that. First that it says, a

23· ·principle of statutory construction that when the

24· ·statute says -- provides -- creates criteria, has

25· ·language that specifies how things should be done,
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·1· ·that it's at the exclusion of other things. So I think

·2· ·that's sort of the -- the basic premise.

·3· · · · I think there's also a practical piece of this

·4· ·too. That the, um -- as a practical matter, the

·5· ·seniors consume all 30,000 acre feet. If they don't

·6· ·change their behavior, the only way that you can get a

·7· ·basin into balance is by 100 percent curtailment. So

·8· ·that's the status quo.

·9· · · · The legislature clearly wanted to do something

10· ·different than that. And so it doesn't matter if the

11· ·juniors conserve 10 percent, 20 percent, 80, 90

12· ·percent, even if they're conserving 99.9 percent,

13· ·which is essentially curtailment by another name,

14· ·you're still exceeding the perennial yield. So again,

15· ·it goes back to, why did the legislature create this

16· ·new process that didn't exist in the law?

17· · · · THE COURT:· Well, couldn't it be, uh -- uh, for

18· ·instance, uh, trying to encourage, uh, community-based

19· ·solutions? And in doing that, uh -- uh, trying to get

20· ·the senior holders to work with the junior holders?

21· ·And is it -- why isn't it possible for that to happen?

22· · · · Senior, uh, holders and the junior holders get

23· ·together and say, here's a, uh -- a groundwater

24· ·management plan that doesn't affect prior

25· ·appropriations, but we're all -- it may affect prior
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·1· ·appropriations, but we all agree to this?

·2· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Well, I think a key, uh, response

·3· ·to that is that one of the criteria that the -- the

·4· ·legislature put out -- put in this -- the legislation

·5· ·is that it -- the plan has to take the steps necessary

·6· ·to remove the CMA designation. If you're relying

·7· ·exclusively on voluntary reductions by seniors, you

·8· ·can't get there, because they don't have to

·9· ·voluntarily do anything.

10· · · · So if you present to the state engineer a GMP

11· ·that says, well, we hope to work together with the

12· ·seniors to get them to reduce their pumping, you're

13· ·not going to be able to say, or the state engineer

14· ·won't be able to say, I can tell that this is going to

15· ·take the necessary steps to reducing for the --

16· · · · THE COURT:· But for the overall health of the

17· ·basin, why can't they do that?

18· · · · MS. LEONARD:· They certainly can do that.

19· · · · THE COURT:· They would be interested, I'm sure,

20· ·in making sure the basin was healthy, the senior

21· ·holders.

22· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Well, I think -- Your Honor, I

23· ·think that's making assumptions as to how people might

24· ·act. But I can tell you that my clients worked for

25· ·years, and years, and years to try to put together a
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·1· ·plan that worked for everyone. They explored all sorts

·2· ·of ideas, they, you know, retained consultants and

·3· ·experts in economics to help them figure out what is a

·4· ·potential solution here.

·5· · · · This is what a majority came up with. And I -- I

·6· ·-- again, I emphasize that that's all that the

·7· ·legislature required. It just said, majority. And as

·8· ·an example of what you just raised, it could have

·9· ·said, and we need to include all the seniors too. And

10· ·that's not what they said.

11· · · · So that's why I continue to go back to the notion

12· ·that they made this exception to the prior

13· ·appropriation doctrine. Um, and it's not out of line

14· ·with other things that a legislature has done with

15· ·regard to the prior appropriation doctrine.

16· · · · THE COURT:· Ms. Leonard, I have two questions I

17· ·wanted --

18· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Sure.

19· · · · THE COURT:· -- to raise with you, and I know, uh,

20· ·time is running. Um, the first has to do with NRS

21· ·534.037. By the way, the statutory scheme is another

22· ·example, from my perspective, of the state engineer

23· ·being put in a extremely awkward position, um, to

24· ·help, uh, resolve and mitigate challenges that exist

25· ·between senior and junior, uh, right holders.
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·1· · · · Um, of concern to me was subsection G. Uh, when

·2· ·applying the factors on the establishment of the GMP

·3· ·it states, any other factor deemed relevant by the

·4· ·state engineer, um, A was there -- were there other

·5· ·factors, uh, that were reflected in the record that

·6· ·the state engineer used in approving this?

·7· · · · Uh, and B, uh, if so, what would be the source of

·8· ·those, would they be adopted regulations, um, where do

·9· ·they come from?

10· · · · MS. LEONARD:· So, Your Honor, I -- to -- to be

11· ·candid, I don't recall specifically in the order

12· ·whether the state engineer addressed other, um, thing

13· ·-- well, I -- I can give you an example of where the

14· ·state engineer said -- thought it was important that,

15· ·uh, this GMP does recognize priorities.

16· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

17· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Um, the state engineer also, um,

18· ·you know, thought it was important to, um -- that this

19· ·-- that this was what the community came together and

20· ·was able to, um -- to come up with, and that they had

21· ·worked very hard on it, and taken into consideration a

22· ·lot of I -- a lot of things.

23· · · · To get to that result, I think it's very clear

24· ·the state engineer relied on the record in front of

25· ·him either written submissions, uh, the petition for
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·1· ·the GMP, public comments, the hearing that he held.

·2· ·Um, I think it's clear that he only relied on the

·3· ·record in front of him.

·4· · · · THE COURT:· Then the second question I had, um,

·5· ·there's been some arguments made that this scheme that

·6· ·was adopted by the legislature, uh, for the GMP

·7· ·process, uh, may be unconstitutional as a -- as a

·8· ·taking. Is that an issue that we need to get into in a

·9· ·petition for judicial review?

10· · · · It seems to me that, uh, the question in a

11· ·petition for judicial review is to interpret and

12· ·understand the statute under which the program was

13· ·adopted. Uh, if someone has a problem with it from a

14· ·taking standpoint, that should be a separate action.

15· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Right.

16· · · · THE COURT:· Uh, and so I -- we -- we are all

17· ·lathered up in a lot of the paperwork that's been

18· ·filed with this Court and with the district court

19· ·over, uh, constitutional rights. But I'm not sure that

20· ·this is the appropriate venue to litigate or decide

21· ·that question.

22· · · · So if -- if Bailey, for example, has a, uh,

23· ·legitimate basis for a taking claim, uh, assuming

24· ·that, uh, we approved, uh, the state engineer's action

25· ·here, it would seem like that taking claim is
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·1· ·something that would be the -- the subject of a

·2· ·different matter another day.

·3· · · · MS. LEONARD:· I 100 percent agree with you that

·4· ·this is not the appropriate place to be consider- --

·5· ·considering a taking claim for a couple of reasons.

·6· ·One is it is a petition for judicial review --

·7· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

·8· · · · MS. LEONARD:· -- uh, in which there's not a

·9· ·claim, so to speak, for taking.

10· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

11· · · · MS. LEONARD:· The, um -- and the second is

12· ·because really, they didn't press it below. Uh, the

13· ·respondents did not press a taking below. They

14· ·mentioned it in there PJR, but they did not ever

15· ·really advance that argument in front of the district

16· ·court.

17· · · · But I do not think it's within the realm of what

18· ·this Court needs to decide. I think the district court

19· ·said, substantial evidence supported this decision,

20· ·and the state engineer complied with the statutory

21· ·requirements. That should be enough to affirm.

22· · · · THE COURT:· I said I had two questions, but I

23· ·have a third.

24· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Okay.

25· · · · THE COURT:· So perhaps you can confer with the
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·1· ·state engineer's counsel, unless you know. Have there

·2· ·been any other GMPs adopted for other basins

·3· ·throughout the state, or is this the only one?

·4· · · · MS. LEONARD:· This is the only one. This --

·5· · · · THE COURT:· First and only, I guess.

·6· · · · MS. LEONARD:· First and only. And it's the first

·7· ·basin to be designated as a critical management area.

·8· · · · THE COURT:· But there are, as we know from lots

·9· ·of sources, many other basins in which the, uh,

10· ·priority of the yield is exceeded by the amount of,

11· ·uh, rights, uh, authorized.

12· · · · MS. LEONARD:· That is correct. That the Court's

13· ·decision is going to have impacts far beyond Diamond

14· ·Valley.

15· · · · THE COURT:· And I think there are curtailments in

16· ·some other basins, even, that are -- that are running

17· ·their course. Is that right?

18· · · · MS. LEONARD:· I -- I can't tell you what the

19· ·current state of curtailment orders are. But I can

20· ·tell you that obviously, this has been a very light

21· ·year on precipitation and snowpack. Um, and it's --

22· ·it's going to have a big effect on -- on the resource

23· ·and the associated water users in the state.

24· · · · THE COURT:· All right. Uh, you're at 6:26, I'll

25· ·add three minutes to your rebuttal time, and we'll add
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·1· ·three minutes to, uh, respondent's time. Uh, are you

·2· ·ready to proceed? Okay. Are you taking all the time

·3· ·Mr. Mixson? Or --

·4· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Uh, I will be taking -- we -- we've

·5· ·agreed -- Mr. Rigdon and I have agreed to split our

·6· ·time.

·7· · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

·8· · · · MR. MIXSON:· So I intended to take 15, and I -- I

·9· ·-- I'll stick with that despite the extra three, which

10· ·I appreciate.

11· · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

12· · · · MR. MIXSON:· And we've also agreed to divide the

13· ·issues. I will be addressing prior appropriation and

14· ·if time allows, beneficial use doctrine. And Mr.

15· ·Rigdon will address the impairment of senior invested

16· ·water rights and other statutory violations.

17· · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

18· · · · MR. MIXSON:· So may it please the Court, there's

19· ·no dispute that the Diamond Valley groundwater aquifer

20· ·is in dire shape. There's also no dispute that the

21· ·primary cause of this condition is the state

22· ·engineer's failure for at least a half a century to

23· ·regulate overpumping of groundwater in the basin.

24· · · · The groundwater management plan for Diamond

25· ·Valley attempts to create an entirely new water system
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·1· ·applicable only in Diamond Valley that reallocates

·2· ·water from senior water rights to junior water rights.

·3· ·And none of the parties, including the appellants,

·4· ·dispute that the GMP violates the prior appropriation

·5· ·doctrine.

·6· · · · So the core of this case is whether the state

·7· ·engineer is permitted to approve a groundwater

·8· ·management plan that violates Nevada's fundamental

·9· ·prior appropriation doctrine, and fundamental

10· ·beneficial use doctrine, simply because a majority of

11· ·water users in the basin voted to do so.

12· · · · THE COURT:· Well, counsel, um, under Ms.

13· ·Leonard's characterization of the, uh, statute and her

14· ·view of the plain meaning of the statute, uh, it does

15· ·seem to be all inclusive. Uh, the language says, shall

16· ·order that withdrawals, it doesn't say what types, it

17· ·says withdrawals.

18· · · · Then it says, including without limitation to

19· ·domestic wells. That -- it would be an obvious

20· ·inclusion because of the handling of domest- --

21· ·domestic wells different than, uh, water rights. Be

22· ·restricted in that the basin to conform to priority

23· ·rights. It seems to be all withdrawals.

24· · · · MR. MIXSON:· So --

25· · · · THE COURT:· What about that interpretation of the
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·1· ·statute is wrong?

·2· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Well, by, um, the notion of vested

·3· ·rights, of course, Mr. Rigdon is going to address, and

·4· ·the impairment by the GMP. But with respect to the --

·5· · · · THE COURT:· Well, we got to start with the

·6· ·interpretation of the statute. So if you don't mind --

·7· · · · MR. MIXSON:· With respect to the -- with the --

·8· ·an interpretation of 534.110, I think what Ms.

·9· ·Leonard's discussion, uh, ignores is subsection six.

10· ·And you have to read the statute as a whole. I'd note

11· ·you have to read those two subsections together.

12· · · · Subsection six says, if the state engineer

13· ·designates a groundwater basin and the conditions

14· ·allow, he may curtail water rights by priority. That -

15· ·- that existed before AB419 in 2011. In 2011 AB419

16· ·adds -- to subsection six, it adds, except as

17· ·otherwise provided in subsection seven. Then adds

18· ·subsection seven.

19· · · · Subsection seven says, if the state engineer or

20· ·if the basin is designated as a critical management

21· ·area, the state engineer shall curtail water rights by

22· ·priority if it's been designated for 10 years, unless

23· ·he approves a GMP. The shall in subsection seven is

24· ·what's important. It creates mandatory curtailment

25· ·that didn't exist.
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·1· · · · THE COURT:· But why -- why -- why shouldn't we

·2· ·evaluate the -- that language on a ratable reduction?

·3· ·Which is kind of what the GMP did here, as opposed to,

·4· ·uh, a priority reduction? If you, uh, reserve all of

·5· ·the perennial yield for the seniors, there's no

·6· ·reduction to the seniors whatsoever. The language

·7· ·you're referencing seems to me to imply, uh, or even

·8· ·state that the -- there's going to be a ratable

·9· ·reduction of priorities throughout the basin?

10· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Well, I -- I -- I don't read the

11· ·language as -- as implying, uh, permission to reduce

12· ·senior rights on the backs of providing water for

13· ·junior --

14· · · · THE COURT:· Well, I understand you don't read it

15· ·that way. But I'm asking why isn't it reasonable to

16· ·read it as a reduction, uh, on a ratable basis, on an

17· ·aliquot basis?

18· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Because that doesn't comport with

19· ·the prior appropriation doctrine. The prior

20· ·appropriation doctrine in Nevada says that senior

21· ·rights are entitled to the full use of their water in

22· ·times of shortage.

23· · · · THE COURT:· Well, I think the subsections you

24· ·referenced are contemplating that there could be a

25· ·reduction based on the priorities. And I'm wondering
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·1· ·why that couldn't be read.

·2· · · · MR. MIXSON:· I -- I just don't -- I don't see

·3· ·that in the language. It says, the state engineer

·4· ·shall curtail by priority, unless there's a GMP, in

·5· ·subsection seven.

·6· · · · THE COURT:· So one of the things you were going

·7· ·to talk about, I think, had to do with, uh -- uh, in

·8· ·establishing the GMP, whether there was an appropriate

·9· ·evaluation of a beneficial use. Uh, it -- was that one

10· ·of the topics you were going to address?

11· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Yes, Your Honor.

12· · · · THE COURT:· Why don't we get to that? Because I

13· ·think that's a significant issue here --

14· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Okay.

15· · · · THE COURT:· -- as well.

16· · · · THE COURT:· Before you move on, I have a question

17· ·about subparagraph six that you just alluded to. It

18· ·speaks to, in the permissive may curtail by priority.

19· ·Um, what else is contemplated that the state engineer

20· ·could do, default in his duty to get the bal- -- basin

21· ·imbalance? I mean, what do you think, if you didn't

22· ·have paragraph seven, would be an option to

23· ·curtailment under paragraph six?

24· · · · MR. MIXSON:· An option in the alternative to

25· ·curtailment?
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·1· · · · THE COURT:· Yes.

·2· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Well, I think that, um, the state

·3· ·engineer -- well, under the Nevada Water law statutes,

·4· ·there -- are there are many ways to enforce the prior

·5· ·appropriation doctrine other than strict curtailing by

·6· ·priority.

·7· · · · For example, and this gets to the beneficial use

·8· ·question, water rights permits issued by the state

·9· ·engineer are essentially provisional. And in order to

10· ·prove up your permit so that you can get a -- a final

11· ·certificate, you have to put your water right to use

12· ·under the provisional permit. And you're only given a

13· ·certificate for the amount of water that you are

14· ·capable and do put to beneficial use.

15· · · · So a provisional permit can result in a

16· ·certificate with less water. And by -- if the state

17· ·engineer would enforce the cancellation of unused

18· ·water permits, or unused portions of water permits, he

19· ·could reduce the amount of water rights and the demand

20· ·on the aquifer. That is one example of a non-

21· ·curtailment remedy.

22· · · · THE COURT:· And your -- your argument here is

23· ·this GMP actually does the opposite.

24· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Correct. So un- -- so under the --

25· ·the problem with the beneficial use violations of the
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·1· ·GMP is that, for example, these unused permits, or

·2· ·unused portions of permits, are given full allocations

·3· ·and shares under the groundwater management plan. Even

·4· ·though the holder of that permit has not proven its

·5· ·actual ability to put the water to beneficial use.

·6· · · · THE COURT:· Mr. Mixson, was there a calculation

·7· ·made of the water rights that were incorporated in the

·8· ·GMP, uh, for which, um -- uh, appropriate

·9· ·consideration of the proof of beneficial use had not

10· ·been accomplished? Uh, I'm trying to quantify this

11· ·issue and the relationship between the plan that was

12· ·adopted versus the plan that might have been adopted

13· ·had, as part of the considerations under the factors

14· ·here, incorporated, uh -- uh, that, uh, calculus?

15· · · · MR. MIXSON:· I, um, understand your question. And

16· ·the answer is no. It was not quantified. I think that

17· ·is one of the fundamental deficiencies in the state

18· ·engineer's -- in factual determination --

19· · · · THE COURT:· And did you request that when the

20· ·state engineer was developing the plan?

21· · · · MR. MIXSON:· I did not personally. I had --

22· · · · THE COURT:· Who did --?

23· · · · MR. MIXSON:· [inaudible] clients.

24· · · · THE COURT:· Your clients.

25· · · · MR. MIXSON:· No. They didn't raise it as an issue
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·1· ·in their written comments.

·2· · · · THE COURT:· Uh-huh.

·3· · · · MR. MIXSON:· But they're laypersons, and so their

·4· ·comments didn't specifically demand or request that

·5· ·the state engineer actually quantify the, uh -- uh,

·6· ·amount of permits that have not yet been put to

·7· ·beneficial --

·8· · · · THE COURT:· So this gets to my question about the

·9· ·proof of beneficial issue. I'm intrigued by the

10· ·argument, and I can understand the seniors' concern,

11· ·just as you've articulated it to Justice Pickering.

12· ·But if it wasn't quantified, if it wasn't laid out in

13· ·the record, if it wasn't an alternative calculus, uh,

14· ·for the state engineer to consider, was it waived?

15· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Was it waived by --

16· · · · THE COURT:· As in --

17· · · · MR. MIXSON:· -- the challenger?

18· · · · THE COURT:· Yes. Right.

19· · · · MR. MIXSON:· I don't think it would have been

20· ·waived, because it was not a formal legal proceeding,

21· ·it was a public hearing to take public comments.

22· · · · THE COURT:· Yeah.

23· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Not testimony under oath.

24· · · · THE COURT:· So did you raise a calculus of the

25· ·type we're talking about to the district court?
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·1· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Um, I don't think we -- it was

·2· ·raised as a specific issue that the state engineer

·3· ·should have calculated. Although, um --

·4· · · · THE COURT:· Because it seemed like --

·5· · · · MR. MIXSON:· But it might [ph] be, I did. Because

·6· ·I honestly just can't remember, is all.

·7· · · · THE COURT:· There's a lot of paperwork here. So I

·8· ·appreciate the challenges in remembering this. But I -

·9· ·- I didn't see it really float up as a intriguing

10· ·issue until it got to us.

11· · · · MR. MIXSON:· If I could -- if I could just run

12· ·through. I hate to do numbers in front of you. But --

13· · · · THE COURT:· Sure, no.

14· · · · MR. MIXSON:· The state engineer did --

15· · · · THE COURT:· Some people have accused me of being

16· ·a bean counter. That's all [inaudible]

17· · · · MR. MIXSON:· On -- on paper, there are

18· ·approximately 126,000 acre feet --

19· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

20· · · · MR. MIXSON:· -- of irrigation permits granted by

21· ·the state engineer.

22· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

23· · · · MR. MIXSON:· In 2016, which is sort of the

24· ·benchmark number that's been used by the GMP and by

25· ·the state engineer, there was approximately 76,000
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·1· ·acre feet pumped from the basin for irrigation.

·2· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

·3· · · · MR. MIXSON:· That the difference between the

·4· ·126,000 acre feet on paper permits, and the 76,000

·5· ·acre feet that was pumped in 2016, is 50,000 acre feet

·6· ·--

·7· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

·8· · · · MR. MIXSON:· -- of water rights on paper that

·9· ·were not used. Some portion of that 50,000,

10· ·presumably, it's a significant portion of this, I'll

11· ·calculate it below, is water that is -- has not been

12· ·put to beneficial use, may never be put to beneficial

13· ·use, because it's incapable --

14· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

15· · · · MR. MIXSON:· -- of being put to beneficial use.

16· ·So I -- I -- I can't --

17· · · · THE COURT:· I get that argument, Mr. Mixson, I

18· ·was intrigued by it. But I'm trying to understand

19· ·whether it's appropriate for us to -- to deal with

20· ·that. The calculus you've just gone through, I don't

21· ·think it's something that was developed, uh, perhaps

22· ·understandably, with the process in front of the state

23· ·engineer, but in front of the district court either.

24· ·Right?

25· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Those numbers were certainly brought
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·1· ·to the district court's opin- -- uh, attention.

·2· · · · THE COURT:· Yeah.

·3· · · · MR. MIXSON:· The calculus of the unused permits,

·4· ·and the portions of the unused permits is -- is

·5· ·something that at least from my perspective, and on

·6· ·behalf of my clients, is the state engineer's sole

·7· ·obligation. The -- the Baileys are not capable of

·8· ·gathering the information to make that determination.

·9· · · · THE COURT:· So under which of the factors in

10· ·534.037 do you think the state engineer should take

11· ·into consideration? Uh, I could see some that would

12· ·apply. Uh, but is there one in particular that you --

13· ·or maybe more than one?

14· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Well, obviously, G -- other, um,

15· ·applies. And then --

16· · · · THE COURT:· We've been down that catch-all [ph] -

17· ·-

18· · · · MR. MIXSON:· And then, um, you know, a -- the

19· ·hydrology of the basin, arguably. But let me address

20· ·the factors in 534.037 subsection two.

21· · · · THE COURT:· Sure.

22· · · · MR. MIXSON:· The -- the appellants' argument is

23· ·what -- the state engineer having been provided a

24· ·groundwater management plan a- -- approved by a

25· ·majority of the water users in the basin, all he's
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·1· ·required to do is consider the factors under

·2· ·subsection two of that statute.

·3· · · · And if he determines that it -- the groundwater

·4· ·management plan could result in removal of the CMA

·5· ·designation, he can approve it. They say that's the

·6· ·end of the story. But I want to draw your attention to

·7· ·these factors.

·8· · · · These are not legal. These are scientific and

·9· ·hydrologic factors that are obviously within the

10· ·purview of the state engineer. But none of these -- it

11· ·references or sets forth a legal standard, hydrology

12· ·of the basin, physical characteristics of the basin,

13· ·geographic spacing of the wells, water quality, um,

14· ·whether the plan already exists, none of these are

15· ·legal.

16· · · · So when the appellants say, if the state engineer

17· ·considers these, that's the end of the story. That is

18· ·fundamentally what the district court rejected. And he

19· ·said, no, you have to also look at whether the

20· ·groundwater management plan complies with the rest of

21· ·the water law, not just the technical factors under

22· ·subsection two, of 534- -- 4.037.

23· · · · And so to me, that -- their argument therefore

24· ·falls apart. Because the groundwater management plan,

25· ·it's conceded, does violate the prior appropriation
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·1· ·doctrine. And of course, I argue it violates the

·2· ·beneficial use doctrine.

·3· · · · THE COURT:· Do you acknowledge that the

·4· ·legislature could, if it wanted, allow groundwater

·5· ·management plans that don't strictly follow

·6· ·priorities?

·7· · · · MR. MIXSON:· I -- I fully, uh, agree that had the

·8· ·legislature wanted to exempt groundwater management

·9· ·plans --

10· · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

11· · · · MR. MIXSON:· -- from existing law, they could do

12· ·so with the express language in the statute.

13· · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

14· · · · MR. MIXSON:· But we are talking about fundamental

15· ·prior appropriation doctrine for Nevada, and if the

16· ·legislature is going to waive that doctrine for a

17· ·groundwater management plan, it must do so expressly

18· ·with express terms in the statute, which it did not do

19· ·here.

20· · · · THE COURT:· If I may, why -- but why isn't unless

21· ·express?

22· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Unless is an express exception to

23· ·the mandatory curtailment of subsection seven of

24· ·534.110. It's not an exception to the entire prior

25· ·appropriation doctrine. Under 534.110, subsection six,
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·1· ·there is still permissive curtailment at the

·2· ·discretion of the state engineer. So that unless a GMP

·3· ·is approved as -- only as an exception to 534.110,

·4· ·subsection seven, A and B which are critical

·5· ·management area.

·6· · · · THE COURT:· So what's the point of allowing the

·7· ·groundwater management plan?

·8· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Just that --

·9· · · · THE COURT:· What -- what kinds of things can a

10· ·groundwater management plan do if it doesn't have the

11· ·opportunity to adjust, say, the prior appropriation?

12· · · · MR. MIXSON:· So, um, the goal as stated in the

13· ·statute, 534.037, is to allow for the state engineer

14· ·to remove a critical management area designation.

15· ·That's the statutory goal.

16· · · · THE COURT:· Right.

17· · · · MR. MIXSON:· And -- and presumably, that means,

18· ·uh, reducing pumping to somewhere at or at least very

19· ·close to the sustainable yield of the basin. And how

20· ·can you do that while still, um, staying true to the

21· ·prior appropriation doctrine?

22· · · · THE COURT:· Right.

23· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Well, as in the State Engineer v.

24· ·Lewis case from New Mexico, the common way it's done

25· ·is to state when -- when they create the problem, puts
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·1· ·up the money to solve the problem, and you could have

·2· ·a voluntary water rights buyout and retirement program

·3· ·using public funding or funding from any other source.

·4· · · · THE COURT:· So a majority of the citizens can

·5· ·vote and say, we think the state should pay us to give

·6· ·up our water rights. And the state engineer would

·7· ·approve that. Is that your idea?

·8· · · · MR. MIXSON:· The idea -- well, yeah. I mean, I

·9· ·can't force the -- the state, obviously, to do that.

10· ·But they -- they could say -- it could be a component

11· ·of a plan. And another component of a plan could be,

12· ·uh, cancellation of unused permits, and you -- and you

13· ·start to piece together various components.

14· · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

15· · · · MR. MIXSON:· And so --

16· · · · THE COURT:· I mean, cancellation of unused

17· ·permits isn't going to solve the problem, because not

18· ·only is it over-appropriated on paper, it's actually

19· ·being overused. Right?

20· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Yes.

21· · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

22· · · · MR. MIXSON:· But -- but if you -- if you begin to

23· ·-- to bleed out [ph] the unused water rights, and you

24· ·begin to address the problem through voluntary

25· ·conservation measures, you could also potentially, um,
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·1· ·have mandatory, um, irrigation efficiencies on the

·2· ·farm.

·3· · · · You could have man- -- you know, for example,

·4· ·we're not disputing in the groundwater management plan

·5· ·the requirement that all the farmers put an upgraded

·6· ·meter on their system, so that we're measuring water

·7· ·accurately. Um, it's sort of an unstated rule in the

·8· ·water law that once you start measuring water, use

·9· ·goes down.

10· · · · And so you start to piece together various

11· ·components of a plan that are voluntary with respect

12· ·to senior rights, but you need to incentivize them to

13· ·reduce water. But you cannot take water away from

14· ·senior rights under the current appropriation doctrine

15· ·and give it to junior rights.

16· · · · THE COURT:· No water?

17· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Not under -- not if you stay true to

18· ·the prior appropriation doctrine. They're entitled to

19· ·the full use of their water under the prior

20· ·appropriation doctrine.

21· · · · THE COURT:· Unless the legislature qualifies

22· ·that.

23· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Correct.

24· · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

25· · · · THE COURT:· Do you agree with Ms. Leonard that
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·1· ·this plan achieves equipoise such that the CMA

·2· ·designation would be removed in 35 years?

·3· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Well, um, the -- the district court

·4· ·agreed with the state engineer based on the factors

·5· ·under 534.037, subsection two, the scientific factors.

·6· ·And, uh, the Baileys had- -- hadn't challenged the

·7· ·district court's determination. But, um, I think it is

·8· ·still sort of an open question whether this plan --

·9· ·because remember, the 34,000 acre feet that, um, it

10· ·allows to be pumped at year 35 doesn't include

11· ·domestic wells and other water rights such as money.

12· ·So the -- the pumping demand on the basin is going to

13· ·be higher even than the 34,000.

14· · · · THE COURT:· Do you -- do we have a number for

15· ·that?

16· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Um, I don't have it off the top of

17· ·my head. But I think, uh --

18· · · · THE COURT:· It's in the record.

19· · · · MR. MIXSON:· I think it may be in the record.

20· · · · THE COURT:· Thank you.

21· · · · MR. MIXSON:· Okay. I've, um -- I'm at the end of

22· ·my time. So the Baileys request that the Court affirm

23· ·the district court's decision. And thank you.

24· · · · THE COURT:· All right. Thank you, Mr. Mixson.

25· ·Morning, Mr. Rigdon. How are you?
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·1· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Doing well, Mr. Chief Justice. Thank

·2· ·you very much.

·3· · · · THE COURT:· Um, would you like the three minutes

·4· ·I allocated to your colleague? Uh --

·5· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Absolutely.

·6· · · · THE COURT:· I figured you would.

·7· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Thank you, Mr. Chief Justice. And

·8· ·may it please the Court, I'm here today with my co-

·9· ·counsel, uh, Mr. Paul Taggart. And with my -- uh, one

10· ·of my clients, uh, Ira [inaudible]

11· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

12· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Uh, importantly, uh, Ira was

13· ·actually a member of the committee that was charged

14· ·with coming up with a groundwater management plan. Uh,

15· ·unfortunately, uh, they were not able to reach, uh,

16· ·unanimity on this. And, uh, he ends up in the position

17· ·that he's in today. But he's put a lot of work into

18· ·trying to come up with the ways that we've been

19· ·talking about.

20· · · · And -- and just to really quickly tag on before I

21· ·get into my presentation, to some of the questions

22· ·that were just being asked. One of the ways that

23· ·groundwater management plans could be adopted without

24· ·upsetting prior appropriation, and it's done all over

25· ·the west, juniors can come in and incentivize seniors
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·1· ·to save water.

·2· · · · So they can help the seniors put on water

·3· ·conservation equipment, they can help them line

·4· ·ditches, they can help them do this type of stuff. And

·5· ·then the water saved, because the juniors incentivized

·6· ·them to do that, goes to the seniors. That is the kind

·7· ·of hardware in groundwater management plans, and what

·8· ·the legislature was expecting from groundwater

·9· ·management plans.

10· · · · But why do that hard work when you can just take

11· ·the water from the seniors, and not -- and not do any

12· ·incentive to have -- voluntarily come in with a plan?

13· ·And that's what happened in this case, uh, because the

14· ·juniors vastly outnumber the seniors here. And they

15· ·just voted their way into a plan to take -- take --

16· ·take the priority rates. And -- and -- and that's

17· ·what's going to happen.

18· · · · THE COURT:· I mean, didn't the state engineer --

19· ·I mean, I understand. So the juniors may come in and

20· ·vote majority. Yeah, let's take the water from the

21· ·seniors, yay. But it's got to be approved by the state

22· ·engineer. So it's not just a majority rule, they have

23· ·to then have a state engineer who presumably is

24· ·representing the public interest to say, is this a

25· ·reasonable plan? And he determined it was.
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·1· · · · MR. RIGDON:· It -- uh, that's true. The state --

·2· ·state engineer did say that it was a reasonable plan.

·3· ·But the state engineer was -- was guided by the fact

·4· ·that it was a plan that was -- the majority wanted.

·5· ·And -- and you see throughout his order he talks

·6· ·about, well, this is what a majority of the people

·7· ·want, therefore, that's what's in the public interest

·8· ·and that's what I'm going to do. Uh, and -- uh, and --

·9· ·and unfortunately, that's just the political reality

10· ·of the situation. Uh --

11· · · · THE COURT:· Ca- -- can it be determined that it's

12· ·in the pub- -- that -- let me back up. Is your

13· ·position that he can't determine it's in the public

14· ·interest if it would infringe on the priority?

15· · · · MR. RIGDON:· If it would infringe on prior

16· ·appropriations. This -- this doesn't just infringe

17· ·upon prior appropriations. This infringes on prior

18· ·appropriations doctrine, which is a fundamental

19· ·doctrine of groundwater law. It infringe -- it -- it

20· ·infringes on the beneficial use doctrine, which is a

21· ·vital doctrine, as -- as Mr. Mixson pointed out.

22· · · · And it also -- well, the part that I was going to

23· ·discuss is it infringes upon what we call the non-

24· ·impairment doctrine. Where pre-statutory water rights

25· ·are protected from any kind of impairment of their
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·1· ·rights, uh, from any state engineer action or any --

·2· ·any application of the code. And this plan violates

·3· ·that non-impairment doctrine as well as the other two

·4· ·doctrines.

·5· · · · So what we have here is an argument from the

·6· ·appellants that this one statute basically allows them

·7· ·to ignore all the other water laws and statutes in the

·8· ·state. That -- that can't be the result. That can't be

·9· ·what the legislature intended without specific and

10· ·clear language, uh, in -- in the legislation.

11· · · · THE COURT:· Help us here --

12· · · · MR. RIGDON:· And this regards one point that, uh,

13· ·Chief Justice raised with regards to, is this the

14· ·right form to bring up takings issues?

15· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

16· · · · MR. RIGDON:· We're arguing here about statutory

17· ·interpretation. One of the primary doctrines that's

18· ·standard for interpretation is, where possible, if

19· ·there's two readings of a statute, the one that

20· ·doesn't implicate constitutional concerns is the

21· ·better one. Our reading of the statute doesn't

22· ·implicate constitutional concerns. The reason we're

23· ·raising the takings issue is because there's does.

24· · · · THE COURT:· Well, maybe that's the consequence. I

25· ·mean, your clients may have a takings claim if -- if
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·1· ·we agree that the GMP was appropriated or authorized

·2· ·by the statute, and that's the action that was taken.

·3· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Uh, ab- -- absolutely. And that

·4· ·would come -- that would certainly come later.

·5· · · · THE COURT:· Yeah.

·6· · · · MR. RIGDON:· But for the purposes of determining

·7· ·what the statute means, again, when there's two --

·8· ·there's -- why not avoid that constitutional --

·9· · · · THE COURT:· Yeah.

10· · · · MR. RIGDON:· -- question altogether and go right

11· ·to the interpretation that doesn't even require us to

12· ·reach that?

13· · · · THE COURT:· Are you advocating --? I apologize.

14· ·Go ahead.

15· · · · THE COURT:· In this instance, how many pre-

16· ·statutory rights are we dealing with? Are we dealing

17· ·with pre-1913 ha- -- what's the -- the split on the

18· ·rights here, the date -- the priority dates in these

19· ·rights?

20· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Well, that's very good question.

21· ·Because you heard that the -- the plan actually does

22· ·bring the basin in balance, and -- and it absolutely

23· ·does not. And -- and this is why it does not. The

24· ·numbers she referred to that are in Appendix G of the

25· ·plan only cover the water rights that are covered by
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·1· ·the plan.

·2· · · · So the water rights covered by the plan pumping

·3· ·is brought down to 34,200 acre feet at the end of 35

·4· ·years, after another 35 years of groundwater

·5· ·[inaudible] but that doesn't include the more than

·6· ·6,500 acre feet of pre-statutory water rights that

·7· ·would've had to get replacement water from the

·8· ·aquifer, because all their springs have run dry, uh,

·9· ·through this process

10· · · · ·For -- for 40 years, they've watched their

11· ·springs run dry. The Renners haven't even received

12· ·replacement water yet. They're the most northern --

13· ·they're the northernmost spring, their spring is still

14· ·running, although it's starting to go down every year.

15· ·Those that groundwater finally reaches them.

16· · · · Sadlers received replacement water because, uh,

17· ·their spring ran completely dry. The Baileys also had

18· ·some replacement water because their springs ran

19· ·completely dry. Um, and so that's not even accounted

20· ·for in the plan. So --

21· · · · THE COURT:· And -- and that's pending in the, um

22· ·-- the decree litigation over this. Is that right? Is

23· ·-- or is that part of this record as well?

24· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Yeah. Those are two cases going on,

25· ·uh, current. Uh, as -- as you know. Because we had
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·1· ·that case that --

·2· · · · THE COURT:· Yeah.

·3· · · · MR. RIGDON:· -- that you recently dismissed about

·4· ·the -- about the replacement water rights. Um, and

·5· ·that -- that the -- uh, the numbers I've given you are

·6· ·the numbers from that adjudication. There's at least -

·7· ·-

·8· · · · THE COURT:· Were -- were those advocated or

·9· ·debated in this record?

10· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Yes. It was.

11· · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

12· · · · MR. RIGDON:· It was ab- -- it -- it absolutely

13· ·was. And -- and I -- I know that, because I'm the one

14· ·who did that. I -- I was at that public comment

15· ·meeting on behalf of my clients. I brought up that

16· ·issue at that public comment meeting, and brought it

17· ·up at the district court, and now we're bringing it up

18· ·here. So --

19· · · · THE COURT:· So you're saying that, like, the big

20· ·Shipley Spring is in play in this litigation as

21· ·additional on top of the 34,000?

22· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Absolutely.

23· · · · THE COURT:· Okay. Thank you.

24· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Absolutely. So the non-impairment

25· ·doctrine, which is what I was originally going to
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·1· ·file, is -- is one of the most fundamental doctrines

·2· ·of groundwater law. It's found in NRS 533.085. And it

·3· ·simply states, as I said, nothing in the water law can

·4· ·-- can work its way to restrict or impair the ability

·5· ·to protect for water right laws.

·6· · · · Here the argument is, well, they've received

·7· ·replacement water, we're not cutting any water use of

·8· ·theirs, so therefore, we're not impairing. But that

·9· ·ignores one simple fact. And that ignores the fact

10· ·that this plan -- so we've got 40 years, over four

11· ·decades of water level declines. This plan continues

12· ·that for another 35 years, another three and a half

13· ·decades of -- of consistent groundwater climate, and

14· ·consistent overpumping in the basin.

15· · · · Meaning that water levels continue to go down.

16· ·Our clients already had -- some of our clients have

17· ·already had to pay for replacement wells, pumps,

18· ·electricity to bring the water out of the ground. Uh,

19· ·the Renners are going to be facing that situation, and

20· ·there is not one thing in this plan to make them

21· ·whole.

22· · · · THE COURT:· They argue that it is the, um,

23· ·northern users use of the groundwater, that they

24· ·injured themselves in effect by drilling wells too

25· ·close to the springs. Now, I don't know what the state
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·1· ·of the evidence is on that. But they -- they

·2· ·contradict your point that they're to blame for that,

·3· ·essentially.

·4· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Well, respectfully, that -- they did

·5· ·not argue that in this proceeding.

·6· · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

·7· · · · MR. RIGDON:· And that was never preserved as an

·8· ·issue in this particular case. That was an issue in

·9· ·regard to the -- the replacement water case. And

10· ·they're attempting to make it an issue in regards to

11· ·the judication. Uh, but that has actually been

12· ·definitively decided by the state engineer. And they

13· ·never appealed that decision or the ruling 290 that

14· ·the state engineer issued that said that the cause of

15· ·the groundwater decline was the junior pumping to

16· ·stop.

17· · · · THE COURT:· So -- so you would say where they

18· ·refer to that in their briefs here that that -- that

19· ·lacks record support?

20· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Correct.

21· · · · THE COURT:· Okay. Thank you.

22· · · · MR. RIGDON:· So the other thing I want to bring

23· ·up is this would set a dangerous statewide precedent.

24· ·This letter actually acknowledged that this is not

25· ·limited by the val- -- this issue is not limited by
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·1· ·the value. This is a law of general applic- --

·2· ·applicability throughout the state.

·3· · · · The prior appropriation doctrine is only viable,

·4· ·is -- is only important when there's a shortage, when

·5· ·a basin is being overpumped, that's the only time it's

·6· ·important. If the -- if it's not being overpumped, it

·7· ·doesn't matter what somebody's prior use are, because

·8· ·everybody gets their water. It's only when they're

·9· ·being overpumped.

10· · · · And so if we're going to say that the basins that

11· ·are being overpumped, you can come in and get a CMA,

12· ·and then the doctrine of prior [inaudible] management

13· ·code violates the prior appropriation, then we

14· ·effectively don't have prior appropriation as stated

15· ·in law, at least respect -- with respect to

16· ·groundwater.

17· · · · If the legislature intended that result, they

18· ·would have made that clear. But the district court did

19· ·look into legislative history, the district court did

20· ·an investigation into the -- the passage of AB419.

21· · · · And in its order -- and in -- in this order, the

22· ·district court said it couldn't find one word, not one

23· ·word by any of the people who -- any of the sponsors

24· ·of the bill, any of the legislators, any of the people

25· ·who testified on the bill, supporting an
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·1· ·interpretation that -- uh, that they meant to overturn

·2· ·prior appropriations.

·3· · · · In fact, in the statements we do have on the

·4· ·record, we have Assemblyman [inaudible] who was the

·5· ·sponsor of the bill, he specifically said, it is -- as

·6· ·-- as I mentioned earlier, it is up to the juniors to

·7· ·figure out how to grade the incentives to conserve

·8· ·water in order to, uh,· make these plans works.

·9· · · · THE COURT:· Uh, are you asserting the statute is

10· ·ambiguous? Because other- -- if it's not, we don't get

11· ·the legislative history.

12· · · · MR. RIGDON:· I -- I - I don't believe it's

13· ·ambiguous. But, um, they're different on the opposite

14· ·reading of -- of what Ms. Leonard providing. Uh, I --

15· ·I agree completely with Mr. Mixson's review of the

16· ·statute. We have -- what we have is you have

17· ·subsection six was in the law prior to AB419.

18· · · · They copied the exact language from subsection

19· ·six, brought it down to subsection seven, changed the

20· ·may to a shall, and created -- and -- and added a

21· ·precedent and an antecedent -- an- -- antecedent

22· ·condition. The precedent condition was CMA for 10

23· ·years. The antecedent condition was unless a

24· ·groundwater management plan is approved.

25· · · · All those conditions were doing is -- is -- is
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·1· ·changing the -- were the conditions under which the

·2· ·may doesn't have to change to a shall. That's all it

·3· ·was doing. And that way -- and that's why they used

·4· ·that -- that -- copied that exact language from

·5· ·subsection six. And that's why subsection six is so

·6· ·important.

·7· · · · THE COURT:· From the standpoint of your argument,

·8· ·the non-impairment argument, are you saying that if we

·9· ·were to interpret, um -- uh, the groundwater

10· ·management plan statute, uh, 534.110(7) the way that's

11· ·advocated by appellants in this case, that that

12· ·interpretation would be contrary to the provisions in

13· ·the water code that assure protection of, uh, prior --

14· ·prior -- prior rights?

15· · · · MR. RIGDON:· That's absolutely correct, sir.

16· · · · THE COURT:· Those statutes are irreconcilably in

17· ·conflict.

18· · · · MR. RIGDON:· I -- I -- I -- I do agree with that,

19· ·Your Honor. And -- and -- and where's --

20· · · · THE COURT:· So if --

21· · · · MR. RIGDON:· -- the evidence of that?

22· · · · THE COURT:· But it -- but if we were to conclude

23· ·that that was the case, uh, it does seem like the

24· ·legislature can adjust the water code with respect to

25· ·other senior wa- -- water rights holders.
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·1· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Uh, if that were the case, there --

·2· ·there's a potential that they -- that they could.

·3· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

·4· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Uh, again, uh, if they did, it would

·5· ·still then have maybe a right takings issue at that

·6· ·point.

·7· · · · THE COURT:· Yeah. Well, maybe. But the point

·8· ·you're making about non-impairment is, those prior

·9· ·statutory ri- -- rights, uh, can't be adjusted by

10· ·subsequent statutory modifications.

11· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Corr- --

12· · · · THE COURT:· Yeah.

13· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Correct. They -- they -- they

14· ·definitely cannot. That -- that's definitely correct.

15· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

16· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Um, and -- and -- and the evidence

17· ·that the legislature did not want to im- -- impair, at

18· ·least as for the water rights. In passing this

19· ·legislation, you know, is something that go -- his

20· ·whole statement on his purpose for introducing this

21· ·bill.

22· · · · He said -- he said that the -- that the purpose

23· ·of the bill was to -- is that -- he said, perennial

24· ·yield is what we are striving for. The state engineer

25· ·is not getting it done. This is actually his quote
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·1· ·from the -- from the legislative record. State

·2· ·engineer is not getting it done, we continue to see

·3· ·these basins decline, his purpose was to bring the

·4· ·basins back into balance.

·5· · · · And where do we see that? In the actual text in

·6· ·534.037, you have those factors, but you also have

·7· ·above that the one mandatory requirement that every

·8· ·GMP must follow. And that is it must contain the

·9· ·necessary steps for removal of the -- the critical

10· ·management area designation.· Since the management

11· ·area designation is placed there, when pumping exceeds

12· ·perennial yield, logically, that means that -- that it

13· ·must contain the steps to bring the basin into balance

14· ·to avoid pumping below perennial yield. This plan on

15· ·its face does not meet that, and that harms the pre-

16· ·statutory right courts.

17· · · · Because again, they're the ones who've been

18· ·bearing the brunt and -- and -- and -- and taking the

19· ·burden of all this overpumping. They've had their --

20· ·their previously free flowing springs that were

21· ·tremend- -- not -- not just tremendous resources for

22· ·their lands, but tremendous ecological resources in

23· ·this basin. They -- they've had to watch for 40 years

24· ·as they slowly decline, and dry up, and blow away.

25· · · · THE COURT:· Mr. -- excuse me, go ahead.
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·1· · · · THE COURT:· So you -- do you and Mr. Mixson

·2· ·disagree on whether or not Judge Fairman correctly

·3· ·concluded that the GMP brings the ba- -- the basin

·4· ·into balance?

·5· · · · MR. RIGDON:· I -- I -- I -- I disagree to a

·6· ·point. So what Judge Fairman was -- was -- Judge

·7· ·Fairman was looking, this is the water area, so all

·8· ·the areas not for interpretation, Judge Fairman was

·9· ·looking at this in a [inaudible] standard.

10· · · · THE COURT:· Right.

11· · · · MR. RIGDON:· With regard to substantial evidence

12· ·of whether to the basin back into balance, he was

13· ·looking at it from the substantial evidence standard.

14· ·And -- and he was trying -- trying very hard to be

15· ·deferential to the state engineer, and -- and -- and

16· ·he was. Where I think the district court erred in that

17· ·is that there's not a single piece of evidence in the

18· ·record that shows that this will bring the basin into

19· ·balance.

20· · · · And there's multiple pieces of evidence on the

21· ·record from scientific sources, the USGS, currency and

22· ·engineering, , uh -- uh, the -- the Harold report that

23· ·you mentioned, uh, that show that it won't bring the

24· ·basin into balance. And so -- and so while the -- the

25· ·district court was being deferential to the state
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·1· ·engineer on that factual issue, I believe that that

·2· ·reference was in place.

·3· · · · THE COURT:· But those references are to the, uh -

·4· ·- the reason it won't bring it into balance from your

·5· ·perspective is because of the pre-statutory water

·6· ·rights.

·7· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Uh, because those pre-statutory

·8· ·waterways would be pumped. So what we'll -- I'll just

·9· ·go through the quick pieces of evidence. Uh, the USGS

10· ·in 2016 did a report and they said the basin is -- is

11· ·out of balance by 61,000 acre feet --

12· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

13· · · · MR. RIGDON:· -- in their report. The pumping

14· ·reductions in the plan only amount to a little over

15· ·40,000. Uh, when you -- when you -- when you look at

16· ·the face of the plan, you know, this -- if you add the

17· ·6,500 acre feet of the other water rights being pumped

18· ·on top of the -- the 34,200, you have over 40,000, yet

19· ·probably only 30,000 available. That's really easy

20· ·math.

21· · · · THE COURT:· Mm-hmm.

22· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Um, the -- the Herald [ph] report,

23· ·which actually indicates that there might be an even

24· ·lower perennial yield for the southern half of the

25· ·basin. Um, and then -- and then we -- we were the only
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·1· ·people who hired an expert, we hired Turnipseed

·2· ·Engineering to, uh -- for the -- for the public

·3· ·comment meeting.

·4· · · · And -- and we had Turnipseed engineering look at

·5· ·the question, what was the -- that's the only expert

·6· ·that has looked at the question of whether the pumping

·7· ·reduction will bring the basin back to balance, looked

·8· ·at that specific question. And -- and -- and they

·9· ·determined that it wouldn't, and we submitted that for

10· ·the record. That's -- that's probably in the record.

11· · · · Uh, and so -- so there's all this evidence there.

12· ·And then there's no evidence on the other side, uh,

13· ·other than the state engineers personal opinion that,

14· ·uh -- that it will somehow bring the basin into

15· ·balance.

16· · · · THE COURT:· Counsel, uh, if I could ask, you

17· ·spoke a moment ago about legislative intent. And --

18· ·and, um, in regard to the district court's order, they

19· ·seem to rely on the unpassed legislation in SB73 as

20· ·indicative of legislative intent somehow. And if we're

21· ·to find that to be an error, how does that affect our

22· ·analysis of the overall propriety of the district

23· ·court's order?

24· · · · MR. RIGDON:· Respectfully, I don't think that's

25· ·what the district court is doing. I know that's what
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·1· ·they -- they've said the district court was doing. The

·2· ·district court took into account the failed

·3· ·legislation, not to determine what the legislative

·4· ·intent in 2011 was, um, with regard to passing the

·5· ·law.

·6· · · · They looked at the failed 2000 leg- -- 10 -- the

·7· ·2017 legislation to determine what the state

·8· ·engineer's prior understanding of that law was, and

·9· ·that it was inconsistent with his current, uh,

10· ·advocacy of how the law should be in theory. So that

11· ·was the purpose of the district court looking at that

12· ·2017 legislation.

13· · · · THE COURT:· Thank you.

14· · · · MR. RIGDON:· And sir, we respectfully ask that

15· ·not only do you affirm the district court, but you

16· ·make it clear, there's four more years that they have

17· ·to develop a GMP. Uh, we ask that you make it clear

18· ·that the GMP has to comply with prior appropriations

19· ·and has to, um -- uh, make the -- make the seniors

20· ·whole, make the [inaudible] whole, and bring the basin

21· ·back into balance. And thank you very much.

22· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Your Honors, I want to address

23· ·three principal things. I want to address beneficial

24· ·use, I want to address vested rights. But I want to

25· ·start with a really important distinction between
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·1· ·surface water and groundwater that the district court

·2· ·didn't really address, and the respondents didn't

·3· ·really address.

·4· · · · I think everyone's clear that curtailment occurs

·5· ·when there's a shortage. With surface water, the

·6· ·existence of a shortage is seasonal, it depends on

·7· ·precipitation and snowpack, um, and the resulting

·8· ·stream flows. And so whether and when rights might be

·9· ·curtailed depends on where you are on the spectrum of

10· ·priorities.

11· · · · Some years you might get nothing, some years, you

12· ·might get something, and some years, you might get a

13· ·lot more. And it just depends on -- on the stream

14· ·flows. Um, and management of priorities for surface

15· ·water is pretty easy, you open and close head gates.

16· · · · Groundwater is way different. For groundwater,

17· ·water availability is determined by the perennial

18· ·yield, which in and of itself is determined by

19· ·multiple complex hydraulic -- hydrologic and geologic

20· ·factors. And, um, a shortage means that all rights in

21· ·excess of the perennial yield cannot be exercised.

22· ·And, um, so if they -- based on a more or less

23· ·permanent aquifer condition of what does this basin

24· ·sustain?

25· · · · So the, um, pump - the aquifer response to
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·1· ·pumping, or to the cessation of pumping, it's

·2· ·complicated. And this explains why the legislature

·3· ·gave the state engineer very broad authority in this,

·4· ·uh, legislation. Because it's highly technical, it is

·5· ·within his expertise. He has hydrologists, geologists,

·6· ·hydrogeologists, and all sorts of technical people

·7· ·supporting him.

·8· · · · And so this notion that the respondents raise

·9· ·that they have the only expert is really, uh,

10· ·disingenuous, I believe, because the state engineer's

11· ·office is full of experts. And it's squarely within

12· ·the broad discretion of the state engineer to decide

13· ·when and whether this, uh, basin is going to come into

14· ·balance such that the critical management area, um,

15· ·designation can be removed.

16· · · · And, um, it's -- this legislation is also clear

17· ·that it -- is consistent with legislation that already

18· ·exists in NRS 534.120. Where the legislature has given

19· ·the state engineer very broad authority to administer

20· ·basins, um, and make such rules, regulations, and

21· ·orders as are deemed essential for the welfare of the

22· ·area involved.

23· · · · So the state engineer gets to consider the public

24· ·welfare. You don't see this in surface water. And I

25· ·think it goes back to the complexity of groundwater
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·1· ·basins and why this -- the legislature needs to leave

·2· ·certain things up to the legislate- -- excuse me. To

·3· ·the state engineer's discretion.

·4· · · · Um, let me turn to vested rights, uh, because I

·5· ·want to, um, address this. First of all, it's clear

·6· ·vested rights are not subject to the GMP. And the

·7· ·district court's conclusion with regard to vested

·8· ·rights, but somehow because there is a timeframe in

·9· ·which the basin will -- the pumping will continue to

10· ·exceed the perennial yield, that the district court

11· ·concluded that in and of itself violates the -- the

12· ·vested rights, uh -- pre-existing vested rights.

13· · · · But if that interpretation were accepted, then

14· ·the statute itself AB419 is what would be

15· ·unconstitutional because the statute itself clearly

16· ·allows for continued withdrawals in excess of the

17· ·perennial yield for at least 10 years, and it doesn't

18· ·set a time limit on the state engineer at all. Other

19· ·than that tenure window, uh, where he has to limit

20· ·withdrawals if there's no GMP.

21· · · · So, um, I think that argument falls short that --

22· ·that the respondents advance. It's also illogical that

23· ·a GMP that is going to reduce pumping to the perennial

24· ·yield would somehow worsen the condition of the

25· ·aquifer. Which is what the argument is that they're
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·1· ·making, is saying that the GMP will -- will make the

·2· ·status quo worse, and therefore impairs vested rights.

·3· · · · Um, the district court's conclusion would -- in

·4· ·this regard is not supported by any record evidence. I

·5· ·would note that my colleagues for the respondents were

·6· ·very loose on what they were referencing, uh, in terms

·7· ·of what is in the, quote, record, because they're

·8· ·referencing other litigation that my clients never had

·9· ·the opportunity in this -- to create a record in this

10· ·case to respond to that.

11· · · · Um, and -- and so I don't believe, uh, if you

12· ·look at our opening brief on page 46, there are

13· ·references regarding, uh, vested rights. And, um, I --

14· ·that was the -- the best we could do thinking that the

15· ·district court was going to just stick to the

16· ·administrative record, which it ended up not doing.

17· ·Uh, but that was what we have in the record for that

18· ·issue.

19· · · · THE COURT:· On this point, um, I asked Mr. Rigdon

20· ·about whether, uh, the statute creating the GMP, uh,

21· ·is in conflict with, uh, the water code that declares

22· ·pre-statutory rights, uh, protections.

23· ·Uh, what about that?

24· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Well, I don't think there is

25· ·anything in this record that ties any junior pumping,
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·1· ·in particular, any well and shows a -- a causal effect

·2· ·on any particular senior right. There is the USGS

·3· ·report that attributes overall pumping in the basin,

·4· ·which would mean senior and junior rights.

·5· · · · THE COURT:· Well, did Mr. Turnipseed's report

·6· ·conclude, as represented here today, uh, that the, uh

·7· ·-- uh, prior appropriation rights would be impaired,

·8· ·uh, from the GMP?

·9· · · · MS. LEONARD:· I'm sor- -- are you talking about

10· ·vested rights or prior appropriation?

11· · · · THE COURT:· Prior appropriation.

12· · · · MS. LEONARD:· And so -- can you repeat your

13· ·question, Your Honor?

14· · · · THE COURT:· Did Mr. Turnipseed's report, as

15· ·represented by Mr. Rigdon, indicate that the prior

16· ·appropriated rights, pre-statutory rights would be

17· ·impaired by the GMP?

18· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Your Honor, I don't think it

19· ·matters, because the substantial evidence standard

20· ·doesn't take into account whether other evidence --

21· · · · THE COURT:· I'm just asking if that was his

22· ·opinion.

23· · · · MS. LEONARD:· I don't recall specifically his

24· ·opinion. But I --

25· · · · THE COURT:· But I'm assuming you don't -- so your
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·1· ·response to that argument is, you don't think it

·2· ·matters?

·3· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Well, Your Honor, I don't think it

·4· ·matters, because substantial evidence standard has

·5· ·these -- what the state engineer -- if there's

·6· ·substantial evidence to support the state engineer,

·7· ·that is sufficient.

·8· · · · THE COURT:· That is --

·9· · · · MS. LEONARD:· If there's contrary evidence that

10· ·the state engineer does not -- might not agree with,

11· ·it doesn't make a difference with regard to the

12· ·substantial evidence standard.

13· · · · THE COURT:· On a broader basis, can the

14· ·legislature, by statute, uh, impair prior

15· ·appropriation or pre-statutory rights by a statute?

16· · · · MS. LEONARD:· I -- I think that it -- that it --

17· ·the -- I think there are pre-existing constitutional

18· ·rights that have to be protected. So I would say, no.

19· ·That by statute, it cannot. But I think that you have

20· ·to have a causal effect.

21· · · · THE COURT:· So under your plain reading of the

22· ·statute that you shared with Justice Pickering earlier

23· ·in the opening, uh, when you talk about -- when the

24· ·statute talks about withdrawals, uh, and I share your

25· ·point about, uh -- or understand your point that
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·1· ·that's pretty wide, and encompasses all withdrawals,

·2· ·that would not include, uh, pre-statutory, uh, rights.

·3· · · · MS. LEONARD:· No. I think it's very clear that

·4· ·the GMP cannot impair statutor- -- or, excuse me. Pre-

·5· ·statutory rights.

·6· · · · THE COURT:· Yeah.

·7· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Vested rights. We're not making the

·8· ·argument that it can, and we don't think there's any

·9· ·record evidence that shows that it does.

10· · · · THE COURT:· Okay

11· · · · MS. LEONARD:· The state of a district court said,

12· ·simply because pumping is going to continue beyond the

13· ·perennial yield, that that -- that there's a direct

14· ·causal connection with -- with, uh, vested rights.

15· · · · But because you have respondents pumping wells

16· ·near their springs, or in their springs, even if there

17· ·were curtailment of all the juniors by 100 percent,

18· ·down to zero, it -- tomorrow where the perennial yield

19· ·is -- is only 30,000 acre feet, that's all that's

20· ·going to be pumped. You don't -- there's -- there's no

21· ·evidence that those springs are going to come back.

22· · · · So there -- this statute on its face does not,

23· ·uh, impair vested rights. Uh, but it's -- it's

24· ·certainly allow -- it -- it doesn't -- you need the

25· ·evidence to show that cause --
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·1· · · · THE COURT:· So I wanted to clarify something,

·2· ·because I may have misunderstood something Mr. Rigdon

·3· ·said. What are the total vested rights in the basin?

·4· · · · MS. LEONARD:· The total amount? I -- I don't

·5· ·remember the number in particular.

·6· · · · THE COURT:· He -- he said 6,000. But I wasn't

·7· ·sure if that was just his client or the full basin.

·8· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Yeah. I don't remember the number

·9· ·specifically.

10· · · · THE COURT:· All right. Thank you.

11· · · · THE COURT:· And just to -- sorry, to be clear.

12· ·And -- and, uh, when Justice Pickering was talking to

13· ·you earlier about whether the plan would result in

14· ·balance after 35 years or not, and I believe the point

15· ·was made by respondents that if -- if the GMP doesn't

16· ·take into account the pre-statutory rights, then in

17· ·fact, it wouldn't be, like -- does that affect your

18· ·analysis and whether this meets the requirements for a

19· ·GMP?

20· · · · MS. LEONARD:· I have two responses to that. One

21· ·is, that's a highly technical question. That is

22· ·squarely within the discretion of the state engineer

23· ·of what the -- how the -- the aquifer will respond to

24· ·the GMP. Um, the -- the other, uh -- and my other

25· ·response just left my head.
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·1· · · · THE COURT:· I understand.

·2· · · · THE COURT:· Ms. Leonard, if I could ask, um, I --

·3· ·I think you mentioned earlier you're going to get to

·4· ·this, but I wanted to comment on it. The first thing I

·5· ·would say is, in an era when people are so polarized

·6· ·in their beliefs and opinions, I think it's

·7· ·commendable that all the people in this space have

·8· ·been willing to collaboratively work towards solving

·9· ·their issues.

10· · · · But the state engineer's order still obviously

11· ·has to comply with the law. How can banking water

12· ·constitute beneficial use under our statutes?

13· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Your Honor, banking -- banking

14· ·water is -- is just, uh, a matter of not withdrawing

15· ·it in one year for use in the next year. It is not, uh

16· ·-- it -- it is and will be put to beneficial use, um,

17· ·is the banking of it is not the end use of it. So I

18· ·think that their argument with regard to that is, um -

19· ·- is -- is a little misleading.

20· · · · Because I think that the -- the notion and the

21· ·idea is that we, uh, want to make water most

22· ·efficiently used. This is a shortcoming of the prior

23· ·appropriation doctrine. It also requires use it or

24· ·lose it. Which is a problem, uh, in terms of cons- --

25· ·conserving water. And so the GMP tries to address that
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·1· ·-- that element of prior appropriation by saying,

·2· ·don't use it just because you have to, you -- you

·3· ·know, save it for when you need it.

·4· · · · THE COURT:· But doesn't that , uh, I mean, going

·5· ·back to beneficial use, uh, under the GMP that's been

·6· ·proposed, you've got those holders that haven't been

·7· ·putting their water to beneficial use that are going

·8· ·to get shares in this, uh -- this plan. And they can

·9· ·bank, they can sell, but yet they haven't made

10· ·beneficial use of, uh, the water. How does that

11· ·comport with what you just said?

12· · · · MS. LEONARD:· So, um, I think that there -- this

13· ·notion that these waterways have never been put to

14· ·beneficial use is a false premise. Because --

15· · · · THE COURT:· But then there was an indication by

16· ·the, uh, state engineer, I believe, um, that it would

17· ·be a notice issue and a delay issue to, uh, notify

18· ·these people that haven't been putting their rights

19· ·to, uh, use. Um --

20· · · · MS. LEONARD:· So --

21· · · · THE COURT:· And it would encourage those folks to

22· ·come forward and say I'd better start pumping, which

23· ·affects the basin as well.

24· · · · MS. LEONARD:· Well, and that goes back to the

25· ·broad discretion given to the state engineer who made
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·1· ·the logical conclusion that if you -- if he starts

·2· ·initiating forfeiture and abandonment proceedings now,

·3· ·that it will have the perverse result of increasing

·4· ·pumping in an already compromised basin.

·5· · · · And as you pointed out, uh, that it could have a,

·6· ·uh -- it could take years to solve the administrative

·7· ·and legal proceedings that the statute doesn't afford.

·8· · · · So, um, there are other things I can say with

·9· ·regard to beneficial use, but my time is up. I

10· ·appreciate the Court's time. And I -- I again want the

11· ·Court -- Court to go back to the purpose of the

12· ·statute, um, is -- needs to, um -- would -- it would

13· ·begin a no effect if a GMP must strictly conform to

14· ·priorities. So --

15· · · · THE COURT:· Do my colleagues have any additional

16· ·questions for counsel? All right. Seeing none, uh, the

17· ·Court would like to extend its thanks and appreciation

18· ·to Ms. Leonard and her colleagues, Mr. Mixson, Mr.

19· ·Rigdon, uh, Mr. Taggart.

20· · · · Uh, I'm sure you are writing notes. Um, thank you

21· ·all for your excellent arguments today, and your

22· ·exceptional briefing in the case. Uh, the matter will

23· ·stand.

24

25
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·3· · · · I, Chris Naaden, a transcriber, hereby declare

·4· ·under penalty of perjury that to the best of my

·5· ·ability the above 65 pages contain a full, true and

·6· ·correct transcription of the tape-recording that I

·7· ·received regarding the event listed on the caption on

·8· ·page 1.

·9

10· · · · I further declare that I have no interest in the

11· ·event of the action.

12

13· · · · June 27, 2022

14· · · · Chris Naaden
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 1   [Part 1]
 2
 3        MS. LEONARD:  And I wish to reserve 10 minutes of
 4   my time for rebuttal.
 5        THE COURT:  Fine. Thank you, Ms. Leonard.
 6        MS. LEONARD:  Good morning, Your Honors, and may
 7   it please the Court. My name is Debbie Leonard on
 8   behalf of the appellants. Also present in the
 9   courtroom today are some of the Diamond Valley farmers
10   whose livelihoods are at stake in this matter.
11        May 12th, 1960, that is a critical date in
12   Diamond Valley because it represents the difference
13   between a prospering agricultural community and the
14   loss of many livelihoods with associated effects on
15   Eureka County. Why is that?
16        Throughout the 1960s, many people were starting
17   to farm in Diamond Valley and obtaining permits from
18   the state engineer to appropriate groundwater. People
19   were successful in working the land, and Diamond
20   Valley thrived. But Diamond Valley has been more
21   successful than the aquifer can sustain.
22        The state engineer has determined that 30,000
23   acre feet annually is the basin's perennial yield. And
24   May 12th, 1960 is the date on which the state engineer
25   had cumulatively issued 30,000 acre feet of
0003
 1   groundwater appropriations. As a result, May 12th,
 2   1960 became a line of demarcation between senior and
 3   junior appropriators.
 4        So under strict application of the prior
 5   appropriation doctrine, those water rights that
 6   postdate May 12th, 1960 would be cut off in a process
 7   known as curtailment. So what would that look like?
 8        Well, I refer the Court to Appendix F of the GMP,
 9   and you will see two things on there. First you will
10   see that 81 percent of the permits that have been
11   issued for groundwater in Diamond Valley fall below
12   this cutoff line. So curtailment would gravely affect
13   many people and also Eureka County.
14        The second thing you will see is the sheer number
15   of appropriations that occurred around the -- within a
16   small window of time, 1960 to 1961. Meaning that the
17   juniors, some of whom come within just days of the
18   cutoff line, and have been diligently working the land
19   for 60 years under dually issued permits would lose
20   everything.
21        So why do I start with this? Well, this is the
22   problem the legislature was trying to solve in 2011
23   when it passed AB419. They wanted to address over-
24   appropriation and the impacts on the groundwater
25   resources. But they also wanted to avoid the
0004
 1   devastating impacts of curtailment by priority in
 2   groundwater basins if it were strictly enforced.
 3        This legislative intent is the lens through which
 4   the Court must view the statute. The district court
 5   made no effort to analyze the legislative intent, it
 6   only speculated as to what the legislature did not
 7   intend.
 8        THE COURT:  Well, if they intended, uh, to
 9   affect, uh -- uh, invested rights, wouldn't they have
10   said so? Uh, if they wanted to affect prior
11   appropriation, they could've expressly, uh, said that
12   in the statutes, uh, throughout chapter 533 and 534.
13   Uh, make it very clear, prior appropriation, first in
14   time, first in line.
15        MS. LEONARD:  So I think the -- let's look at the
16   statutory language. Because I think it -- they do say
17   that specifically. They say that -- well, first of
18   all, AB419 created this critical management area
19   designation that did not previously exist.
20        And then if a basin has been designated a
21   critical management area for at least 10 consecutive
22   years, the legislative required the state engineer to
23   limit withdrawals, uh, to restrict them to conform to
24   priority rights. And this is the key language, unless
25   a groundwater management plan has been approved for
0005
 1   the basin pursuant to NRS 534.037.
 2        So this language expressly authorizes an engineer
 3   to not conform to priority rights, but only in very
 4   limited circumstances. Where there's a CMA
 5   designation, and so long as the groundwater management
 6   plan complies with this language of the statute, uh,
 7   in NRS 534.037. And if you turn to that, I think it's
 8   important to see what these limited circumstances of
 9   making an exception to prior appropriation, what they
10   look like.
11        First, the legislature said, uh, it allowed a
12   simple majority of permit and certificate holders to
13   petition for approval of a GMP. So the legislature
14   said, you know, prior appropriation presents this
15   intractable problem of how do we address the situation
16   we're in where the resources are affected, but there
17   are, um -- but if we enforce strict appropriation, it
18   would be devastating?    And they said -- the
19   legislature said, let's put the onus on the local
20   community to come up with a solution that works for
21   them.
22
23   [Part 2]
24
25        MS. LEONARD:  Now the legislature, uh, by
0006
 1   requiring majority approval, it made it clear it did
 2   not expect everybody to be on board. Uh, the
 3   legislature could have set the number higher than a
 4   majority, it could have required all the senior right
 5   holders to, uh, have signed on to a petition. But
 6   that's not what it did.
 7        And this G- -- GMP though, I think it's important
 8   to note that it wasn't approved just by a simple
 9   majority. It was approved by a majority of senior
10   right holders. So the only seniors to have challenged
11   the GMP in all of Diamond Valley are the Baileys, and
12   they are a respondent here.
13        Sadler Ranch and the Renners are not senior
14   groundwater users, uh, of rights that are subject to
15   the GMP. So I just want to make that clear that the
16   only seniors to challenge it are one of the
17   respondents here. So, um, importantly, also the GMP
18   honors priorities, it has this priority factor that
19   was a major point of debate during the GMP development
20   process. And it was what a majority could agreed to.
21        THE COURT:  Let me pause you there though. Um,
22   first of all, the GMP never equalizes, not even in 35
23   years, the over-pumping issue. You're still not
24   underwater, but, um, over the approp- -- the -- the
25   amount that basin can sustain, even 35 years from now.
0007
 1   Um, so could you comment on that, and how that fits in
 2   the statutory scheme, and your discussion of the
 3   legislators' object here?
 4        MS. LEONARD:  Sure. Um, the GMP does bring the
 5   basin into balance within 35 years. The, um -- the
 6   benchmark reduction table, that I think Your Honor was
 7   referring to, is not accounting for, um, recharging to
 8   the aquifer. So it doesn't, uh -- the ca- -- when when
 9   you look at just consumptive use, and that -- um,
10   there's actually another table that's located, and,
11   um, I think it's at, um, joint appendix volume 4,
12   pages 838 to 839.
13        It'll show you that when you take into account
14   consumptive use, only then -- and -- and recharging to
15   the aquifer, then it will bring the basin within
16   30,000 acre feet, uh, within the timeframe set forth
17   in the -- in the GMP.
18        THE COURT:  But it -- that point is reached in 35
19   years. So there are 35 years in which it's in
20   imbalance.
21        MS. LEONARD:  That is correct. Um, that -- there
22   are benchmark reductions, they might be more
23   aggressive. But under the table that is, uh, in the
24   appendix and in the GMP, it would take 35 years.
25        Now the -- the district court said that that
0008
 1   complies with the statute. And if you look at the
 2   statutory language, it makes very clear that you don't
 3   have to bring it back -- a basin into balance right
 4   away. And of course, that makes sense because if you
 5   were to -- going to that would be curtailment -- 100
 6   percent curtailment immediately, which is what the
 7   legislature was trying to avoid. Um --
 8        THE COURT:  So could it be 100 years?
 9        MS. LEONARD:  Um, I think, Your Honor, that
10   brings into -- into focus the next point that I wanted
11   to make, is that there are very -- uh, the legislature
12   set very, um, sturdy guardrails by which the state
13   engineer was -- should approve a GMP, and has to take
14   into account a number of factors. And the criteria are
15   listed. Um, but the hydrology, the physical
16   characteristics of the basin.
17        So your question with regard to 100 years, would
18   -- um, it would be on a case by case basis, based on
19   the hydrology, the geology, the we- -- the
20   withdrawals, the -- an individual basin, um, what can
21   it -- wha- -- what is appropriate for that basin.
22        THE COURT:  Now, it was striking reading the
23   record in the Harold report from 1960 where exactly --
24   where it was viewed that we would be, and that we were
25   then. And yet we're taking another 35 years forward
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 1   into the future. And it's difficult, um, and -- and
 2   there's no money there for the senior water rights
 3   holders. The state has not committed any money. So the
 4   Lewis case seems distinguishable on its face to me.
 5        MS. LEONARD:  Your -- Your Honor mentioned a
 6   number of things. I think the very first thing that
 7   you mentioned with regard to -- I -- I would
 8   characterize it as how we got to this situation. I
 9   think the legislature was very clear that it wasn't
10   interested in looking backwards. It wanted to look
11   forward.
12        And so it wasn't, you know, criticizing the state
13   engineer for how it -- things had been managed in the
14   past. It was saying, this is the situation, how are we
15   going to solve it? And, uh, I think it's a very
16   forward-looking piece. Um, with regard to money for
17   the seniors, I -- I want to be very clear that, uh,
18   the legislature has had and has modified the prior
19   appropriation doctrine under certain circumstances.
20        I think that, um, the most recent change, the
21   2019 amendment to NRS 5344.110, regarding domestic
22   well holders is a really good example of this. Because
23   what that says is that, um, even if the state engineer
24   curtails priorit- -- by priority in a basin, such that
25   a senior, for example, irrigator would get zero, a
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 1   domes- -- junior domestic well owner could still pump.
 2        And that is a -- a perfect example of where the -
 3   - the legislature, as a policy matter, prioritized
 4   that we don't want domestic well owners to, uh -- to
 5   suffer, and so we are going to make sure they get
 6   water even when something's curtailed.
 7        THE COURT:  But that one -- that's more explicit
 8   though than they've been in this statute.
 9        MS. LEONARD:  I absolutely agree with you on
10   that. Um, but I think the key thing to keep in mind is
11   the legislature recognized that individual basins have
12   very specific, you know, characteristics, be they, um,
13   hydrology, geology, social, economic, where the wells
14   are located, all sorts of different things. Um, and
15   the legislature really put this in the hands of local
16   people. I think that's very clear, that's where the
17   majority language comes into play.
18        It's -- it basically said, figure it out. And, um
19   -- and so I think the -- where it's -- where the
20   language specifically says that the state engineer
21   does not have to conform to priorities. While it's not
22   as specific as the domestic well statute, I think it
23   is certainly in line with where elsewhere the
24   legislature has departed from prior appropriation in
25   limited circumstances.
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 1        THE COURT:  Is it your contention that the
 2   statute deserves a plain meaning reading, and that
 3   supports your position? Or are you saying it's
 4   ambiguous and we need to resort to legislative
 5   history?
 6        MS. LEONARD:  I think the plain meaning of the
 7   statute is clear when it says, unless a GMP has been
 8   approved, uh, pursuant to the statute, that there's --
 9   the state -- state engineer does not have to conform
10   to priorities. I think that is clear that it allows
11   for a GMP, just as we're seeing, as we see here.
12        THE COURT:  I'm taking up a lot of your time. But
13   could you walk me through the plain language analysis
14   that you believe is so clear?
15        MS. LEONARD:  Uh, yes, Your Honor. So the -- um,
16   if you look at this -- the language, it says, if a
17   basin has been designated as a critical management
18   area for at least 10 consecutive years, the state
19   engineer shall order that withdrawals, including
20   without limitation, withdrawals from domestic wells be
21   restricted in that basin to conform to priority
22   rights. Comma, unless.
23        And then after unless it says, unless a
24   groundwater management plan has been approved for the
25   basin pursuant to NRS 534.037. Now, if the legislature
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 1   just wanted to have the state engineer curtail by
 2   priority, it didn't need to do anything because that
 3   was already the law. If it wanted to just get the
 4   state engineer acting more quickly, it could have just
 5   created this critical management area designation and
 6   not provided for the GMP process.
 7        It would have just stopped there. Right? Said,
 8   state engineer, get it done, designate them as
 9   critical management areas, and give -- and then 10
10   years later, you have to start curtailing, get them
11   time to get their affairs in order. But that's not
12   what it did. It's this whole new process of a GMP that
13   it didn't have to provide for and that didn't exist in
14   the law before. And so, um --
15        THE COURT:  But aren't -- aren't there things
16   that a GMP can do other than, um, overturn priorities?
17   In other words, the fact that it allowed for a
18   groundwater management plan, why does that necessarily
19   imply that that's an -- an intent to, um, allow
20   variation from priorities?
21        MS. LEONARD:  Uh, well, I think a number of
22   things, uh, would address that. First that it says, a
23   principle of statutory construction that when the
24   statute says -- provides -- creates criteria, has
25   language that specifies how things should be done,
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 1   that it's at the exclusion of other things. So I think
 2   that's sort of the -- the basic premise.
 3        I think there's also a practical piece of this
 4   too. That the, um -- as a practical matter, the
 5   seniors consume all 30,000 acre feet. If they don't
 6   change their behavior, the only way that you can get a
 7   basin into balance is by 100 percent curtailment. So
 8   that's the status quo.
 9        The legislature clearly wanted to do something
10   different than that. And so it doesn't matter if the
11   juniors conserve 10 percent, 20 percent, 80, 90
12   percent, even if they're conserving 99.9 percent,
13   which is essentially curtailment by another name,
14   you're still exceeding the perennial yield. So again,
15   it goes back to, why did the legislature create this
16   new process that didn't exist in the law?
17        THE COURT:  Well, couldn't it be, uh -- uh, for
18   instance, uh, trying to encourage, uh, community-based
19   solutions? And in doing that, uh -- uh, trying to get
20   the senior holders to work with the junior holders?
21   And is it -- why isn't it possible for that to happen?
22        Senior, uh, holders and the junior holders get
23   together and say, here's a, uh -- a groundwater
24   management plan that doesn't affect prior
25   appropriations, but we're all -- it may affect prior
0014
 1   appropriations, but we all agree to this?
 2        MS. LEONARD:  Well, I think a key, uh, response
 3   to that is that one of the criteria that the -- the
 4   legislature put out -- put in this -- the legislation
 5   is that it -- the plan has to take the steps necessary
 6   to remove the CMA designation. If you're relying
 7   exclusively on voluntary reductions by seniors, you
 8   can't get there, because they don't have to
 9   voluntarily do anything.
10        So if you present to the state engineer a GMP
11   that says, well, we hope to work together with the
12   seniors to get them to reduce their pumping, you're
13   not going to be able to say, or the state engineer
14   won't be able to say, I can tell that this is going to
15   take the necessary steps to reducing for the --
16        THE COURT:  But for the overall health of the
17   basin, why can't they do that?
18        MS. LEONARD:  They certainly can do that.
19        THE COURT:  They would be interested, I'm sure,
20   in making sure the basin was healthy, the senior
21   holders.
22        MS. LEONARD:  Well, I think -- Your Honor, I
23   think that's making assumptions as to how people might
24   act. But I can tell you that my clients worked for
25   years, and years, and years to try to put together a
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 1   plan that worked for everyone. They explored all sorts
 2   of ideas, they, you know, retained consultants and
 3   experts in economics to help them figure out what is a
 4   potential solution here.
 5        This is what a majority came up with. And I -- I
 6   -- again, I emphasize that that's all that the
 7   legislature required. It just said, majority. And as
 8   an example of what you just raised, it could have
 9   said, and we need to include all the seniors too. And
10   that's not what they said.
11        So that's why I continue to go back to the notion
12   that they made this exception to the prior
13   appropriation doctrine. Um, and it's not out of line
14   with other things that a legislature has done with
15   regard to the prior appropriation doctrine.
16        THE COURT:  Ms. Leonard, I have two questions I
17   wanted --
18        MS. LEONARD:  Sure.
19        THE COURT:  -- to raise with you, and I know, uh,
20   time is running. Um, the first has to do with NRS
21   534.037. By the way, the statutory scheme is another
22   example, from my perspective, of the state engineer
23   being put in a extremely awkward position, um, to
24   help, uh, resolve and mitigate challenges that exist
25   between senior and junior, uh, right holders.
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 1        Um, of concern to me was subsection G. Uh, when
 2   applying the factors on the establishment of the GMP
 3   it states, any other factor deemed relevant by the
 4   state engineer, um, A was there -- were there other
 5   factors, uh, that were reflected in the record that
 6   the state engineer used in approving this?
 7        Uh, and B, uh, if so, what would be the source of
 8   those, would they be adopted regulations, um, where do
 9   they come from?
10        MS. LEONARD:  So, Your Honor, I -- to -- to be
11   candid, I don't recall specifically in the order
12   whether the state engineer addressed other, um, thing
13   -- well, I -- I can give you an example of where the
14   state engineer said -- thought it was important that,
15   uh, this GMP does recognize priorities.
16        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
17        MS. LEONARD:  Um, the state engineer also, um,
18   you know, thought it was important to, um -- that this
19   -- that this was what the community came together and
20   was able to, um -- to come up with, and that they had
21   worked very hard on it, and taken into consideration a
22   lot of I -- a lot of things.
23        To get to that result, I think it's very clear
24   the state engineer relied on the record in front of
25   him either written submissions, uh, the petition for
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 1   the GMP, public comments, the hearing that he held.
 2   Um, I think it's clear that he only relied on the
 3   record in front of him.
 4        THE COURT:  Then the second question I had, um,
 5   there's been some arguments made that this scheme that
 6   was adopted by the legislature, uh, for the GMP
 7   process, uh, may be unconstitutional as a -- as a
 8   taking. Is that an issue that we need to get into in a
 9   petition for judicial review?
10        It seems to me that, uh, the question in a
11   petition for judicial review is to interpret and
12   understand the statute under which the program was
13   adopted. Uh, if someone has a problem with it from a
14   taking standpoint, that should be a separate action.
15        MS. LEONARD:  Right.
16        THE COURT:  Uh, and so I -- we -- we are all
17   lathered up in a lot of the paperwork that's been
18   filed with this Court and with the district court
19   over, uh, constitutional rights. But I'm not sure that
20   this is the appropriate venue to litigate or decide
21   that question.
22        So if -- if Bailey, for example, has a, uh,
23   legitimate basis for a taking claim, uh, assuming
24   that, uh, we approved, uh, the state engineer's action
25   here, it would seem like that taking claim is
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 1   something that would be the -- the subject of a
 2   different matter another day.
 3        MS. LEONARD:  I 100 percent agree with you that
 4   this is not the appropriate place to be consider- --
 5   considering a taking claim for a couple of reasons.
 6   One is it is a petition for judicial review --
 7        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
 8        MS. LEONARD:  -- uh, in which there's not a
 9   claim, so to speak, for taking.
10        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
11        MS. LEONARD:  The, um -- and the second is
12   because really, they didn't press it below. Uh, the
13   respondents did not press a taking below. They
14   mentioned it in there PJR, but they did not ever
15   really advance that argument in front of the district
16   court.
17        But I do not think it's within the realm of what
18   this Court needs to decide. I think the district court
19   said, substantial evidence supported this decision,
20   and the state engineer complied with the statutory
21   requirements. That should be enough to affirm.
22        THE COURT:  I said I had two questions, but I
23   have a third.
24        MS. LEONARD:  Okay.
25        THE COURT:  So perhaps you can confer with the
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 1   state engineer's counsel, unless you know. Have there
 2   been any other GMPs adopted for other basins
 3   throughout the state, or is this the only one?
 4        MS. LEONARD:  This is the only one. This --
 5        THE COURT:  First and only, I guess.
 6        MS. LEONARD:  First and only. And it's the first
 7   basin to be designated as a critical management area.
 8        THE COURT:  But there are, as we know from lots
 9   of sources, many other basins in which the, uh,
10   priority of the yield is exceeded by the amount of,
11   uh, rights, uh, authorized.
12        MS. LEONARD:  That is correct. That the Court's
13   decision is going to have impacts far beyond Diamond
14   Valley.
15        THE COURT:  And I think there are curtailments in
16   some other basins, even, that are -- that are running
17   their course. Is that right?
18        MS. LEONARD:  I -- I can't tell you what the
19   current state of curtailment orders are. But I can
20   tell you that obviously, this has been a very light
21   year on precipitation and snowpack. Um, and it's --
22   it's going to have a big effect on -- on the resource
23   and the associated water users in the state.
24        THE COURT:  All right. Uh, you're at 6:26, I'll
25   add three minutes to your rebuttal time, and we'll add
0020
 1   three minutes to, uh, respondent's time. Uh, are you
 2   ready to proceed? Okay. Are you taking all the time
 3   Mr. Mixson? Or --
 4        MR. MIXSON:  Uh, I will be taking -- we -- we've
 5   agreed -- Mr. Rigdon and I have agreed to split our
 6   time.
 7        THE COURT:  Okay.
 8        MR. MIXSON:  So I intended to take 15, and I -- I
 9   -- I'll stick with that despite the extra three, which
10   I appreciate.
11        THE COURT:  Okay.
12        MR. MIXSON:  And we've also agreed to divide the
13   issues. I will be addressing prior appropriation and
14   if time allows, beneficial use doctrine. And Mr.
15   Rigdon will address the impairment of senior invested
16   water rights and other statutory violations.
17        THE COURT:  Okay.
18        MR. MIXSON:  So may it please the Court, there's
19   no dispute that the Diamond Valley groundwater aquifer
20   is in dire shape. There's also no dispute that the
21   primary cause of this condition is the state
22   engineer's failure for at least a half a century to
23   regulate overpumping of groundwater in the basin.
24        The groundwater management plan for Diamond
25   Valley attempts to create an entirely new water system
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 1   applicable only in Diamond Valley that reallocates
 2   water from senior water rights to junior water rights.
 3   And none of the parties, including the appellants,
 4   dispute that the GMP violates the prior appropriation
 5   doctrine.
 6        So the core of this case is whether the state
 7   engineer is permitted to approve a groundwater
 8   management plan that violates Nevada's fundamental
 9   prior appropriation doctrine, and fundamental
10   beneficial use doctrine, simply because a majority of
11   water users in the basin voted to do so.
12        THE COURT:  Well, counsel, um, under Ms.
13   Leonard's characterization of the, uh, statute and her
14   view of the plain meaning of the statute, uh, it does
15   seem to be all inclusive. Uh, the language says, shall
16   order that withdrawals, it doesn't say what types, it
17   says withdrawals.
18        Then it says, including without limitation to
19   domestic wells. That -- it would be an obvious
20   inclusion because of the handling of domest- --
21   domestic wells different than, uh, water rights. Be
22   restricted in that the basin to conform to priority
23   rights. It seems to be all withdrawals.
24        MR. MIXSON:  So --
25        THE COURT:  What about that interpretation of the
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 1   statute is wrong?
 2        MR. MIXSON:  Well, by, um, the notion of vested
 3   rights, of course, Mr. Rigdon is going to address, and
 4   the impairment by the GMP. But with respect to the --
 5        THE COURT:  Well, we got to start with the
 6   interpretation of the statute. So if you don't mind --
 7        MR. MIXSON:  With respect to the -- with the --
 8   an interpretation of 534.110, I think what Ms.
 9   Leonard's discussion, uh, ignores is subsection six.
10   And you have to read the statute as a whole. I'd note
11   you have to read those two subsections together.
12        Subsection six says, if the state engineer
13   designates a groundwater basin and the conditions
14   allow, he may curtail water rights by priority. That -
15   - that existed before AB419 in 2011. In 2011 AB419
16   adds -- to subsection six, it adds, except as
17   otherwise provided in subsection seven. Then adds
18   subsection seven.
19        Subsection seven says, if the state engineer or
20   if the basin is designated as a critical management
21   area, the state engineer shall curtail water rights by
22   priority if it's been designated for 10 years, unless
23   he approves a GMP. The shall in subsection seven is
24   what's important. It creates mandatory curtailment
25   that didn't exist.
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 1        THE COURT:  But why -- why -- why shouldn't we
 2   evaluate the -- that language on a ratable reduction?
 3   Which is kind of what the GMP did here, as opposed to,
 4   uh, a priority reduction? If you, uh, reserve all of
 5   the perennial yield for the seniors, there's no
 6   reduction to the seniors whatsoever. The language
 7   you're referencing seems to me to imply, uh, or even
 8   state that the -- there's going to be a ratable
 9   reduction of priorities throughout the basin?
10        MR. MIXSON:  Well, I -- I -- I don't read the
11   language as -- as implying, uh, permission to reduce
12   senior rights on the backs of providing water for
13   junior --
14        THE COURT:  Well, I understand you don't read it
15   that way. But I'm asking why isn't it reasonable to
16   read it as a reduction, uh, on a ratable basis, on an
17   aliquot basis?
18        MR. MIXSON:  Because that doesn't comport with
19   the prior appropriation doctrine. The prior
20   appropriation doctrine in Nevada says that senior
21   rights are entitled to the full use of their water in
22   times of shortage.
23        THE COURT:  Well, I think the subsections you
24   referenced are contemplating that there could be a
25   reduction based on the priorities. And I'm wondering
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 1   why that couldn't be read.
 2        MR. MIXSON:  I -- I just don't -- I don't see
 3   that in the language. It says, the state engineer
 4   shall curtail by priority, unless there's a GMP, in
 5   subsection seven.
 6        THE COURT:  So one of the things you were going
 7   to talk about, I think, had to do with, uh -- uh, in
 8   establishing the GMP, whether there was an appropriate
 9   evaluation of a beneficial use. Uh, it -- was that one
10   of the topics you were going to address?
11        MR. MIXSON:  Yes, Your Honor.
12        THE COURT:  Why don't we get to that? Because I
13   think that's a significant issue here --
14        MR. MIXSON:  Okay.
15        THE COURT:  -- as well.
16        THE COURT:  Before you move on, I have a question
17   about subparagraph six that you just alluded to. It
18   speaks to, in the permissive may curtail by priority.
19   Um, what else is contemplated that the state engineer
20   could do, default in his duty to get the bal- -- basin
21   imbalance? I mean, what do you think, if you didn't
22   have paragraph seven, would be an option to
23   curtailment under paragraph six?
24        MR. MIXSON:  An option in the alternative to
25   curtailment?
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 1        THE COURT:  Yes.
 2        MR. MIXSON:  Well, I think that, um, the state
 3   engineer -- well, under the Nevada Water law statutes,
 4   there -- are there are many ways to enforce the prior
 5   appropriation doctrine other than strict curtailing by
 6   priority.
 7        For example, and this gets to the beneficial use
 8   question, water rights permits issued by the state
 9   engineer are essentially provisional. And in order to
10   prove up your permit so that you can get a -- a final
11   certificate, you have to put your water right to use
12   under the provisional permit. And you're only given a
13   certificate for the amount of water that you are
14   capable and do put to beneficial use.
15        So a provisional permit can result in a
16   certificate with less water. And by -- if the state
17   engineer would enforce the cancellation of unused
18   water permits, or unused portions of water permits, he
19   could reduce the amount of water rights and the demand
20   on the aquifer. That is one example of a non-
21   curtailment remedy.
22        THE COURT:  And your -- your argument here is
23   this GMP actually does the opposite.
24        MR. MIXSON:  Correct. So un- -- so under the --
25   the problem with the beneficial use violations of the
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 1   GMP is that, for example, these unused permits, or
 2   unused portions of permits, are given full allocations
 3   and shares under the groundwater management plan. Even
 4   though the holder of that permit has not proven its
 5   actual ability to put the water to beneficial use.
 6        THE COURT:  Mr. Mixson, was there a calculation
 7   made of the water rights that were incorporated in the
 8   GMP, uh, for which, um -- uh, appropriate
 9   consideration of the proof of beneficial use had not
10   been accomplished? Uh, I'm trying to quantify this
11   issue and the relationship between the plan that was
12   adopted versus the plan that might have been adopted
13   had, as part of the considerations under the factors
14   here, incorporated, uh -- uh, that, uh, calculus?
15        MR. MIXSON:  I, um, understand your question. And
16   the answer is no. It was not quantified. I think that
17   is one of the fundamental deficiencies in the state
18   engineer's -- in factual determination --
19        THE COURT:  And did you request that when the
20   state engineer was developing the plan?
21        MR. MIXSON:  I did not personally. I had --
22        THE COURT:  Who did --?
23        MR. MIXSON:  [inaudible] clients.
24        THE COURT:  Your clients.
25        MR. MIXSON:  No. They didn't raise it as an issue
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 1   in their written comments.
 2        THE COURT:  Uh-huh.
 3        MR. MIXSON:  But they're laypersons, and so their
 4   comments didn't specifically demand or request that
 5   the state engineer actually quantify the, uh -- uh,
 6   amount of permits that have not yet been put to
 7   beneficial --
 8        THE COURT:  So this gets to my question about the
 9   proof of beneficial issue. I'm intrigued by the
10   argument, and I can understand the seniors' concern,
11   just as you've articulated it to Justice Pickering.
12   But if it wasn't quantified, if it wasn't laid out in
13   the record, if it wasn't an alternative calculus, uh,
14   for the state engineer to consider, was it waived?
15        MR. MIXSON:  Was it waived by --
16        THE COURT:  As in --
17        MR. MIXSON:  -- the challenger?
18        THE COURT:  Yes. Right.
19        MR. MIXSON:  I don't think it would have been
20   waived, because it was not a formal legal proceeding,
21   it was a public hearing to take public comments.
22        THE COURT:  Yeah.
23        MR. MIXSON:  Not testimony under oath.
24        THE COURT:  So did you raise a calculus of the
25   type we're talking about to the district court?
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 1        MR. MIXSON:  Um, I don't think we -- it was
 2   raised as a specific issue that the state engineer
 3   should have calculated. Although, um --
 4        THE COURT:  Because it seemed like --
 5        MR. MIXSON:  But it might [ph] be, I did. Because
 6   I honestly just can't remember, is all.
 7        THE COURT:  There's a lot of paperwork here. So I
 8   appreciate the challenges in remembering this. But I -
 9   - I didn't see it really float up as a intriguing
10   issue until it got to us.
11        MR. MIXSON:  If I could -- if I could just run
12   through. I hate to do numbers in front of you. But --
13        THE COURT:  Sure, no.
14        MR. MIXSON:  The state engineer did --
15        THE COURT:  Some people have accused me of being
16   a bean counter. That's all [inaudible]
17        MR. MIXSON:  On -- on paper, there are
18   approximately 126,000 acre feet --
19        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
20        MR. MIXSON:  -- of irrigation permits granted by
21   the state engineer.
22        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
23        MR. MIXSON:  In 2016, which is sort of the
24   benchmark number that's been used by the GMP and by
25   the state engineer, there was approximately 76,000
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 1   acre feet pumped from the basin for irrigation.
 2        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
 3        MR. MIXSON:  That the difference between the
 4   126,000 acre feet on paper permits, and the 76,000
 5   acre feet that was pumped in 2016, is 50,000 acre feet
 6   --
 7        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
 8        MR. MIXSON:  -- of water rights on paper that
 9   were not used. Some portion of that 50,000,
10   presumably, it's a significant portion of this, I'll
11   calculate it below, is water that is -- has not been
12   put to beneficial use, may never be put to beneficial
13   use, because it's incapable --
14        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
15        MR. MIXSON:  -- of being put to beneficial use.
16   So I -- I -- I can't --
17        THE COURT:  I get that argument, Mr. Mixson, I
18   was intrigued by it. But I'm trying to understand
19   whether it's appropriate for us to -- to deal with
20   that. The calculus you've just gone through, I don't
21   think it's something that was developed, uh, perhaps
22   understandably, with the process in front of the state
23   engineer, but in front of the district court either.
24   Right?
25        MR. MIXSON:  Those numbers were certainly brought
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 1   to the district court's opin- -- uh, attention.
 2        THE COURT:  Yeah.
 3        MR. MIXSON:  The calculus of the unused permits,
 4   and the portions of the unused permits is -- is
 5   something that at least from my perspective, and on
 6   behalf of my clients, is the state engineer's sole
 7   obligation. The -- the Baileys are not capable of
 8   gathering the information to make that determination.
 9        THE COURT:  So under which of the factors in
10   534.037 do you think the state engineer should take
11   into consideration? Uh, I could see some that would
12   apply. Uh, but is there one in particular that you --
13   or maybe more than one?
14        MR. MIXSON:  Well, obviously, G -- other, um,
15   applies. And then --
16        THE COURT:  We've been down that catch-all [ph] -
17   -
18        MR. MIXSON:  And then, um, you know, a -- the
19   hydrology of the basin, arguably. But let me address
20   the factors in 534.037 subsection two.
21        THE COURT:  Sure.
22        MR. MIXSON:  The -- the appellants' argument is
23   what -- the state engineer having been provided a
24   groundwater management plan a- -- approved by a
25   majority of the water users in the basin, all he's
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 1   required to do is consider the factors under
 2   subsection two of that statute.
 3        And if he determines that it -- the groundwater
 4   management plan could result in removal of the CMA
 5   designation, he can approve it. They say that's the
 6   end of the story. But I want to draw your attention to
 7   these factors.
 8        These are not legal. These are scientific and
 9   hydrologic factors that are obviously within the
10   purview of the state engineer. But none of these -- it
11   references or sets forth a legal standard, hydrology
12   of the basin, physical characteristics of the basin,
13   geographic spacing of the wells, water quality, um,
14   whether the plan already exists, none of these are
15   legal.
16        So when the appellants say, if the state engineer
17   considers these, that's the end of the story. That is
18   fundamentally what the district court rejected. And he
19   said, no, you have to also look at whether the
20   groundwater management plan complies with the rest of
21   the water law, not just the technical factors under
22   subsection two, of 534- -- 4.037.
23        And so to me, that -- their argument therefore
24   falls apart. Because the groundwater management plan,
25   it's conceded, does violate the prior appropriation
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 1   doctrine. And of course, I argue it violates the
 2   beneficial use doctrine.
 3        THE COURT:  Do you acknowledge that the
 4   legislature could, if it wanted, allow groundwater
 5   management plans that don't strictly follow
 6   priorities?
 7        MR. MIXSON:  I -- I fully, uh, agree that had the
 8   legislature wanted to exempt groundwater management
 9   plans --
10        THE COURT:  Okay.
11        MR. MIXSON:  -- from existing law, they could do
12   so with the express language in the statute.
13        THE COURT:  Okay.
14        MR. MIXSON:  But we are talking about fundamental
15   prior appropriation doctrine for Nevada, and if the
16   legislature is going to waive that doctrine for a
17   groundwater management plan, it must do so expressly
18   with express terms in the statute, which it did not do
19   here.
20        THE COURT:  If I may, why -- but why isn't unless
21   express?
22        MR. MIXSON:  Unless is an express exception to
23   the mandatory curtailment of subsection seven of
24   534.110. It's not an exception to the entire prior
25   appropriation doctrine. Under 534.110, subsection six,
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 1   there is still permissive curtailment at the
 2   discretion of the state engineer. So that unless a GMP
 3   is approved as -- only as an exception to 534.110,
 4   subsection seven, A and B which are critical
 5   management area.
 6        THE COURT:  So what's the point of allowing the
 7   groundwater management plan?
 8        MR. MIXSON:  Just that --
 9        THE COURT:  What -- what kinds of things can a
10   groundwater management plan do if it doesn't have the
11   opportunity to adjust, say, the prior appropriation?
12        MR. MIXSON:  So, um, the goal as stated in the
13   statute, 534.037, is to allow for the state engineer
14   to remove a critical management area designation.
15   That's the statutory goal.
16        THE COURT:  Right.
17        MR. MIXSON:  And -- and presumably, that means,
18   uh, reducing pumping to somewhere at or at least very
19   close to the sustainable yield of the basin. And how
20   can you do that while still, um, staying true to the
21   prior appropriation doctrine?
22        THE COURT:  Right.
23        MR. MIXSON:  Well, as in the State Engineer v.
24   Lewis case from New Mexico, the common way it's done
25   is to state when -- when they create the problem, puts
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 1   up the money to solve the problem, and you could have
 2   a voluntary water rights buyout and retirement program
 3   using public funding or funding from any other source.
 4        THE COURT:  So a majority of the citizens can
 5   vote and say, we think the state should pay us to give
 6   up our water rights. And the state engineer would
 7   approve that. Is that your idea?
 8        MR. MIXSON:  The idea -- well, yeah. I mean, I
 9   can't force the -- the state, obviously, to do that.
10   But they -- they could say -- it could be a component
11   of a plan. And another component of a plan could be,
12   uh, cancellation of unused permits, and you -- and you
13   start to piece together various components.
14        THE COURT:  Okay.
15        MR. MIXSON:  And so --
16        THE COURT:  I mean, cancellation of unused
17   permits isn't going to solve the problem, because not
18   only is it over-appropriated on paper, it's actually
19   being overused. Right?
20        MR. MIXSON:  Yes.
21        THE COURT:  Okay.
22        MR. MIXSON:  But -- but if you -- if you begin to
23   -- to bleed out [ph] the unused water rights, and you
24   begin to address the problem through voluntary
25   conservation measures, you could also potentially, um,
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 1   have mandatory, um, irrigation efficiencies on the
 2   farm.
 3        You could have man- -- you know, for example,
 4   we're not disputing in the groundwater management plan
 5   the requirement that all the farmers put an upgraded
 6   meter on their system, so that we're measuring water
 7   accurately. Um, it's sort of an unstated rule in the
 8   water law that once you start measuring water, use
 9   goes down.
10        And so you start to piece together various
11   components of a plan that are voluntary with respect
12   to senior rights, but you need to incentivize them to
13   reduce water. But you cannot take water away from
14   senior rights under the current appropriation doctrine
15   and give it to junior rights.
16        THE COURT:  No water?
17        MR. MIXSON:  Not under -- not if you stay true to
18   the prior appropriation doctrine. They're entitled to
19   the full use of their water under the prior
20   appropriation doctrine.
21        THE COURT:  Unless the legislature qualifies
22   that.
23        MR. MIXSON:  Correct.
24        THE COURT:  Okay.
25        THE COURT:  Do you agree with Ms. Leonard that
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 1   this plan achieves equipoise such that the CMA
 2   designation would be removed in 35 years?
 3        MR. MIXSON:  Well, um, the -- the district court
 4   agreed with the state engineer based on the factors
 5   under 534.037, subsection two, the scientific factors.
 6   And, uh, the Baileys had- -- hadn't challenged the
 7   district court's determination. But, um, I think it is
 8   still sort of an open question whether this plan --
 9   because remember, the 34,000 acre feet that, um, it
10   allows to be pumped at year 35 doesn't include
11   domestic wells and other water rights such as money.
12   So the -- the pumping demand on the basin is going to
13   be higher even than the 34,000.
14        THE COURT:  Do you -- do we have a number for
15   that?
16        MR. MIXSON:  Um, I don't have it off the top of
17   my head. But I think, uh --
18        THE COURT:  It's in the record.
19        MR. MIXSON:  I think it may be in the record.
20        THE COURT:  Thank you.
21        MR. MIXSON:  Okay. I've, um -- I'm at the end of
22   my time. So the Baileys request that the Court affirm
23   the district court's decision. And thank you.
24        THE COURT:  All right. Thank you, Mr. Mixson.
25   Morning, Mr. Rigdon. How are you?
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 1        MR. RIGDON:  Doing well, Mr. Chief Justice. Thank
 2   you very much.
 3        THE COURT:  Um, would you like the three minutes
 4   I allocated to your colleague? Uh --
 5        MR. RIGDON:  Absolutely.
 6        THE COURT:  I figured you would.
 7        MR. RIGDON:  Thank you, Mr. Chief Justice. And
 8   may it please the Court, I'm here today with my co-
 9   counsel, uh, Mr. Paul Taggart. And with my -- uh, one
10   of my clients, uh, Ira [inaudible]
11        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
12        MR. RIGDON:  Uh, importantly, uh, Ira was
13   actually a member of the committee that was charged
14   with coming up with a groundwater management plan. Uh,
15   unfortunately, uh, they were not able to reach, uh,
16   unanimity on this. And, uh, he ends up in the position
17   that he's in today. But he's put a lot of work into
18   trying to come up with the ways that we've been
19   talking about.
20        And -- and just to really quickly tag on before I
21   get into my presentation, to some of the questions
22   that were just being asked. One of the ways that
23   groundwater management plans could be adopted without
24   upsetting prior appropriation, and it's done all over
25   the west, juniors can come in and incentivize seniors
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 1   to save water.
 2        So they can help the seniors put on water
 3   conservation equipment, they can help them line
 4   ditches, they can help them do this type of stuff. And
 5   then the water saved, because the juniors incentivized
 6   them to do that, goes to the seniors. That is the kind
 7   of hardware in groundwater management plans, and what
 8   the legislature was expecting from groundwater
 9   management plans.
10        But why do that hard work when you can just take
11   the water from the seniors, and not -- and not do any
12   incentive to have -- voluntarily come in with a plan?
13   And that's what happened in this case, uh, because the
14   juniors vastly outnumber the seniors here. And they
15   just voted their way into a plan to take -- take --
16   take the priority rates. And -- and -- and that's
17   what's going to happen.
18        THE COURT:  I mean, didn't the state engineer --
19   I mean, I understand. So the juniors may come in and
20   vote majority. Yeah, let's take the water from the
21   seniors, yay. But it's got to be approved by the state
22   engineer. So it's not just a majority rule, they have
23   to then have a state engineer who presumably is
24   representing the public interest to say, is this a
25   reasonable plan? And he determined it was.
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 1        MR. RIGDON:  It -- uh, that's true. The state --
 2   state engineer did say that it was a reasonable plan.
 3   But the state engineer was -- was guided by the fact
 4   that it was a plan that was -- the majority wanted.
 5   And -- and you see throughout his order he talks
 6   about, well, this is what a majority of the people
 7   want, therefore, that's what's in the public interest
 8   and that's what I'm going to do. Uh, and -- uh, and --
 9   and unfortunately, that's just the political reality
10   of the situation. Uh --
11        THE COURT:  Ca- -- can it be determined that it's
12   in the pub- -- that -- let me back up. Is your
13   position that he can't determine it's in the public
14   interest if it would infringe on the priority?
15        MR. RIGDON:  If it would infringe on prior
16   appropriations. This -- this doesn't just infringe
17   upon prior appropriations. This infringes on prior
18   appropriations doctrine, which is a fundamental
19   doctrine of groundwater law. It infringe -- it -- it
20   infringes on the beneficial use doctrine, which is a
21   vital doctrine, as -- as Mr. Mixson pointed out.
22        And it also -- well, the part that I was going to
23   discuss is it infringes upon what we call the non-
24   impairment doctrine. Where pre-statutory water rights
25   are protected from any kind of impairment of their
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 1   rights, uh, from any state engineer action or any --
 2   any application of the code. And this plan violates
 3   that non-impairment doctrine as well as the other two
 4   doctrines.
 5        So what we have here is an argument from the
 6   appellants that this one statute basically allows them
 7   to ignore all the other water laws and statutes in the
 8   state. That -- that can't be the result. That can't be
 9   what the legislature intended without specific and
10   clear language, uh, in -- in the legislation.
11        THE COURT:  Help us here --
12        MR. RIGDON:  And this regards one point that, uh,
13   Chief Justice raised with regards to, is this the
14   right form to bring up takings issues?
15        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
16        MR. RIGDON:  We're arguing here about statutory
17   interpretation. One of the primary doctrines that's
18   standard for interpretation is, where possible, if
19   there's two readings of a statute, the one that
20   doesn't implicate constitutional concerns is the
21   better one. Our reading of the statute doesn't
22   implicate constitutional concerns. The reason we're
23   raising the takings issue is because there's does.
24        THE COURT:  Well, maybe that's the consequence. I
25   mean, your clients may have a takings claim if -- if
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 1   we agree that the GMP was appropriated or authorized
 2   by the statute, and that's the action that was taken.
 3        MR. RIGDON:  Uh, ab- -- absolutely. And that
 4   would come -- that would certainly come later.
 5        THE COURT:  Yeah.
 6        MR. RIGDON:  But for the purposes of determining
 7   what the statute means, again, when there's two --
 8   there's -- why not avoid that constitutional --
 9        THE COURT:  Yeah.
10        MR. RIGDON:  -- question altogether and go right
11   to the interpretation that doesn't even require us to
12   reach that?
13        THE COURT:  Are you advocating --? I apologize.
14   Go ahead.
15        THE COURT:  In this instance, how many pre-
16   statutory rights are we dealing with? Are we dealing
17   with pre-1913 ha- -- what's the -- the split on the
18   rights here, the date -- the priority dates in these
19   rights?
20        MR. RIGDON:  Well, that's very good question.
21   Because you heard that the -- the plan actually does
22   bring the basin in balance, and -- and it absolutely
23   does not. And -- and this is why it does not. The
24   numbers she referred to that are in Appendix G of the
25   plan only cover the water rights that are covered by
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 1   the plan.
 2        So the water rights covered by the plan pumping
 3   is brought down to 34,200 acre feet at the end of 35
 4   years, after another 35 years of groundwater
 5   [inaudible] but that doesn't include the more than
 6   6,500 acre feet of pre-statutory water rights that
 7   would've had to get replacement water from the
 8   aquifer, because all their springs have run dry, uh,
 9   through this process
10         For -- for 40 years, they've watched their
11   springs run dry. The Renners haven't even received
12   replacement water yet. They're the most northern --
13   they're the northernmost spring, their spring is still
14   running, although it's starting to go down every year.
15   Those that groundwater finally reaches them.
16        Sadlers received replacement water because, uh,
17   their spring ran completely dry. The Baileys also had
18   some replacement water because their springs ran
19   completely dry. Um, and so that's not even accounted
20   for in the plan. So --
21        THE COURT:  And -- and that's pending in the, um
22   -- the decree litigation over this. Is that right? Is
23   -- or is that part of this record as well?
24        MR. RIGDON:  Yeah. Those are two cases going on,
25   uh, current. Uh, as -- as you know. Because we had
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 1   that case that --
 2        THE COURT:  Yeah.
 3        MR. RIGDON:  -- that you recently dismissed about
 4   the -- about the replacement water rights. Um, and
 5   that -- that the -- uh, the numbers I've given you are
 6   the numbers from that adjudication. There's at least -
 7   -
 8        THE COURT:  Were -- were those advocated or
 9   debated in this record?
10        MR. RIGDON:  Yes. It was.
11        THE COURT:  Okay.
12        MR. RIGDON:  It was ab- -- it -- it absolutely
13   was. And -- and I -- I know that, because I'm the one
14   who did that. I -- I was at that public comment
15   meeting on behalf of my clients. I brought up that
16   issue at that public comment meeting, and brought it
17   up at the district court, and now we're bringing it up
18   here. So --
19        THE COURT:  So you're saying that, like, the big
20   Shipley Spring is in play in this litigation as
21   additional on top of the 34,000?
22        MR. RIGDON:  Absolutely.
23        THE COURT:  Okay. Thank you.
24        MR. RIGDON:  Absolutely. So the non-impairment
25   doctrine, which is what I was originally going to
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 1   file, is -- is one of the most fundamental doctrines
 2   of groundwater law. It's found in NRS 533.085. And it
 3   simply states, as I said, nothing in the water law can
 4   -- can work its way to restrict or impair the ability
 5   to protect for water right laws.
 6        Here the argument is, well, they've received
 7   replacement water, we're not cutting any water use of
 8   theirs, so therefore, we're not impairing. But that
 9   ignores one simple fact. And that ignores the fact
10   that this plan -- so we've got 40 years, over four
11   decades of water level declines. This plan continues
12   that for another 35 years, another three and a half
13   decades of -- of consistent groundwater climate, and
14   consistent overpumping in the basin.
15        Meaning that water levels continue to go down.
16   Our clients already had -- some of our clients have
17   already had to pay for replacement wells, pumps,
18   electricity to bring the water out of the ground. Uh,
19   the Renners are going to be facing that situation, and
20   there is not one thing in this plan to make them
21   whole.
22        THE COURT:  They argue that it is the, um,
23   northern users use of the groundwater, that they
24   injured themselves in effect by drilling wells too
25   close to the springs. Now, I don't know what the state
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 1   of the evidence is on that. But they -- they
 2   contradict your point that they're to blame for that,
 3   essentially.
 4        MR. RIGDON:  Well, respectfully, that -- they did
 5   not argue that in this proceeding.
 6        THE COURT:  Okay.
 7        MR. RIGDON:  And that was never preserved as an
 8   issue in this particular case. That was an issue in
 9   regard to the -- the replacement water case. And
10   they're attempting to make it an issue in regards to
11   the judication. Uh, but that has actually been
12   definitively decided by the state engineer. And they
13   never appealed that decision or the ruling 290 that
14   the state engineer issued that said that the cause of
15   the groundwater decline was the junior pumping to
16   stop.
17        THE COURT:  So -- so you would say where they
18   refer to that in their briefs here that that -- that
19   lacks record support?
20        MR. RIGDON:  Correct.
21        THE COURT:  Okay. Thank you.
22        MR. RIGDON:  So the other thing I want to bring
23   up is this would set a dangerous statewide precedent.
24   This letter actually acknowledged that this is not
25   limited by the val- -- this issue is not limited by
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 1   the value. This is a law of general applic- --
 2   applicability throughout the state.
 3        The prior appropriation doctrine is only viable,
 4   is -- is only important when there's a shortage, when
 5   a basin is being overpumped, that's the only time it's
 6   important. If the -- if it's not being overpumped, it
 7   doesn't matter what somebody's prior use are, because
 8   everybody gets their water. It's only when they're
 9   being overpumped.
10        And so if we're going to say that the basins that
11   are being overpumped, you can come in and get a CMA,
12   and then the doctrine of prior [inaudible] management
13   code violates the prior appropriation, then we
14   effectively don't have prior appropriation as stated
15   in law, at least respect -- with respect to
16   groundwater.
17        If the legislature intended that result, they
18   would have made that clear. But the district court did
19   look into legislative history, the district court did
20   an investigation into the -- the passage of AB419.
21        And in its order -- and in -- in this order, the
22   district court said it couldn't find one word, not one
23   word by any of the people who -- any of the sponsors
24   of the bill, any of the legislators, any of the people
25   who testified on the bill, supporting an
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 1   interpretation that -- uh, that they meant to overturn
 2   prior appropriations.
 3        In fact, in the statements we do have on the
 4   record, we have Assemblyman [inaudible] who was the
 5   sponsor of the bill, he specifically said, it is -- as
 6   -- as I mentioned earlier, it is up to the juniors to
 7   figure out how to grade the incentives to conserve
 8   water in order to, uh,  make these plans works.
 9        THE COURT:  Uh, are you asserting the statute is
10   ambiguous? Because other- -- if it's not, we don't get
11   the legislative history.
12        MR. RIGDON:  I -- I - I don't believe it's
13   ambiguous. But, um, they're different on the opposite
14   reading of -- of what Ms. Leonard providing. Uh, I --
15   I agree completely with Mr. Mixson's review of the
16   statute. We have -- what we have is you have
17   subsection six was in the law prior to AB419.
18        They copied the exact language from subsection
19   six, brought it down to subsection seven, changed the
20   may to a shall, and created -- and -- and added a
21   precedent and an antecedent -- an- -- antecedent
22   condition. The precedent condition was CMA for 10
23   years. The antecedent condition was unless a
24   groundwater management plan is approved.
25        All those conditions were doing is -- is -- is
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 1   changing the -- were the conditions under which the
 2   may doesn't have to change to a shall. That's all it
 3   was doing. And that way -- and that's why they used
 4   that -- that -- copied that exact language from
 5   subsection six. And that's why subsection six is so
 6   important.
 7        THE COURT:  From the standpoint of your argument,
 8   the non-impairment argument, are you saying that if we
 9   were to interpret, um -- uh, the groundwater
10   management plan statute, uh, 534.110(7) the way that's
11   advocated by appellants in this case, that that
12   interpretation would be contrary to the provisions in
13   the water code that assure protection of, uh, prior --
14   prior -- prior rights?
15        MR. RIGDON:  That's absolutely correct, sir.
16        THE COURT:  Those statutes are irreconcilably in
17   conflict.
18        MR. RIGDON:  I -- I -- I -- I do agree with that,
19   Your Honor. And -- and -- and where's --
20        THE COURT:  So if --
21        MR. RIGDON:  -- the evidence of that?
22        THE COURT:  But it -- but if we were to conclude
23   that that was the case, uh, it does seem like the
24   legislature can adjust the water code with respect to
25   other senior wa- -- water rights holders.
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 1        MR. RIGDON:  Uh, if that were the case, there --
 2   there's a potential that they -- that they could.
 3        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
 4        MR. RIGDON:  Uh, again, uh, if they did, it would
 5   still then have maybe a right takings issue at that
 6   point.
 7        THE COURT:  Yeah. Well, maybe. But the point
 8   you're making about non-impairment is, those prior
 9   statutory ri- -- rights, uh, can't be adjusted by
10   subsequent statutory modifications.
11        MR. RIGDON:  Corr- --
12        THE COURT:  Yeah.
13        MR. RIGDON:  Correct. They -- they -- they
14   definitely cannot. That -- that's definitely correct.
15        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
16        MR. RIGDON:  Um, and -- and -- and the evidence
17   that the legislature did not want to im- -- impair, at
18   least as for the water rights. In passing this
19   legislation, you know, is something that go -- his
20   whole statement on his purpose for introducing this
21   bill.
22        He said -- he said that the -- that the purpose
23   of the bill was to -- is that -- he said, perennial
24   yield is what we are striving for. The state engineer
25   is not getting it done. This is actually his quote
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 1   from the -- from the legislative record. State
 2   engineer is not getting it done, we continue to see
 3   these basins decline, his purpose was to bring the
 4   basins back into balance.
 5        And where do we see that? In the actual text in
 6   534.037, you have those factors, but you also have
 7   above that the one mandatory requirement that every
 8   GMP must follow. And that is it must contain the
 9   necessary steps for removal of the -- the critical
10   management area designation.  Since the management
11   area designation is placed there, when pumping exceeds
12   perennial yield, logically, that means that -- that it
13   must contain the steps to bring the basin into balance
14   to avoid pumping below perennial yield. This plan on
15   its face does not meet that, and that harms the pre-
16   statutory right courts.
17        Because again, they're the ones who've been
18   bearing the brunt and -- and -- and -- and taking the
19   burden of all this overpumping. They've had their --
20   their previously free flowing springs that were
21   tremend- -- not -- not just tremendous resources for
22   their lands, but tremendous ecological resources in
23   this basin. They -- they've had to watch for 40 years
24   as they slowly decline, and dry up, and blow away.
25        THE COURT:  Mr. -- excuse me, go ahead.
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 1        THE COURT:  So you -- do you and Mr. Mixson
 2   disagree on whether or not Judge Fairman correctly
 3   concluded that the GMP brings the ba- -- the basin
 4   into balance?
 5        MR. RIGDON:  I -- I -- I -- I disagree to a
 6   point. So what Judge Fairman was -- was -- Judge
 7   Fairman was looking, this is the water area, so all
 8   the areas not for interpretation, Judge Fairman was
 9   looking at this in a [inaudible] standard.
10        THE COURT:  Right.
11        MR. RIGDON:  With regard to substantial evidence
12   of whether to the basin back into balance, he was
13   looking at it from the substantial evidence standard.
14   And -- and he was trying -- trying very hard to be
15   deferential to the state engineer, and -- and -- and
16   he was. Where I think the district court erred in that
17   is that there's not a single piece of evidence in the
18   record that shows that this will bring the basin into
19   balance.
20        And there's multiple pieces of evidence on the
21   record from scientific sources, the USGS, currency and
22   engineering, , uh -- uh, the -- the Harold report that
23   you mentioned, uh, that show that it won't bring the
24   basin into balance. And so -- and so while the -- the
25   district court was being deferential to the state
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 1   engineer on that factual issue, I believe that that
 2   reference was in place.
 3        THE COURT:  But those references are to the, uh -
 4   - the reason it won't bring it into balance from your
 5   perspective is because of the pre-statutory water
 6   rights.
 7        MR. RIGDON:  Uh, because those pre-statutory
 8   waterways would be pumped. So what we'll -- I'll just
 9   go through the quick pieces of evidence. Uh, the USGS
10   in 2016 did a report and they said the basin is -- is
11   out of balance by 61,000 acre feet --
12        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
13        MR. RIGDON:  -- in their report. The pumping
14   reductions in the plan only amount to a little over
15   40,000. Uh, when you -- when you -- when you look at
16   the face of the plan, you know, this -- if you add the
17   6,500 acre feet of the other water rights being pumped
18   on top of the -- the 34,200, you have over 40,000, yet
19   probably only 30,000 available. That's really easy
20   math.
21        THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.
22        MR. RIGDON:  Um, the -- the Herald [ph] report,
23   which actually indicates that there might be an even
24   lower perennial yield for the southern half of the
25   basin. Um, and then -- and then we -- we were the only
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 1   people who hired an expert, we hired Turnipseed
 2   Engineering to, uh -- for the -- for the public
 3   comment meeting.
 4        And -- and we had Turnipseed engineering look at
 5   the question, what was the -- that's the only expert
 6   that has looked at the question of whether the pumping
 7   reduction will bring the basin back to balance, looked
 8   at that specific question. And -- and -- and they
 9   determined that it wouldn't, and we submitted that for
10   the record. That's -- that's probably in the record.
11        Uh, and so -- so there's all this evidence there.
12   And then there's no evidence on the other side, uh,
13   other than the state engineers personal opinion that,
14   uh -- that it will somehow bring the basin into
15   balance.
16        THE COURT:  Counsel, uh, if I could ask, you
17   spoke a moment ago about legislative intent. And --
18   and, um, in regard to the district court's order, they
19   seem to rely on the unpassed legislation in SB73 as
20   indicative of legislative intent somehow. And if we're
21   to find that to be an error, how does that affect our
22   analysis of the overall propriety of the district
23   court's order?
24        MR. RIGDON:  Respectfully, I don't think that's
25   what the district court is doing. I know that's what
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 1   they -- they've said the district court was doing. The
 2   district court took into account the failed
 3   legislation, not to determine what the legislative
 4   intent in 2011 was, um, with regard to passing the
 5   law.
 6        They looked at the failed 2000 leg- -- 10 -- the
 7   2017 legislation to determine what the state
 8   engineer's prior understanding of that law was, and
 9   that it was inconsistent with his current, uh,
10   advocacy of how the law should be in theory. So that
11   was the purpose of the district court looking at that
12   2017 legislation.
13        THE COURT:  Thank you.
14        MR. RIGDON:  And sir, we respectfully ask that
15   not only do you affirm the district court, but you
16   make it clear, there's four more years that they have
17   to develop a GMP. Uh, we ask that you make it clear
18   that the GMP has to comply with prior appropriations
19   and has to, um -- uh, make the -- make the seniors
20   whole, make the [inaudible] whole, and bring the basin
21   back into balance. And thank you very much.
22        MS. LEONARD:  Your Honors, I want to address
23   three principal things. I want to address beneficial
24   use, I want to address vested rights. But I want to
25   start with a really important distinction between
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 1   surface water and groundwater that the district court
 2   didn't really address, and the respondents didn't
 3   really address.
 4        I think everyone's clear that curtailment occurs
 5   when there's a shortage. With surface water, the
 6   existence of a shortage is seasonal, it depends on
 7   precipitation and snowpack, um, and the resulting
 8   stream flows. And so whether and when rights might be
 9   curtailed depends on where you are on the spectrum of
10   priorities.
11        Some years you might get nothing, some years, you
12   might get something, and some years, you might get a
13   lot more. And it just depends on -- on the stream
14   flows. Um, and management of priorities for surface
15   water is pretty easy, you open and close head gates.
16        Groundwater is way different. For groundwater,
17   water availability is determined by the perennial
18   yield, which in and of itself is determined by
19   multiple complex hydraulic -- hydrologic and geologic
20   factors. And, um, a shortage means that all rights in
21   excess of the perennial yield cannot be exercised.
22   And, um, so if they -- based on a more or less
23   permanent aquifer condition of what does this basin
24   sustain?
25        So the, um, pump - the aquifer response to
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 1   pumping, or to the cessation of pumping, it's
 2   complicated. And this explains why the legislature
 3   gave the state engineer very broad authority in this,
 4   uh, legislation. Because it's highly technical, it is
 5   within his expertise. He has hydrologists, geologists,
 6   hydrogeologists, and all sorts of technical people
 7   supporting him.
 8        And so this notion that the respondents raise
 9   that they have the only expert is really, uh,
10   disingenuous, I believe, because the state engineer's
11   office is full of experts. And it's squarely within
12   the broad discretion of the state engineer to decide
13   when and whether this, uh, basin is going to come into
14   balance such that the critical management area, um,
15   designation can be removed.
16        And, um, it's -- this legislation is also clear
17   that it -- is consistent with legislation that already
18   exists in NRS 534.120. Where the legislature has given
19   the state engineer very broad authority to administer
20   basins, um, and make such rules, regulations, and
21   orders as are deemed essential for the welfare of the
22   area involved.
23        So the state engineer gets to consider the public
24   welfare. You don't see this in surface water. And I
25   think it goes back to the complexity of groundwater
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 1   basins and why this -- the legislature needs to leave
 2   certain things up to the legislate- -- excuse me. To
 3   the state engineer's discretion.
 4        Um, let me turn to vested rights, uh, because I
 5   want to, um, address this. First of all, it's clear
 6   vested rights are not subject to the GMP. And the
 7   district court's conclusion with regard to vested
 8   rights, but somehow because there is a timeframe in
 9   which the basin will -- the pumping will continue to
10   exceed the perennial yield, that the district court
11   concluded that in and of itself violates the -- the
12   vested rights, uh -- pre-existing vested rights.
13        But if that interpretation were accepted, then
14   the statute itself AB419 is what would be
15   unconstitutional because the statute itself clearly
16   allows for continued withdrawals in excess of the
17   perennial yield for at least 10 years, and it doesn't
18   set a time limit on the state engineer at all. Other
19   than that tenure window, uh, where he has to limit
20   withdrawals if there's no GMP.
21        So, um, I think that argument falls short that --
22   that the respondents advance. It's also illogical that
23   a GMP that is going to reduce pumping to the perennial
24   yield would somehow worsen the condition of the
25   aquifer. Which is what the argument is that they're
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 1   making, is saying that the GMP will -- will make the
 2   status quo worse, and therefore impairs vested rights.
 3        Um, the district court's conclusion would -- in
 4   this regard is not supported by any record evidence. I
 5   would note that my colleagues for the respondents were
 6   very loose on what they were referencing, uh, in terms
 7   of what is in the, quote, record, because they're
 8   referencing other litigation that my clients never had
 9   the opportunity in this -- to create a record in this
10   case to respond to that.
11        Um, and -- and so I don't believe, uh, if you
12   look at our opening brief on page 46, there are
13   references regarding, uh, vested rights. And, um, I --
14   that was the -- the best we could do thinking that the
15   district court was going to just stick to the
16   administrative record, which it ended up not doing.
17   Uh, but that was what we have in the record for that
18   issue.
19        THE COURT:  On this point, um, I asked Mr. Rigdon
20   about whether, uh, the statute creating the GMP, uh,
21   is in conflict with, uh, the water code that declares
22   pre-statutory rights, uh, protections.
23   Uh, what about that?
24        MS. LEONARD:  Well, I don't think there is
25   anything in this record that ties any junior pumping,
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 1   in particular, any well and shows a -- a causal effect
 2   on any particular senior right. There is the USGS
 3   report that attributes overall pumping in the basin,
 4   which would mean senior and junior rights.
 5        THE COURT:  Well, did Mr. Turnipseed's report
 6   conclude, as represented here today, uh, that the, uh
 7   -- uh, prior appropriation rights would be impaired,
 8   uh, from the GMP?
 9        MS. LEONARD:  I'm sor- -- are you talking about
10   vested rights or prior appropriation?
11        THE COURT:  Prior appropriation.
12        MS. LEONARD:  And so -- can you repeat your
13   question, Your Honor?
14        THE COURT:  Did Mr. Turnipseed's report, as
15   represented by Mr. Rigdon, indicate that the prior
16   appropriated rights, pre-statutory rights would be
17   impaired by the GMP?
18        MS. LEONARD:  Your Honor, I don't think it
19   matters, because the substantial evidence standard
20   doesn't take into account whether other evidence --
21        THE COURT:  I'm just asking if that was his
22   opinion.
23        MS. LEONARD:  I don't recall specifically his
24   opinion. But I --
25        THE COURT:  But I'm assuming you don't -- so your
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 1   response to that argument is, you don't think it
 2   matters?
 3        MS. LEONARD:  Well, Your Honor, I don't think it
 4   matters, because substantial evidence standard has
 5   these -- what the state engineer -- if there's
 6   substantial evidence to support the state engineer,
 7   that is sufficient.
 8        THE COURT:  That is --
 9        MS. LEONARD:  If there's contrary evidence that
10   the state engineer does not -- might not agree with,
11   it doesn't make a difference with regard to the
12   substantial evidence standard.
13        THE COURT:  On a broader basis, can the
14   legislature, by statute, uh, impair prior
15   appropriation or pre-statutory rights by a statute?
16        MS. LEONARD:  I -- I think that it -- that it --
17   the -- I think there are pre-existing constitutional
18   rights that have to be protected. So I would say, no.
19   That by statute, it cannot. But I think that you have
20   to have a causal effect.
21        THE COURT:  So under your plain reading of the
22   statute that you shared with Justice Pickering earlier
23   in the opening, uh, when you talk about -- when the
24   statute talks about withdrawals, uh, and I share your
25   point about, uh -- or understand your point that
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 1   that's pretty wide, and encompasses all withdrawals,
 2   that would not include, uh, pre-statutory, uh, rights.
 3        MS. LEONARD:  No. I think it's very clear that
 4   the GMP cannot impair statutor- -- or, excuse me. Pre-
 5   statutory rights.
 6        THE COURT:  Yeah.
 7        MS. LEONARD:  Vested rights. We're not making the
 8   argument that it can, and we don't think there's any
 9   record evidence that shows that it does.
10        THE COURT:  Okay
11        MS. LEONARD:  The state of a district court said,
12   simply because pumping is going to continue beyond the
13   perennial yield, that that -- that there's a direct
14   causal connection with -- with, uh, vested rights.
15        But because you have respondents pumping wells
16   near their springs, or in their springs, even if there
17   were curtailment of all the juniors by 100 percent,
18   down to zero, it -- tomorrow where the perennial yield
19   is -- is only 30,000 acre feet, that's all that's
20   going to be pumped. You don't -- there's -- there's no
21   evidence that those springs are going to come back.
22        So there -- this statute on its face does not,
23   uh, impair vested rights. Uh, but it's -- it's
24   certainly allow -- it -- it doesn't -- you need the
25   evidence to show that cause --
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 1        THE COURT:  So I wanted to clarify something,
 2   because I may have misunderstood something Mr. Rigdon
 3   said. What are the total vested rights in the basin?
 4        MS. LEONARD:  The total amount? I -- I don't
 5   remember the number in particular.
 6        THE COURT:  He -- he said 6,000. But I wasn't
 7   sure if that was just his client or the full basin.
 8        MS. LEONARD:  Yeah. I don't remember the number
 9   specifically.
10        THE COURT:  All right. Thank you.
11        THE COURT:  And just to -- sorry, to be clear.
12   And -- and, uh, when Justice Pickering was talking to
13   you earlier about whether the plan would result in
14   balance after 35 years or not, and I believe the point
15   was made by respondents that if -- if the GMP doesn't
16   take into account the pre-statutory rights, then in
17   fact, it wouldn't be, like -- does that affect your
18   analysis and whether this meets the requirements for a
19   GMP?
20        MS. LEONARD:  I have two responses to that. One
21   is, that's a highly technical question. That is
22   squarely within the discretion of the state engineer
23   of what the -- how the -- the aquifer will respond to
24   the GMP. Um, the -- the other, uh -- and my other
25   response just left my head.
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 1        THE COURT:  I understand.
 2        THE COURT:  Ms. Leonard, if I could ask, um, I --
 3   I think you mentioned earlier you're going to get to
 4   this, but I wanted to comment on it. The first thing I
 5   would say is, in an era when people are so polarized
 6   in their beliefs and opinions, I think it's
 7   commendable that all the people in this space have
 8   been willing to collaboratively work towards solving
 9   their issues.
10        But the state engineer's order still obviously
11   has to comply with the law. How can banking water
12   constitute beneficial use under our statutes?
13        MS. LEONARD:  Your Honor, banking -- banking
14   water is -- is just, uh, a matter of not withdrawing
15   it in one year for use in the next year. It is not, uh
16   -- it -- it is and will be put to beneficial use, um,
17   is the banking of it is not the end use of it. So I
18   think that their argument with regard to that is, um -
19   - is -- is a little misleading.
20        Because I think that the -- the notion and the
21   idea is that we, uh, want to make water most
22   efficiently used. This is a shortcoming of the prior
23   appropriation doctrine. It also requires use it or
24   lose it. Which is a problem, uh, in terms of cons- --
25   conserving water. And so the GMP tries to address that
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 1   -- that element of prior appropriation by saying,
 2   don't use it just because you have to, you -- you
 3   know, save it for when you need it.
 4        THE COURT:  But doesn't that , uh, I mean, going
 5   back to beneficial use, uh, under the GMP that's been
 6   proposed, you've got those holders that haven't been
 7   putting their water to beneficial use that are going
 8   to get shares in this, uh -- this plan. And they can
 9   bank, they can sell, but yet they haven't made
10   beneficial use of, uh, the water. How does that
11   comport with what you just said?
12        MS. LEONARD:  So, um, I think that there -- this
13   notion that these waterways have never been put to
14   beneficial use is a false premise. Because --
15        THE COURT:  But then there was an indication by
16   the, uh, state engineer, I believe, um, that it would
17   be a notice issue and a delay issue to, uh, notify
18   these people that haven't been putting their rights
19   to, uh, use. Um --
20        MS. LEONARD:  So --
21        THE COURT:  And it would encourage those folks to
22   come forward and say I'd better start pumping, which
23   affects the basin as well.
24        MS. LEONARD:  Well, and that goes back to the
25   broad discretion given to the state engineer who made
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 1   the logical conclusion that if you -- if he starts
 2   initiating forfeiture and abandonment proceedings now,
 3   that it will have the perverse result of increasing
 4   pumping in an already compromised basin.
 5        And as you pointed out, uh, that it could have a,
 6   uh -- it could take years to solve the administrative
 7   and legal proceedings that the statute doesn't afford.
 8        So, um, there are other things I can say with
 9   regard to beneficial use, but my time is up. I
10   appreciate the Court's time. And I -- I again want the
11   Court -- Court to go back to the purpose of the
12   statute, um, is -- needs to, um -- would -- it would
13   begin a no effect if a GMP must strictly conform to
14   priorities. So --
15        THE COURT:  Do my colleagues have any additional
16   questions for counsel? All right. Seeing none, uh, the
17   Court would like to extend its thanks and appreciation
18   to Ms. Leonard and her colleagues, Mr. Mixson, Mr.
19   Rigdon, uh, Mr. Taggart.
20        Uh, I'm sure you are writing notes. Um, thank you
21   all for your excellent arguments today, and your
22   exceptional briefing in the case. Uh, the matter will
23   stand.
24
25
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		239						LN		10		4		false		           4     that we don't want domestic well owners to, uh -- to				false

		240						LN		10		5		false		           5     suffer, and so we are going to make sure they get				false

		241						LN		10		6		false		           6     water even when something's curtailed.				false

		242						LN		10		7		false		           7          THE COURT:  But that one -- that's more explicit				false

		243						LN		10		8		false		           8     though than they've been in this statute.				false

		244						LN		10		9		false		           9          MS. LEONARD:  I absolutely agree with you on				false

		245						LN		10		10		false		          10     that. Um, but I think the key thing to keep in mind is				false

		246						LN		10		11		false		          11     the legislature recognized that individual basins have				false

		247						LN		10		12		false		          12     very specific, you know, characteristics, be they, um,				false

		248						LN		10		13		false		          13     hydrology, geology, social, economic, where the wells				false

		249						LN		10		14		false		          14     are located, all sorts of different things. Um, and				false

		250						LN		10		15		false		          15     the legislature really put this in the hands of local				false

		251						LN		10		16		false		          16     people. I think that's very clear, that's where the				false

		252						LN		10		17		false		          17     majority language comes into play.				false

		253						LN		10		18		false		          18          It's -- it basically said, figure it out. And, um				false

		254						LN		10		19		false		          19     -- and so I think the -- where it's -- where the				false

		255						LN		10		20		false		          20     language specifically says that the state engineer				false

		256						LN		10		21		false		          21     does not have to conform to priorities. While it's not				false

		257						LN		10		22		false		          22     as specific as the domestic well statute, I think it				false

		258						LN		10		23		false		          23     is certainly in line with where elsewhere the				false

		259						LN		10		24		false		          24     legislature has departed from prior appropriation in				false

		260						LN		10		25		false		          25     limited circumstances.				false

		261						PG		11		0		false		page 11				false

		262						LN		11		1		false		           1          THE COURT:  Is it your contention that the				false

		263						LN		11		2		false		           2     statute deserves a plain meaning reading, and that				false

		264						LN		11		3		false		           3     supports your position? Or are you saying it's				false

		265						LN		11		4		false		           4     ambiguous and we need to resort to legislative				false

		266						LN		11		5		false		           5     history?				false

		267						LN		11		6		false		           6          MS. LEONARD:  I think the plain meaning of the				false

		268						LN		11		7		false		           7     statute is clear when it says, unless a GMP has been				false

		269						LN		11		8		false		           8     approved, uh, pursuant to the statute, that there's --				false

		270						LN		11		9		false		           9     the state -- state engineer does not have to conform				false

		271						LN		11		10		false		          10     to priorities. I think that is clear that it allows				false

		272						LN		11		11		false		          11     for a GMP, just as we're seeing, as we see here.				false

		273						LN		11		12		false		          12          THE COURT:  I'm taking up a lot of your time. But				false

		274						LN		11		13		false		          13     could you walk me through the plain language analysis				false

		275						LN		11		14		false		          14     that you believe is so clear?				false

		276						LN		11		15		false		          15          MS. LEONARD:  Uh, yes, Your Honor. So the -- um,				false

		277						LN		11		16		false		          16     if you look at this -- the language, it says, if a				false

		278						LN		11		17		false		          17     basin has been designated as a critical management				false

		279						LN		11		18		false		          18     area for at least 10 consecutive years, the state				false

		280						LN		11		19		false		          19     engineer shall order that withdrawals, including				false

		281						LN		11		20		false		          20     without limitation, withdrawals from domestic wells be				false

		282						LN		11		21		false		          21     restricted in that basin to conform to priority				false

		283						LN		11		22		false		          22     rights. Comma, unless.				false

		284						LN		11		23		false		          23          And then after unless it says, unless a				false

		285						LN		11		24		false		          24     groundwater management plan has been approved for the				false

		286						LN		11		25		false		          25     basin pursuant to NRS 534.037. Now, if the legislature				false

		287						PG		12		0		false		page 12				false

		288						LN		12		1		false		           1     just wanted to have the state engineer curtail by				false

		289						LN		12		2		false		           2     priority, it didn't need to do anything because that				false

		290						LN		12		3		false		           3     was already the law. If it wanted to just get the				false

		291						LN		12		4		false		           4     state engineer acting more quickly, it could have just				false

		292						LN		12		5		false		           5     created this critical management area designation and				false

		293						LN		12		6		false		           6     not provided for the GMP process.				false

		294						LN		12		7		false		           7          It would have just stopped there. Right? Said,				false

		295						LN		12		8		false		           8     state engineer, get it done, designate them as				false

		296						LN		12		9		false		           9     critical management areas, and give -- and then 10				false

		297						LN		12		10		false		          10     years later, you have to start curtailing, get them				false

		298						LN		12		11		false		          11     time to get their affairs in order. But that's not				false

		299						LN		12		12		false		          12     what it did. It's this whole new process of a GMP that				false

		300						LN		12		13		false		          13     it didn't have to provide for and that didn't exist in				false

		301						LN		12		14		false		          14     the law before. And so, um --				false

		302						LN		12		15		false		          15          THE COURT:  But aren't -- aren't there things				false

		303						LN		12		16		false		          16     that a GMP can do other than, um, overturn priorities?				false

		304						LN		12		17		false		          17     In other words, the fact that it allowed for a				false

		305						LN		12		18		false		          18     groundwater management plan, why does that necessarily				false

		306						LN		12		19		false		          19     imply that that's an -- an intent to, um, allow				false

		307						LN		12		20		false		          20     variation from priorities?				false

		308						LN		12		21		false		          21          MS. LEONARD:  Uh, well, I think a number of				false

		309						LN		12		22		false		          22     things, uh, would address that. First that it says, a				false

		310						LN		12		23		false		          23     principle of statutory construction that when the				false

		311						LN		12		24		false		          24     statute says -- provides -- creates criteria, has				false

		312						LN		12		25		false		          25     language that specifies how things should be done,				false

		313						PG		13		0		false		page 13				false

		314						LN		13		1		false		           1     that it's at the exclusion of other things. So I think				false

		315						LN		13		2		false		           2     that's sort of the -- the basic premise.				false

		316						LN		13		3		false		           3          I think there's also a practical piece of this				false

		317						LN		13		4		false		           4     too. That the, um -- as a practical matter, the				false

		318						LN		13		5		false		           5     seniors consume all 30,000 acre feet. If they don't				false

		319						LN		13		6		false		           6     change their behavior, the only way that you can get a				false

		320						LN		13		7		false		           7     basin into balance is by 100 percent curtailment. So				false

		321						LN		13		8		false		           8     that's the status quo.				false

		322						LN		13		9		false		           9          The legislature clearly wanted to do something				false

		323						LN		13		10		false		          10     different than that. And so it doesn't matter if the				false

		324						LN		13		11		false		          11     juniors conserve 10 percent, 20 percent, 80, 90				false

		325						LN		13		12		false		          12     percent, even if they're conserving 99.9 percent,				false

		326						LN		13		13		false		          13     which is essentially curtailment by another name,				false

		327						LN		13		14		false		          14     you're still exceeding the perennial yield. So again,				false

		328						LN		13		15		false		          15     it goes back to, why did the legislature create this				false

		329						LN		13		16		false		          16     new process that didn't exist in the law?				false

		330						LN		13		17		false		          17          THE COURT:  Well, couldn't it be, uh -- uh, for				false

		331						LN		13		18		false		          18     instance, uh, trying to encourage, uh, community-based				false

		332						LN		13		19		false		          19     solutions? And in doing that, uh -- uh, trying to get				false

		333						LN		13		20		false		          20     the senior holders to work with the junior holders?				false

		334						LN		13		21		false		          21     And is it -- why isn't it possible for that to happen?				false

		335						LN		13		22		false		          22          Senior, uh, holders and the junior holders get				false

		336						LN		13		23		false		          23     together and say, here's a, uh -- a groundwater				false

		337						LN		13		24		false		          24     management plan that doesn't affect prior				false

		338						LN		13		25		false		          25     appropriations, but we're all -- it may affect prior				false

		339						PG		14		0		false		page 14				false

		340						LN		14		1		false		           1     appropriations, but we all agree to this?				false

		341						LN		14		2		false		           2          MS. LEONARD:  Well, I think a key, uh, response				false

		342						LN		14		3		false		           3     to that is that one of the criteria that the -- the				false

		343						LN		14		4		false		           4     legislature put out -- put in this -- the legislation				false

		344						LN		14		5		false		           5     is that it -- the plan has to take the steps necessary				false

		345						LN		14		6		false		           6     to remove the CMA designation. If you're relying				false

		346						LN		14		7		false		           7     exclusively on voluntary reductions by seniors, you				false

		347						LN		14		8		false		           8     can't get there, because they don't have to				false

		348						LN		14		9		false		           9     voluntarily do anything.				false

		349						LN		14		10		false		          10          So if you present to the state engineer a GMP				false

		350						LN		14		11		false		          11     that says, well, we hope to work together with the				false

		351						LN		14		12		false		          12     seniors to get them to reduce their pumping, you're				false

		352						LN		14		13		false		          13     not going to be able to say, or the state engineer				false

		353						LN		14		14		false		          14     won't be able to say, I can tell that this is going to				false

		354						LN		14		15		false		          15     take the necessary steps to reducing for the --				false

		355						LN		14		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  But for the overall health of the				false

		356						LN		14		17		false		          17     basin, why can't they do that?				false

		357						LN		14		18		false		          18          MS. LEONARD:  They certainly can do that.				false

		358						LN		14		19		false		          19          THE COURT:  They would be interested, I'm sure,				false

		359						LN		14		20		false		          20     in making sure the basin was healthy, the senior				false

		360						LN		14		21		false		          21     holders.				false

		361						LN		14		22		false		          22          MS. LEONARD:  Well, I think -- Your Honor, I				false

		362						LN		14		23		false		          23     think that's making assumptions as to how people might				false

		363						LN		14		24		false		          24     act. But I can tell you that my clients worked for				false

		364						LN		14		25		false		          25     years, and years, and years to try to put together a				false

		365						PG		15		0		false		page 15				false

		366						LN		15		1		false		           1     plan that worked for everyone. They explored all sorts				false

		367						LN		15		2		false		           2     of ideas, they, you know, retained consultants and				false

		368						LN		15		3		false		           3     experts in economics to help them figure out what is a				false

		369						LN		15		4		false		           4     potential solution here.				false

		370						LN		15		5		false		           5          This is what a majority came up with. And I -- I				false

		371						LN		15		6		false		           6     -- again, I emphasize that that's all that the				false

		372						LN		15		7		false		           7     legislature required. It just said, majority. And as				false

		373						LN		15		8		false		           8     an example of what you just raised, it could have				false

		374						LN		15		9		false		           9     said, and we need to include all the seniors too. And				false

		375						LN		15		10		false		          10     that's not what they said.				false

		376						LN		15		11		false		          11          So that's why I continue to go back to the notion				false

		377						LN		15		12		false		          12     that they made this exception to the prior				false

		378						LN		15		13		false		          13     appropriation doctrine. Um, and it's not out of line				false

		379						LN		15		14		false		          14     with other things that a legislature has done with				false

		380						LN		15		15		false		          15     regard to the prior appropriation doctrine.				false

		381						LN		15		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  Ms. Leonard, I have two questions I				false

		382						LN		15		17		false		          17     wanted --				false

		383						LN		15		18		false		          18          MS. LEONARD:  Sure.				false

		384						LN		15		19		false		          19          THE COURT:  -- to raise with you, and I know, uh,				false

		385						LN		15		20		false		          20     time is running. Um, the first has to do with NRS				false

		386						LN		15		21		false		          21     534.037. By the way, the statutory scheme is another				false

		387						LN		15		22		false		          22     example, from my perspective, of the state engineer				false

		388						LN		15		23		false		          23     being put in a extremely awkward position, um, to				false

		389						LN		15		24		false		          24     help, uh, resolve and mitigate challenges that exist				false

		390						LN		15		25		false		          25     between senior and junior, uh, right holders.				false

		391						PG		16		0		false		page 16				false

		392						LN		16		1		false		           1          Um, of concern to me was subsection G. Uh, when				false

		393						LN		16		2		false		           2     applying the factors on the establishment of the GMP				false

		394						LN		16		3		false		           3     it states, any other factor deemed relevant by the				false

		395						LN		16		4		false		           4     state engineer, um, A was there -- were there other				false

		396						LN		16		5		false		           5     factors, uh, that were reflected in the record that				false

		397						LN		16		6		false		           6     the state engineer used in approving this?				false

		398						LN		16		7		false		           7          Uh, and B, uh, if so, what would be the source of				false

		399						LN		16		8		false		           8     those, would they be adopted regulations, um, where do				false

		400						LN		16		9		false		           9     they come from?				false

		401						LN		16		10		false		          10          MS. LEONARD:  So, Your Honor, I -- to -- to be				false

		402						LN		16		11		false		          11     candid, I don't recall specifically in the order				false

		403						LN		16		12		false		          12     whether the state engineer addressed other, um, thing				false

		404						LN		16		13		false		          13     -- well, I -- I can give you an example of where the				false

		405						LN		16		14		false		          14     state engineer said -- thought it was important that,				false

		406						LN		16		15		false		          15     uh, this GMP does recognize priorities.				false

		407						LN		16		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		408						LN		16		17		false		          17          MS. LEONARD:  Um, the state engineer also, um,				false

		409						LN		16		18		false		          18     you know, thought it was important to, um -- that this				false

		410						LN		16		19		false		          19     -- that this was what the community came together and				false

		411						LN		16		20		false		          20     was able to, um -- to come up with, and that they had				false

		412						LN		16		21		false		          21     worked very hard on it, and taken into consideration a				false

		413						LN		16		22		false		          22     lot of I -- a lot of things.				false

		414						LN		16		23		false		          23          To get to that result, I think it's very clear				false

		415						LN		16		24		false		          24     the state engineer relied on the record in front of				false

		416						LN		16		25		false		          25     him either written submissions, uh, the petition for				false

		417						PG		17		0		false		page 17				false

		418						LN		17		1		false		           1     the GMP, public comments, the hearing that he held.				false

		419						LN		17		2		false		           2     Um, I think it's clear that he only relied on the				false

		420						LN		17		3		false		           3     record in front of him.				false

		421						LN		17		4		false		           4          THE COURT:  Then the second question I had, um,				false

		422						LN		17		5		false		           5     there's been some arguments made that this scheme that				false

		423						LN		17		6		false		           6     was adopted by the legislature, uh, for the GMP				false

		424						LN		17		7		false		           7     process, uh, may be unconstitutional as a -- as a				false

		425						LN		17		8		false		           8     taking. Is that an issue that we need to get into in a				false

		426						LN		17		9		false		           9     petition for judicial review?				false

		427						LN		17		10		false		          10          It seems to me that, uh, the question in a				false

		428						LN		17		11		false		          11     petition for judicial review is to interpret and				false

		429						LN		17		12		false		          12     understand the statute under which the program was				false

		430						LN		17		13		false		          13     adopted. Uh, if someone has a problem with it from a				false

		431						LN		17		14		false		          14     taking standpoint, that should be a separate action.				false

		432						LN		17		15		false		          15          MS. LEONARD:  Right.				false

		433						LN		17		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  Uh, and so I -- we -- we are all				false

		434						LN		17		17		false		          17     lathered up in a lot of the paperwork that's been				false

		435						LN		17		18		false		          18     filed with this Court and with the district court				false

		436						LN		17		19		false		          19     over, uh, constitutional rights. But I'm not sure that				false

		437						LN		17		20		false		          20     this is the appropriate venue to litigate or decide				false

		438						LN		17		21		false		          21     that question.				false

		439						LN		17		22		false		          22          So if -- if Bailey, for example, has a, uh,				false

		440						LN		17		23		false		          23     legitimate basis for a taking claim, uh, assuming				false

		441						LN		17		24		false		          24     that, uh, we approved, uh, the state engineer's action				false

		442						LN		17		25		false		          25     here, it would seem like that taking claim is				false

		443						PG		18		0		false		page 18				false

		444						LN		18		1		false		           1     something that would be the -- the subject of a				false

		445						LN		18		2		false		           2     different matter another day.				false

		446						LN		18		3		false		           3          MS. LEONARD:  I 100 percent agree with you that				false

		447						LN		18		4		false		           4     this is not the appropriate place to be consider- --				false

		448						LN		18		5		false		           5     considering a taking claim for a couple of reasons.				false

		449						LN		18		6		false		           6     One is it is a petition for judicial review --				false

		450						LN		18		7		false		           7          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		451						LN		18		8		false		           8          MS. LEONARD:  -- uh, in which there's not a				false

		452						LN		18		9		false		           9     claim, so to speak, for taking.				false

		453						LN		18		10		false		          10          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		454						LN		18		11		false		          11          MS. LEONARD:  The, um -- and the second is				false

		455						LN		18		12		false		          12     because really, they didn't press it below. Uh, the				false

		456						LN		18		13		false		          13     respondents did not press a taking below. They				false

		457						LN		18		14		false		          14     mentioned it in there PJR, but they did not ever				false

		458						LN		18		15		false		          15     really advance that argument in front of the district				false

		459						LN		18		16		false		          16     court.				false

		460						LN		18		17		false		          17          But I do not think it's within the realm of what				false

		461						LN		18		18		false		          18     this Court needs to decide. I think the district court				false

		462						LN		18		19		false		          19     said, substantial evidence supported this decision,				false

		463						LN		18		20		false		          20     and the state engineer complied with the statutory				false

		464						LN		18		21		false		          21     requirements. That should be enough to affirm.				false

		465						LN		18		22		false		          22          THE COURT:  I said I had two questions, but I				false

		466						LN		18		23		false		          23     have a third.				false

		467						LN		18		24		false		          24          MS. LEONARD:  Okay.				false

		468						LN		18		25		false		          25          THE COURT:  So perhaps you can confer with the				false

		469						PG		19		0		false		page 19				false

		470						LN		19		1		false		           1     state engineer's counsel, unless you know. Have there				false

		471						LN		19		2		false		           2     been any other GMPs adopted for other basins				false

		472						LN		19		3		false		           3     throughout the state, or is this the only one?				false

		473						LN		19		4		false		           4          MS. LEONARD:  This is the only one. This --				false

		474						LN		19		5		false		           5          THE COURT:  First and only, I guess.				false

		475						LN		19		6		false		           6          MS. LEONARD:  First and only. And it's the first				false

		476						LN		19		7		false		           7     basin to be designated as a critical management area.				false

		477						LN		19		8		false		           8          THE COURT:  But there are, as we know from lots				false

		478						LN		19		9		false		           9     of sources, many other basins in which the, uh,				false

		479						LN		19		10		false		          10     priority of the yield is exceeded by the amount of,				false

		480						LN		19		11		false		          11     uh, rights, uh, authorized.				false

		481						LN		19		12		false		          12          MS. LEONARD:  That is correct. That the Court's				false

		482						LN		19		13		false		          13     decision is going to have impacts far beyond Diamond				false

		483						LN		19		14		false		          14     Valley.				false

		484						LN		19		15		false		          15          THE COURT:  And I think there are curtailments in				false

		485						LN		19		16		false		          16     some other basins, even, that are -- that are running				false

		486						LN		19		17		false		          17     their course. Is that right?				false

		487						LN		19		18		false		          18          MS. LEONARD:  I -- I can't tell you what the				false

		488						LN		19		19		false		          19     current state of curtailment orders are. But I can				false

		489						LN		19		20		false		          20     tell you that obviously, this has been a very light				false

		490						LN		19		21		false		          21     year on precipitation and snowpack. Um, and it's --				false

		491						LN		19		22		false		          22     it's going to have a big effect on -- on the resource				false

		492						LN		19		23		false		          23     and the associated water users in the state.				false

		493						LN		19		24		false		          24          THE COURT:  All right. Uh, you're at 6:26, I'll				false

		494						LN		19		25		false		          25     add three minutes to your rebuttal time, and we'll add				false

		495						PG		20		0		false		page 20				false

		496						LN		20		1		false		           1     three minutes to, uh, respondent's time. Uh, are you				false

		497						LN		20		2		false		           2     ready to proceed? Okay. Are you taking all the time				false

		498						LN		20		3		false		           3     Mr. Mixson? Or --				false

		499						LN		20		4		false		           4          MR. MIXSON:  Uh, I will be taking -- we -- we've				false

		500						LN		20		5		false		           5     agreed -- Mr. Rigdon and I have agreed to split our				false

		501						LN		20		6		false		           6     time.				false

		502						LN		20		7		false		           7          THE COURT:  Okay.				false

		503						LN		20		8		false		           8          MR. MIXSON:  So I intended to take 15, and I -- I				false

		504						LN		20		9		false		           9     -- I'll stick with that despite the extra three, which				false

		505						LN		20		10		false		          10     I appreciate.				false

		506						LN		20		11		false		          11          THE COURT:  Okay.				false

		507						LN		20		12		false		          12          MR. MIXSON:  And we've also agreed to divide the				false

		508						LN		20		13		false		          13     issues. I will be addressing prior appropriation and				false

		509						LN		20		14		false		          14     if time allows, beneficial use doctrine. And Mr.				false

		510						LN		20		15		false		          15     Rigdon will address the impairment of senior invested				false

		511						LN		20		16		false		          16     water rights and other statutory violations.				false

		512						LN		20		17		false		          17          THE COURT:  Okay.				false

		513						LN		20		18		false		          18          MR. MIXSON:  So may it please the Court, there's				false

		514						LN		20		19		false		          19     no dispute that the Diamond Valley groundwater aquifer				false

		515						LN		20		20		false		          20     is in dire shape. There's also no dispute that the				false

		516						LN		20		21		false		          21     primary cause of this condition is the state				false

		517						LN		20		22		false		          22     engineer's failure for at least a half a century to				false

		518						LN		20		23		false		          23     regulate overpumping of groundwater in the basin.				false

		519						LN		20		24		false		          24          The groundwater management plan for Diamond				false

		520						LN		20		25		false		          25     Valley attempts to create an entirely new water system				false

		521						PG		21		0		false		page 21				false

		522						LN		21		1		false		           1     applicable only in Diamond Valley that reallocates				false

		523						LN		21		2		false		           2     water from senior water rights to junior water rights.				false

		524						LN		21		3		false		           3     And none of the parties, including the appellants,				false

		525						LN		21		4		false		           4     dispute that the GMP violates the prior appropriation				false

		526						LN		21		5		false		           5     doctrine.				false

		527						LN		21		6		false		           6          So the core of this case is whether the state				false

		528						LN		21		7		false		           7     engineer is permitted to approve a groundwater				false

		529						LN		21		8		false		           8     management plan that violates Nevada's fundamental				false

		530						LN		21		9		false		           9     prior appropriation doctrine, and fundamental				false

		531						LN		21		10		false		          10     beneficial use doctrine, simply because a majority of				false

		532						LN		21		11		false		          11     water users in the basin voted to do so.				false

		533						LN		21		12		false		          12          THE COURT:  Well, counsel, um, under Ms.				false

		534						LN		21		13		false		          13     Leonard's characterization of the, uh, statute and her				false

		535						LN		21		14		false		          14     view of the plain meaning of the statute, uh, it does				false

		536						LN		21		15		false		          15     seem to be all inclusive. Uh, the language says, shall				false

		537						LN		21		16		false		          16     order that withdrawals, it doesn't say what types, it				false

		538						LN		21		17		false		          17     says withdrawals.				false

		539						LN		21		18		false		          18          Then it says, including without limitation to				false

		540						LN		21		19		false		          19     domestic wells. That -- it would be an obvious				false

		541						LN		21		20		false		          20     inclusion because of the handling of domest- --				false

		542						LN		21		21		false		          21     domestic wells different than, uh, water rights. Be				false

		543						LN		21		22		false		          22     restricted in that the basin to conform to priority				false

		544						LN		21		23		false		          23     rights. It seems to be all withdrawals.				false

		545						LN		21		24		false		          24          MR. MIXSON:  So --				false

		546						LN		21		25		false		          25          THE COURT:  What about that interpretation of the				false

		547						PG		22		0		false		page 22				false

		548						LN		22		1		false		           1     statute is wrong?				false

		549						LN		22		2		false		           2          MR. MIXSON:  Well, by, um, the notion of vested				false

		550						LN		22		3		false		           3     rights, of course, Mr. Rigdon is going to address, and				false

		551						LN		22		4		false		           4     the impairment by the GMP. But with respect to the --				false

		552						LN		22		5		false		           5          THE COURT:  Well, we got to start with the				false

		553						LN		22		6		false		           6     interpretation of the statute. So if you don't mind --				false

		554						LN		22		7		false		           7          MR. MIXSON:  With respect to the -- with the --				false

		555						LN		22		8		false		           8     an interpretation of 534.110, I think what Ms.				false

		556						LN		22		9		false		           9     Leonard's discussion, uh, ignores is subsection six.				false

		557						LN		22		10		false		          10     And you have to read the statute as a whole. I'd note				false

		558						LN		22		11		false		          11     you have to read those two subsections together.				false

		559						LN		22		12		false		          12          Subsection six says, if the state engineer				false

		560						LN		22		13		false		          13     designates a groundwater basin and the conditions				false

		561						LN		22		14		false		          14     allow, he may curtail water rights by priority. That -				false

		562						LN		22		15		false		          15     - that existed before AB419 in 2011. In 2011 AB419				false

		563						LN		22		16		false		          16     adds -- to subsection six, it adds, except as				false

		564						LN		22		17		false		          17     otherwise provided in subsection seven. Then adds				false

		565						LN		22		18		false		          18     subsection seven.				false

		566						LN		22		19		false		          19          Subsection seven says, if the state engineer or				false

		567						LN		22		20		false		          20     if the basin is designated as a critical management				false

		568						LN		22		21		false		          21     area, the state engineer shall curtail water rights by				false

		569						LN		22		22		false		          22     priority if it's been designated for 10 years, unless				false

		570						LN		22		23		false		          23     he approves a GMP. The shall in subsection seven is				false

		571						LN		22		24		false		          24     what's important. It creates mandatory curtailment				false

		572						LN		22		25		false		          25     that didn't exist.				false

		573						PG		23		0		false		page 23				false

		574						LN		23		1		false		           1          THE COURT:  But why -- why -- why shouldn't we				false

		575						LN		23		2		false		           2     evaluate the -- that language on a ratable reduction?				false

		576						LN		23		3		false		           3     Which is kind of what the GMP did here, as opposed to,				false

		577						LN		23		4		false		           4     uh, a priority reduction? If you, uh, reserve all of				false

		578						LN		23		5		false		           5     the perennial yield for the seniors, there's no				false

		579						LN		23		6		false		           6     reduction to the seniors whatsoever. The language				false

		580						LN		23		7		false		           7     you're referencing seems to me to imply, uh, or even				false

		581						LN		23		8		false		           8     state that the -- there's going to be a ratable				false

		582						LN		23		9		false		           9     reduction of priorities throughout the basin?				false

		583						LN		23		10		false		          10          MR. MIXSON:  Well, I -- I -- I don't read the				false

		584						LN		23		11		false		          11     language as -- as implying, uh, permission to reduce				false

		585						LN		23		12		false		          12     senior rights on the backs of providing water for				false

		586						LN		23		13		false		          13     junior --				false

		587						LN		23		14		false		          14          THE COURT:  Well, I understand you don't read it				false

		588						LN		23		15		false		          15     that way. But I'm asking why isn't it reasonable to				false

		589						LN		23		16		false		          16     read it as a reduction, uh, on a ratable basis, on an				false

		590						LN		23		17		false		          17     aliquot basis?				false

		591						LN		23		18		false		          18          MR. MIXSON:  Because that doesn't comport with				false

		592						LN		23		19		false		          19     the prior appropriation doctrine. The prior				false

		593						LN		23		20		false		          20     appropriation doctrine in Nevada says that senior				false

		594						LN		23		21		false		          21     rights are entitled to the full use of their water in				false

		595						LN		23		22		false		          22     times of shortage.				false

		596						LN		23		23		false		          23          THE COURT:  Well, I think the subsections you				false

		597						LN		23		24		false		          24     referenced are contemplating that there could be a				false

		598						LN		23		25		false		          25     reduction based on the priorities. And I'm wondering				false

		599						PG		24		0		false		page 24				false

		600						LN		24		1		false		           1     why that couldn't be read.				false

		601						LN		24		2		false		           2          MR. MIXSON:  I -- I just don't -- I don't see				false

		602						LN		24		3		false		           3     that in the language. It says, the state engineer				false

		603						LN		24		4		false		           4     shall curtail by priority, unless there's a GMP, in				false

		604						LN		24		5		false		           5     subsection seven.				false

		605						LN		24		6		false		           6          THE COURT:  So one of the things you were going				false

		606						LN		24		7		false		           7     to talk about, I think, had to do with, uh -- uh, in				false

		607						LN		24		8		false		           8     establishing the GMP, whether there was an appropriate				false

		608						LN		24		9		false		           9     evaluation of a beneficial use. Uh, it -- was that one				false

		609						LN		24		10		false		          10     of the topics you were going to address?				false

		610						LN		24		11		false		          11          MR. MIXSON:  Yes, Your Honor.				false

		611						LN		24		12		false		          12          THE COURT:  Why don't we get to that? Because I				false

		612						LN		24		13		false		          13     think that's a significant issue here --				false

		613						LN		24		14		false		          14          MR. MIXSON:  Okay.				false

		614						LN		24		15		false		          15          THE COURT:  -- as well.				false

		615						LN		24		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  Before you move on, I have a question				false

		616						LN		24		17		false		          17     about subparagraph six that you just alluded to. It				false

		617						LN		24		18		false		          18     speaks to, in the permissive may curtail by priority.				false

		618						LN		24		19		false		          19     Um, what else is contemplated that the state engineer				false

		619						LN		24		20		false		          20     could do, default in his duty to get the bal- -- basin				false

		620						LN		24		21		false		          21     imbalance? I mean, what do you think, if you didn't				false

		621						LN		24		22		false		          22     have paragraph seven, would be an option to				false

		622						LN		24		23		false		          23     curtailment under paragraph six?				false

		623						LN		24		24		false		          24          MR. MIXSON:  An option in the alternative to				false

		624						LN		24		25		false		          25     curtailment?				false

		625						PG		25		0		false		page 25				false

		626						LN		25		1		false		           1          THE COURT:  Yes.				false

		627						LN		25		2		false		           2          MR. MIXSON:  Well, I think that, um, the state				false

		628						LN		25		3		false		           3     engineer -- well, under the Nevada Water law statutes,				false

		629						LN		25		4		false		           4     there -- are there are many ways to enforce the prior				false

		630						LN		25		5		false		           5     appropriation doctrine other than strict curtailing by				false

		631						LN		25		6		false		           6     priority.				false

		632						LN		25		7		false		           7          For example, and this gets to the beneficial use				false

		633						LN		25		8		false		           8     question, water rights permits issued by the state				false

		634						LN		25		9		false		           9     engineer are essentially provisional. And in order to				false

		635						LN		25		10		false		          10     prove up your permit so that you can get a -- a final				false

		636						LN		25		11		false		          11     certificate, you have to put your water right to use				false

		637						LN		25		12		false		          12     under the provisional permit. And you're only given a				false

		638						LN		25		13		false		          13     certificate for the amount of water that you are				false

		639						LN		25		14		false		          14     capable and do put to beneficial use.				false

		640						LN		25		15		false		          15          So a provisional permit can result in a				false

		641						LN		25		16		false		          16     certificate with less water. And by -- if the state				false

		642						LN		25		17		false		          17     engineer would enforce the cancellation of unused				false

		643						LN		25		18		false		          18     water permits, or unused portions of water permits, he				false

		644						LN		25		19		false		          19     could reduce the amount of water rights and the demand				false

		645						LN		25		20		false		          20     on the aquifer. That is one example of a non-				false

		646						LN		25		21		false		          21     curtailment remedy.				false

		647						LN		25		22		false		          22          THE COURT:  And your -- your argument here is				false

		648						LN		25		23		false		          23     this GMP actually does the opposite.				false

		649						LN		25		24		false		          24          MR. MIXSON:  Correct. So un- -- so under the --				false

		650						LN		25		25		false		          25     the problem with the beneficial use violations of the				false

		651						PG		26		0		false		page 26				false

		652						LN		26		1		false		           1     GMP is that, for example, these unused permits, or				false

		653						LN		26		2		false		           2     unused portions of permits, are given full allocations				false

		654						LN		26		3		false		           3     and shares under the groundwater management plan. Even				false

		655						LN		26		4		false		           4     though the holder of that permit has not proven its				false

		656						LN		26		5		false		           5     actual ability to put the water to beneficial use.				false

		657						LN		26		6		false		           6          THE COURT:  Mr. Mixson, was there a calculation				false

		658						LN		26		7		false		           7     made of the water rights that were incorporated in the				false

		659						LN		26		8		false		           8     GMP, uh, for which, um -- uh, appropriate				false

		660						LN		26		9		false		           9     consideration of the proof of beneficial use had not				false

		661						LN		26		10		false		          10     been accomplished? Uh, I'm trying to quantify this				false

		662						LN		26		11		false		          11     issue and the relationship between the plan that was				false

		663						LN		26		12		false		          12     adopted versus the plan that might have been adopted				false

		664						LN		26		13		false		          13     had, as part of the considerations under the factors				false

		665						LN		26		14		false		          14     here, incorporated, uh -- uh, that, uh, calculus?				false

		666						LN		26		15		false		          15          MR. MIXSON:  I, um, understand your question. And				false

		667						LN		26		16		false		          16     the answer is no. It was not quantified. I think that				false

		668						LN		26		17		false		          17     is one of the fundamental deficiencies in the state				false

		669						LN		26		18		false		          18     engineer's -- in factual determination --				false

		670						LN		26		19		false		          19          THE COURT:  And did you request that when the				false

		671						LN		26		20		false		          20     state engineer was developing the plan?				false

		672						LN		26		21		false		          21          MR. MIXSON:  I did not personally. I had --				false

		673						LN		26		22		false		          22          THE COURT:  Who did --?				false

		674						LN		26		23		false		          23          MR. MIXSON:  [inaudible] clients.				false

		675						LN		26		24		false		          24          THE COURT:  Your clients.				false

		676						LN		26		25		false		          25          MR. MIXSON:  No. They didn't raise it as an issue				false

		677						PG		27		0		false		page 27				false

		678						LN		27		1		false		           1     in their written comments.				false

		679						LN		27		2		false		           2          THE COURT:  Uh-huh.				false

		680						LN		27		3		false		           3          MR. MIXSON:  But they're laypersons, and so their				false

		681						LN		27		4		false		           4     comments didn't specifically demand or request that				false

		682						LN		27		5		false		           5     the state engineer actually quantify the, uh -- uh,				false

		683						LN		27		6		false		           6     amount of permits that have not yet been put to				false

		684						LN		27		7		false		           7     beneficial --				false

		685						LN		27		8		false		           8          THE COURT:  So this gets to my question about the				false

		686						LN		27		9		false		           9     proof of beneficial issue. I'm intrigued by the				false

		687						LN		27		10		false		          10     argument, and I can understand the seniors' concern,				false

		688						LN		27		11		false		          11     just as you've articulated it to Justice Pickering.				false

		689						LN		27		12		false		          12     But if it wasn't quantified, if it wasn't laid out in				false

		690						LN		27		13		false		          13     the record, if it wasn't an alternative calculus, uh,				false

		691						LN		27		14		false		          14     for the state engineer to consider, was it waived?				false

		692						LN		27		15		false		          15          MR. MIXSON:  Was it waived by --				false

		693						LN		27		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  As in --				false

		694						LN		27		17		false		          17          MR. MIXSON:  -- the challenger?				false

		695						LN		27		18		false		          18          THE COURT:  Yes. Right.				false

		696						LN		27		19		false		          19          MR. MIXSON:  I don't think it would have been				false

		697						LN		27		20		false		          20     waived, because it was not a formal legal proceeding,				false

		698						LN		27		21		false		          21     it was a public hearing to take public comments.				false

		699						LN		27		22		false		          22          THE COURT:  Yeah.				false

		700						LN		27		23		false		          23          MR. MIXSON:  Not testimony under oath.				false

		701						LN		27		24		false		          24          THE COURT:  So did you raise a calculus of the				false

		702						LN		27		25		false		          25     type we're talking about to the district court?				false

		703						PG		28		0		false		page 28				false

		704						LN		28		1		false		           1          MR. MIXSON:  Um, I don't think we -- it was				false

		705						LN		28		2		false		           2     raised as a specific issue that the state engineer				false

		706						LN		28		3		false		           3     should have calculated. Although, um --				false

		707						LN		28		4		false		           4          THE COURT:  Because it seemed like --				false

		708						LN		28		5		false		           5          MR. MIXSON:  But it might [ph] be, I did. Because				false

		709						LN		28		6		false		           6     I honestly just can't remember, is all.				false

		710						LN		28		7		false		           7          THE COURT:  There's a lot of paperwork here. So I				false

		711						LN		28		8		false		           8     appreciate the challenges in remembering this. But I -				false

		712						LN		28		9		false		           9     - I didn't see it really float up as a intriguing				false

		713						LN		28		10		false		          10     issue until it got to us.				false

		714						LN		28		11		false		          11          MR. MIXSON:  If I could -- if I could just run				false

		715						LN		28		12		false		          12     through. I hate to do numbers in front of you. But --				false

		716						LN		28		13		false		          13          THE COURT:  Sure, no.				false

		717						LN		28		14		false		          14          MR. MIXSON:  The state engineer did --				false

		718						LN		28		15		false		          15          THE COURT:  Some people have accused me of being				false

		719						LN		28		16		false		          16     a bean counter. That's all [inaudible]				false

		720						LN		28		17		false		          17          MR. MIXSON:  On -- on paper, there are				false

		721						LN		28		18		false		          18     approximately 126,000 acre feet --				false

		722						LN		28		19		false		          19          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		723						LN		28		20		false		          20          MR. MIXSON:  -- of irrigation permits granted by				false

		724						LN		28		21		false		          21     the state engineer.				false

		725						LN		28		22		false		          22          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		726						LN		28		23		false		          23          MR. MIXSON:  In 2016, which is sort of the				false

		727						LN		28		24		false		          24     benchmark number that's been used by the GMP and by				false

		728						LN		28		25		false		          25     the state engineer, there was approximately 76,000				false

		729						PG		29		0		false		page 29				false

		730						LN		29		1		false		           1     acre feet pumped from the basin for irrigation.				false

		731						LN		29		2		false		           2          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		732						LN		29		3		false		           3          MR. MIXSON:  That the difference between the				false

		733						LN		29		4		false		           4     126,000 acre feet on paper permits, and the 76,000				false

		734						LN		29		5		false		           5     acre feet that was pumped in 2016, is 50,000 acre feet				false

		735						LN		29		6		false		           6     --				false

		736						LN		29		7		false		           7          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		737						LN		29		8		false		           8          MR. MIXSON:  -- of water rights on paper that				false

		738						LN		29		9		false		           9     were not used. Some portion of that 50,000,				false

		739						LN		29		10		false		          10     presumably, it's a significant portion of this, I'll				false

		740						LN		29		11		false		          11     calculate it below, is water that is -- has not been				false

		741						LN		29		12		false		          12     put to beneficial use, may never be put to beneficial				false

		742						LN		29		13		false		          13     use, because it's incapable --				false

		743						LN		29		14		false		          14          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		744						LN		29		15		false		          15          MR. MIXSON:  -- of being put to beneficial use.				false

		745						LN		29		16		false		          16     So I -- I -- I can't --				false

		746						LN		29		17		false		          17          THE COURT:  I get that argument, Mr. Mixson, I				false

		747						LN		29		18		false		          18     was intrigued by it. But I'm trying to understand				false

		748						LN		29		19		false		          19     whether it's appropriate for us to -- to deal with				false

		749						LN		29		20		false		          20     that. The calculus you've just gone through, I don't				false

		750						LN		29		21		false		          21     think it's something that was developed, uh, perhaps				false

		751						LN		29		22		false		          22     understandably, with the process in front of the state				false

		752						LN		29		23		false		          23     engineer, but in front of the district court either.				false

		753						LN		29		24		false		          24     Right?				false

		754						LN		29		25		false		          25          MR. MIXSON:  Those numbers were certainly brought				false

		755						PG		30		0		false		page 30				false

		756						LN		30		1		false		           1     to the district court's opin- -- uh, attention.				false

		757						LN		30		2		false		           2          THE COURT:  Yeah.				false

		758						LN		30		3		false		           3          MR. MIXSON:  The calculus of the unused permits,				false

		759						LN		30		4		false		           4     and the portions of the unused permits is -- is				false

		760						LN		30		5		false		           5     something that at least from my perspective, and on				false

		761						LN		30		6		false		           6     behalf of my clients, is the state engineer's sole				false

		762						LN		30		7		false		           7     obligation. The -- the Baileys are not capable of				false

		763						LN		30		8		false		           8     gathering the information to make that determination.				false

		764						LN		30		9		false		           9          THE COURT:  So under which of the factors in				false

		765						LN		30		10		false		          10     534.037 do you think the state engineer should take				false

		766						LN		30		11		false		          11     into consideration? Uh, I could see some that would				false

		767						LN		30		12		false		          12     apply. Uh, but is there one in particular that you --				false

		768						LN		30		13		false		          13     or maybe more than one?				false

		769						LN		30		14		false		          14          MR. MIXSON:  Well, obviously, G -- other, um,				false

		770						LN		30		15		false		          15     applies. And then --				false

		771						LN		30		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  We've been down that catch-all [ph] -				false

		772						LN		30		17		false		          17     -				false

		773						LN		30		18		false		          18          MR. MIXSON:  And then, um, you know, a -- the				false

		774						LN		30		19		false		          19     hydrology of the basin, arguably. But let me address				false

		775						LN		30		20		false		          20     the factors in 534.037 subsection two.				false

		776						LN		30		21		false		          21          THE COURT:  Sure.				false

		777						LN		30		22		false		          22          MR. MIXSON:  The -- the appellants' argument is				false

		778						LN		30		23		false		          23     what -- the state engineer having been provided a				false

		779						LN		30		24		false		          24     groundwater management plan a- -- approved by a				false

		780						LN		30		25		false		          25     majority of the water users in the basin, all he's				false

		781						PG		31		0		false		page 31				false

		782						LN		31		1		false		           1     required to do is consider the factors under				false

		783						LN		31		2		false		           2     subsection two of that statute.				false

		784						LN		31		3		false		           3          And if he determines that it -- the groundwater				false

		785						LN		31		4		false		           4     management plan could result in removal of the CMA				false

		786						LN		31		5		false		           5     designation, he can approve it. They say that's the				false

		787						LN		31		6		false		           6     end of the story. But I want to draw your attention to				false

		788						LN		31		7		false		           7     these factors.				false

		789						LN		31		8		false		           8          These are not legal. These are scientific and				false

		790						LN		31		9		false		           9     hydrologic factors that are obviously within the				false

		791						LN		31		10		false		          10     purview of the state engineer. But none of these -- it				false

		792						LN		31		11		false		          11     references or sets forth a legal standard, hydrology				false

		793						LN		31		12		false		          12     of the basin, physical characteristics of the basin,				false

		794						LN		31		13		false		          13     geographic spacing of the wells, water quality, um,				false

		795						LN		31		14		false		          14     whether the plan already exists, none of these are				false

		796						LN		31		15		false		          15     legal.				false

		797						LN		31		16		false		          16          So when the appellants say, if the state engineer				false

		798						LN		31		17		false		          17     considers these, that's the end of the story. That is				false

		799						LN		31		18		false		          18     fundamentally what the district court rejected. And he				false

		800						LN		31		19		false		          19     said, no, you have to also look at whether the				false

		801						LN		31		20		false		          20     groundwater management plan complies with the rest of				false

		802						LN		31		21		false		          21     the water law, not just the technical factors under				false

		803						LN		31		22		false		          22     subsection two, of 534- -- 4.037.				false

		804						LN		31		23		false		          23          And so to me, that -- their argument therefore				false

		805						LN		31		24		false		          24     falls apart. Because the groundwater management plan,				false

		806						LN		31		25		false		          25     it's conceded, does violate the prior appropriation				false

		807						PG		32		0		false		page 32				false

		808						LN		32		1		false		           1     doctrine. And of course, I argue it violates the				false

		809						LN		32		2		false		           2     beneficial use doctrine.				false

		810						LN		32		3		false		           3          THE COURT:  Do you acknowledge that the				false

		811						LN		32		4		false		           4     legislature could, if it wanted, allow groundwater				false

		812						LN		32		5		false		           5     management plans that don't strictly follow				false

		813						LN		32		6		false		           6     priorities?				false

		814						LN		32		7		false		           7          MR. MIXSON:  I -- I fully, uh, agree that had the				false

		815						LN		32		8		false		           8     legislature wanted to exempt groundwater management				false

		816						LN		32		9		false		           9     plans --				false

		817						LN		32		10		false		          10          THE COURT:  Okay.				false

		818						LN		32		11		false		          11          MR. MIXSON:  -- from existing law, they could do				false

		819						LN		32		12		false		          12     so with the express language in the statute.				false

		820						LN		32		13		false		          13          THE COURT:  Okay.				false

		821						LN		32		14		false		          14          MR. MIXSON:  But we are talking about fundamental				false

		822						LN		32		15		false		          15     prior appropriation doctrine for Nevada, and if the				false

		823						LN		32		16		false		          16     legislature is going to waive that doctrine for a				false

		824						LN		32		17		false		          17     groundwater management plan, it must do so expressly				false

		825						LN		32		18		false		          18     with express terms in the statute, which it did not do				false

		826						LN		32		19		false		          19     here.				false

		827						LN		32		20		false		          20          THE COURT:  If I may, why -- but why isn't unless				false

		828						LN		32		21		false		          21     express?				false

		829						LN		32		22		false		          22          MR. MIXSON:  Unless is an express exception to				false

		830						LN		32		23		false		          23     the mandatory curtailment of subsection seven of				false

		831						LN		32		24		false		          24     534.110. It's not an exception to the entire prior				false

		832						LN		32		25		false		          25     appropriation doctrine. Under 534.110, subsection six,				false

		833						PG		33		0		false		page 33				false

		834						LN		33		1		false		           1     there is still permissive curtailment at the				false

		835						LN		33		2		false		           2     discretion of the state engineer. So that unless a GMP				false

		836						LN		33		3		false		           3     is approved as -- only as an exception to 534.110,				false

		837						LN		33		4		false		           4     subsection seven, A and B which are critical				false

		838						LN		33		5		false		           5     management area.				false

		839						LN		33		6		false		           6          THE COURT:  So what's the point of allowing the				false

		840						LN		33		7		false		           7     groundwater management plan?				false

		841						LN		33		8		false		           8          MR. MIXSON:  Just that --				false

		842						LN		33		9		false		           9          THE COURT:  What -- what kinds of things can a				false

		843						LN		33		10		false		          10     groundwater management plan do if it doesn't have the				false

		844						LN		33		11		false		          11     opportunity to adjust, say, the prior appropriation?				false

		845						LN		33		12		false		          12          MR. MIXSON:  So, um, the goal as stated in the				false

		846						LN		33		13		false		          13     statute, 534.037, is to allow for the state engineer				false

		847						LN		33		14		false		          14     to remove a critical management area designation.				false

		848						LN		33		15		false		          15     That's the statutory goal.				false

		849						LN		33		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  Right.				false

		850						LN		33		17		false		          17          MR. MIXSON:  And -- and presumably, that means,				false

		851						LN		33		18		false		          18     uh, reducing pumping to somewhere at or at least very				false

		852						LN		33		19		false		          19     close to the sustainable yield of the basin. And how				false

		853						LN		33		20		false		          20     can you do that while still, um, staying true to the				false

		854						LN		33		21		false		          21     prior appropriation doctrine?				false

		855						LN		33		22		false		          22          THE COURT:  Right.				false

		856						LN		33		23		false		          23          MR. MIXSON:  Well, as in the State Engineer v.				false

		857						LN		33		24		false		          24     Lewis case from New Mexico, the common way it's done				false

		858						LN		33		25		false		          25     is to state when -- when they create the problem, puts				false

		859						PG		34		0		false		page 34				false

		860						LN		34		1		false		           1     up the money to solve the problem, and you could have				false

		861						LN		34		2		false		           2     a voluntary water rights buyout and retirement program				false

		862						LN		34		3		false		           3     using public funding or funding from any other source.				false

		863						LN		34		4		false		           4          THE COURT:  So a majority of the citizens can				false

		864						LN		34		5		false		           5     vote and say, we think the state should pay us to give				false

		865						LN		34		6		false		           6     up our water rights. And the state engineer would				false

		866						LN		34		7		false		           7     approve that. Is that your idea?				false

		867						LN		34		8		false		           8          MR. MIXSON:  The idea -- well, yeah. I mean, I				false

		868						LN		34		9		false		           9     can't force the -- the state, obviously, to do that.				false

		869						LN		34		10		false		          10     But they -- they could say -- it could be a component				false

		870						LN		34		11		false		          11     of a plan. And another component of a plan could be,				false

		871						LN		34		12		false		          12     uh, cancellation of unused permits, and you -- and you				false

		872						LN		34		13		false		          13     start to piece together various components.				false

		873						LN		34		14		false		          14          THE COURT:  Okay.				false

		874						LN		34		15		false		          15          MR. MIXSON:  And so --				false

		875						LN		34		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  I mean, cancellation of unused				false

		876						LN		34		17		false		          17     permits isn't going to solve the problem, because not				false

		877						LN		34		18		false		          18     only is it over-appropriated on paper, it's actually				false

		878						LN		34		19		false		          19     being overused. Right?				false

		879						LN		34		20		false		          20          MR. MIXSON:  Yes.				false

		880						LN		34		21		false		          21          THE COURT:  Okay.				false

		881						LN		34		22		false		          22          MR. MIXSON:  But -- but if you -- if you begin to				false

		882						LN		34		23		false		          23     -- to bleed out [ph] the unused water rights, and you				false

		883						LN		34		24		false		          24     begin to address the problem through voluntary				false

		884						LN		34		25		false		          25     conservation measures, you could also potentially, um,				false

		885						PG		35		0		false		page 35				false

		886						LN		35		1		false		           1     have mandatory, um, irrigation efficiencies on the				false

		887						LN		35		2		false		           2     farm.				false

		888						LN		35		3		false		           3          You could have man- -- you know, for example,				false

		889						LN		35		4		false		           4     we're not disputing in the groundwater management plan				false

		890						LN		35		5		false		           5     the requirement that all the farmers put an upgraded				false

		891						LN		35		6		false		           6     meter on their system, so that we're measuring water				false

		892						LN		35		7		false		           7     accurately. Um, it's sort of an unstated rule in the				false

		893						LN		35		8		false		           8     water law that once you start measuring water, use				false

		894						LN		35		9		false		           9     goes down.				false

		895						LN		35		10		false		          10          And so you start to piece together various				false

		896						LN		35		11		false		          11     components of a plan that are voluntary with respect				false

		897						LN		35		12		false		          12     to senior rights, but you need to incentivize them to				false

		898						LN		35		13		false		          13     reduce water. But you cannot take water away from				false

		899						LN		35		14		false		          14     senior rights under the current appropriation doctrine				false

		900						LN		35		15		false		          15     and give it to junior rights.				false

		901						LN		35		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  No water?				false

		902						LN		35		17		false		          17          MR. MIXSON:  Not under -- not if you stay true to				false

		903						LN		35		18		false		          18     the prior appropriation doctrine. They're entitled to				false

		904						LN		35		19		false		          19     the full use of their water under the prior				false

		905						LN		35		20		false		          20     appropriation doctrine.				false

		906						LN		35		21		false		          21          THE COURT:  Unless the legislature qualifies				false

		907						LN		35		22		false		          22     that.				false

		908						LN		35		23		false		          23          MR. MIXSON:  Correct.				false

		909						LN		35		24		false		          24          THE COURT:  Okay.				false

		910						LN		35		25		false		          25          THE COURT:  Do you agree with Ms. Leonard that				false

		911						PG		36		0		false		page 36				false

		912						LN		36		1		false		           1     this plan achieves equipoise such that the CMA				false

		913						LN		36		2		false		           2     designation would be removed in 35 years?				false

		914						LN		36		3		false		           3          MR. MIXSON:  Well, um, the -- the district court				false

		915						LN		36		4		false		           4     agreed with the state engineer based on the factors				false

		916						LN		36		5		false		           5     under 534.037, subsection two, the scientific factors.				false

		917						LN		36		6		false		           6     And, uh, the Baileys had- -- hadn't challenged the				false

		918						LN		36		7		false		           7     district court's determination. But, um, I think it is				false

		919						LN		36		8		false		           8     still sort of an open question whether this plan --				false

		920						LN		36		9		false		           9     because remember, the 34,000 acre feet that, um, it				false

		921						LN		36		10		false		          10     allows to be pumped at year 35 doesn't include				false

		922						LN		36		11		false		          11     domestic wells and other water rights such as money.				false

		923						LN		36		12		false		          12     So the -- the pumping demand on the basin is going to				false

		924						LN		36		13		false		          13     be higher even than the 34,000.				false

		925						LN		36		14		false		          14          THE COURT:  Do you -- do we have a number for				false

		926						LN		36		15		false		          15     that?				false

		927						LN		36		16		false		          16          MR. MIXSON:  Um, I don't have it off the top of				false

		928						LN		36		17		false		          17     my head. But I think, uh --				false

		929						LN		36		18		false		          18          THE COURT:  It's in the record.				false

		930						LN		36		19		false		          19          MR. MIXSON:  I think it may be in the record.				false

		931						LN		36		20		false		          20          THE COURT:  Thank you.				false

		932						LN		36		21		false		          21          MR. MIXSON:  Okay. I've, um -- I'm at the end of				false

		933						LN		36		22		false		          22     my time. So the Baileys request that the Court affirm				false

		934						LN		36		23		false		          23     the district court's decision. And thank you.				false

		935						LN		36		24		false		          24          THE COURT:  All right. Thank you, Mr. Mixson.				false

		936						LN		36		25		false		          25     Morning, Mr. Rigdon. How are you?				false

		937						PG		37		0		false		page 37				false

		938						LN		37		1		false		           1          MR. RIGDON:  Doing well, Mr. Chief Justice. Thank				false

		939						LN		37		2		false		           2     you very much.				false

		940						LN		37		3		false		           3          THE COURT:  Um, would you like the three minutes				false

		941						LN		37		4		false		           4     I allocated to your colleague? Uh --				false

		942						LN		37		5		false		           5          MR. RIGDON:  Absolutely.				false

		943						LN		37		6		false		           6          THE COURT:  I figured you would.				false

		944						LN		37		7		false		           7          MR. RIGDON:  Thank you, Mr. Chief Justice. And				false

		945						LN		37		8		false		           8     may it please the Court, I'm here today with my co-				false

		946						LN		37		9		false		           9     counsel, uh, Mr. Paul Taggart. And with my -- uh, one				false

		947						LN		37		10		false		          10     of my clients, uh, Ira [inaudible]				false

		948						LN		37		11		false		          11          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		949						LN		37		12		false		          12          MR. RIGDON:  Uh, importantly, uh, Ira was				false

		950						LN		37		13		false		          13     actually a member of the committee that was charged				false

		951						LN		37		14		false		          14     with coming up with a groundwater management plan. Uh,				false

		952						LN		37		15		false		          15     unfortunately, uh, they were not able to reach, uh,				false

		953						LN		37		16		false		          16     unanimity on this. And, uh, he ends up in the position				false

		954						LN		37		17		false		          17     that he's in today. But he's put a lot of work into				false

		955						LN		37		18		false		          18     trying to come up with the ways that we've been				false

		956						LN		37		19		false		          19     talking about.				false

		957						LN		37		20		false		          20          And -- and just to really quickly tag on before I				false

		958						LN		37		21		false		          21     get into my presentation, to some of the questions				false

		959						LN		37		22		false		          22     that were just being asked. One of the ways that				false

		960						LN		37		23		false		          23     groundwater management plans could be adopted without				false

		961						LN		37		24		false		          24     upsetting prior appropriation, and it's done all over				false

		962						LN		37		25		false		          25     the west, juniors can come in and incentivize seniors				false
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		964						LN		38		1		false		           1     to save water.				false

		965						LN		38		2		false		           2          So they can help the seniors put on water				false

		966						LN		38		3		false		           3     conservation equipment, they can help them line				false

		967						LN		38		4		false		           4     ditches, they can help them do this type of stuff. And				false

		968						LN		38		5		false		           5     then the water saved, because the juniors incentivized				false

		969						LN		38		6		false		           6     them to do that, goes to the seniors. That is the kind				false

		970						LN		38		7		false		           7     of hardware in groundwater management plans, and what				false

		971						LN		38		8		false		           8     the legislature was expecting from groundwater				false

		972						LN		38		9		false		           9     management plans.				false

		973						LN		38		10		false		          10          But why do that hard work when you can just take				false

		974						LN		38		11		false		          11     the water from the seniors, and not -- and not do any				false

		975						LN		38		12		false		          12     incentive to have -- voluntarily come in with a plan?				false

		976						LN		38		13		false		          13     And that's what happened in this case, uh, because the				false

		977						LN		38		14		false		          14     juniors vastly outnumber the seniors here. And they				false

		978						LN		38		15		false		          15     just voted their way into a plan to take -- take --				false

		979						LN		38		16		false		          16     take the priority rates. And -- and -- and that's				false

		980						LN		38		17		false		          17     what's going to happen.				false

		981						LN		38		18		false		          18          THE COURT:  I mean, didn't the state engineer --				false

		982						LN		38		19		false		          19     I mean, I understand. So the juniors may come in and				false

		983						LN		38		20		false		          20     vote majority. Yeah, let's take the water from the				false

		984						LN		38		21		false		          21     seniors, yay. But it's got to be approved by the state				false

		985						LN		38		22		false		          22     engineer. So it's not just a majority rule, they have				false

		986						LN		38		23		false		          23     to then have a state engineer who presumably is				false

		987						LN		38		24		false		          24     representing the public interest to say, is this a				false

		988						LN		38		25		false		          25     reasonable plan? And he determined it was.				false

		989						PG		39		0		false		page 39				false

		990						LN		39		1		false		           1          MR. RIGDON:  It -- uh, that's true. The state --				false

		991						LN		39		2		false		           2     state engineer did say that it was a reasonable plan.				false

		992						LN		39		3		false		           3     But the state engineer was -- was guided by the fact				false

		993						LN		39		4		false		           4     that it was a plan that was -- the majority wanted.				false

		994						LN		39		5		false		           5     And -- and you see throughout his order he talks				false

		995						LN		39		6		false		           6     about, well, this is what a majority of the people				false

		996						LN		39		7		false		           7     want, therefore, that's what's in the public interest				false

		997						LN		39		8		false		           8     and that's what I'm going to do. Uh, and -- uh, and --				false

		998						LN		39		9		false		           9     and unfortunately, that's just the political reality				false

		999						LN		39		10		false		          10     of the situation. Uh --				false

		1000						LN		39		11		false		          11          THE COURT:  Ca- -- can it be determined that it's				false

		1001						LN		39		12		false		          12     in the pub- -- that -- let me back up. Is your				false

		1002						LN		39		13		false		          13     position that he can't determine it's in the public				false

		1003						LN		39		14		false		          14     interest if it would infringe on the priority?				false

		1004						LN		39		15		false		          15          MR. RIGDON:  If it would infringe on prior				false

		1005						LN		39		16		false		          16     appropriations. This -- this doesn't just infringe				false

		1006						LN		39		17		false		          17     upon prior appropriations. This infringes on prior				false

		1007						LN		39		18		false		          18     appropriations doctrine, which is a fundamental				false

		1008						LN		39		19		false		          19     doctrine of groundwater law. It infringe -- it -- it				false

		1009						LN		39		20		false		          20     infringes on the beneficial use doctrine, which is a				false

		1010						LN		39		21		false		          21     vital doctrine, as -- as Mr. Mixson pointed out.				false

		1011						LN		39		22		false		          22          And it also -- well, the part that I was going to				false

		1012						LN		39		23		false		          23     discuss is it infringes upon what we call the non-				false

		1013						LN		39		24		false		          24     impairment doctrine. Where pre-statutory water rights				false

		1014						LN		39		25		false		          25     are protected from any kind of impairment of their				false

		1015						PG		40		0		false		page 40				false

		1016						LN		40		1		false		           1     rights, uh, from any state engineer action or any --				false

		1017						LN		40		2		false		           2     any application of the code. And this plan violates				false

		1018						LN		40		3		false		           3     that non-impairment doctrine as well as the other two				false

		1019						LN		40		4		false		           4     doctrines.				false

		1020						LN		40		5		false		           5          So what we have here is an argument from the				false

		1021						LN		40		6		false		           6     appellants that this one statute basically allows them				false

		1022						LN		40		7		false		           7     to ignore all the other water laws and statutes in the				false

		1023						LN		40		8		false		           8     state. That -- that can't be the result. That can't be				false

		1024						LN		40		9		false		           9     what the legislature intended without specific and				false

		1025						LN		40		10		false		          10     clear language, uh, in -- in the legislation.				false

		1026						LN		40		11		false		          11          THE COURT:  Help us here --				false

		1027						LN		40		12		false		          12          MR. RIGDON:  And this regards one point that, uh,				false

		1028						LN		40		13		false		          13     Chief Justice raised with regards to, is this the				false

		1029						LN		40		14		false		          14     right form to bring up takings issues?				false

		1030						LN		40		15		false		          15          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		1031						LN		40		16		false		          16          MR. RIGDON:  We're arguing here about statutory				false

		1032						LN		40		17		false		          17     interpretation. One of the primary doctrines that's				false

		1033						LN		40		18		false		          18     standard for interpretation is, where possible, if				false

		1034						LN		40		19		false		          19     there's two readings of a statute, the one that				false

		1035						LN		40		20		false		          20     doesn't implicate constitutional concerns is the				false

		1036						LN		40		21		false		          21     better one. Our reading of the statute doesn't				false

		1037						LN		40		22		false		          22     implicate constitutional concerns. The reason we're				false

		1038						LN		40		23		false		          23     raising the takings issue is because there's does.				false

		1039						LN		40		24		false		          24          THE COURT:  Well, maybe that's the consequence. I				false

		1040						LN		40		25		false		          25     mean, your clients may have a takings claim if -- if				false

		1041						PG		41		0		false		page 41				false

		1042						LN		41		1		false		           1     we agree that the GMP was appropriated or authorized				false

		1043						LN		41		2		false		           2     by the statute, and that's the action that was taken.				false

		1044						LN		41		3		false		           3          MR. RIGDON:  Uh, ab- -- absolutely. And that				false

		1045						LN		41		4		false		           4     would come -- that would certainly come later.				false

		1046						LN		41		5		false		           5          THE COURT:  Yeah.				false

		1047						LN		41		6		false		           6          MR. RIGDON:  But for the purposes of determining				false

		1048						LN		41		7		false		           7     what the statute means, again, when there's two --				false

		1049						LN		41		8		false		           8     there's -- why not avoid that constitutional --				false

		1050						LN		41		9		false		           9          THE COURT:  Yeah.				false

		1051						LN		41		10		false		          10          MR. RIGDON:  -- question altogether and go right				false

		1052						LN		41		11		false		          11     to the interpretation that doesn't even require us to				false

		1053						LN		41		12		false		          12     reach that?				false

		1054						LN		41		13		false		          13          THE COURT:  Are you advocating --? I apologize.				false

		1055						LN		41		14		false		          14     Go ahead.				false

		1056						LN		41		15		false		          15          THE COURT:  In this instance, how many pre-				false

		1057						LN		41		16		false		          16     statutory rights are we dealing with? Are we dealing				false

		1058						LN		41		17		false		          17     with pre-1913 ha- -- what's the -- the split on the				false

		1059						LN		41		18		false		          18     rights here, the date -- the priority dates in these				false

		1060						LN		41		19		false		          19     rights?				false

		1061						LN		41		20		false		          20          MR. RIGDON:  Well, that's very good question.				false

		1062						LN		41		21		false		          21     Because you heard that the -- the plan actually does				false

		1063						LN		41		22		false		          22     bring the basin in balance, and -- and it absolutely				false

		1064						LN		41		23		false		          23     does not. And -- and this is why it does not. The				false

		1065						LN		41		24		false		          24     numbers she referred to that are in Appendix G of the				false

		1066						LN		41		25		false		          25     plan only cover the water rights that are covered by				false

		1067						PG		42		0		false		page 42				false

		1068						LN		42		1		false		           1     the plan.				false

		1069						LN		42		2		false		           2          So the water rights covered by the plan pumping				false

		1070						LN		42		3		false		           3     is brought down to 34,200 acre feet at the end of 35				false

		1071						LN		42		4		false		           4     years, after another 35 years of groundwater				false

		1072						LN		42		5		false		           5     [inaudible] but that doesn't include the more than				false

		1073						LN		42		6		false		           6     6,500 acre feet of pre-statutory water rights that				false

		1074						LN		42		7		false		           7     would've had to get replacement water from the				false

		1075						LN		42		8		false		           8     aquifer, because all their springs have run dry, uh,				false

		1076						LN		42		9		false		           9     through this process				false

		1077						LN		42		10		false		          10           For -- for 40 years, they've watched their				false

		1078						LN		42		11		false		          11     springs run dry. The Renners haven't even received				false

		1079						LN		42		12		false		          12     replacement water yet. They're the most northern --				false

		1080						LN		42		13		false		          13     they're the northernmost spring, their spring is still				false

		1081						LN		42		14		false		          14     running, although it's starting to go down every year.				false

		1082						LN		42		15		false		          15     Those that groundwater finally reaches them.				false

		1083						LN		42		16		false		          16          Sadlers received replacement water because, uh,				false

		1084						LN		42		17		false		          17     their spring ran completely dry. The Baileys also had				false

		1085						LN		42		18		false		          18     some replacement water because their springs ran				false

		1086						LN		42		19		false		          19     completely dry. Um, and so that's not even accounted				false

		1087						LN		42		20		false		          20     for in the plan. So --				false

		1088						LN		42		21		false		          21          THE COURT:  And -- and that's pending in the, um				false

		1089						LN		42		22		false		          22     -- the decree litigation over this. Is that right? Is				false

		1090						LN		42		23		false		          23     -- or is that part of this record as well?				false

		1091						LN		42		24		false		          24          MR. RIGDON:  Yeah. Those are two cases going on,				false

		1092						LN		42		25		false		          25     uh, current. Uh, as -- as you know. Because we had				false

		1093						PG		43		0		false		page 43				false

		1094						LN		43		1		false		           1     that case that --				false

		1095						LN		43		2		false		           2          THE COURT:  Yeah.				false

		1096						LN		43		3		false		           3          MR. RIGDON:  -- that you recently dismissed about				false

		1097						LN		43		4		false		           4     the -- about the replacement water rights. Um, and				false

		1098						LN		43		5		false		           5     that -- that the -- uh, the numbers I've given you are				false

		1099						LN		43		6		false		           6     the numbers from that adjudication. There's at least -				false

		1100						LN		43		7		false		           7     -				false

		1101						LN		43		8		false		           8          THE COURT:  Were -- were those advocated or				false

		1102						LN		43		9		false		           9     debated in this record?				false

		1103						LN		43		10		false		          10          MR. RIGDON:  Yes. It was.				false

		1104						LN		43		11		false		          11          THE COURT:  Okay.				false

		1105						LN		43		12		false		          12          MR. RIGDON:  It was ab- -- it -- it absolutely				false

		1106						LN		43		13		false		          13     was. And -- and I -- I know that, because I'm the one				false

		1107						LN		43		14		false		          14     who did that. I -- I was at that public comment				false

		1108						LN		43		15		false		          15     meeting on behalf of my clients. I brought up that				false

		1109						LN		43		16		false		          16     issue at that public comment meeting, and brought it				false

		1110						LN		43		17		false		          17     up at the district court, and now we're bringing it up				false

		1111						LN		43		18		false		          18     here. So --				false

		1112						LN		43		19		false		          19          THE COURT:  So you're saying that, like, the big				false

		1113						LN		43		20		false		          20     Shipley Spring is in play in this litigation as				false

		1114						LN		43		21		false		          21     additional on top of the 34,000?				false

		1115						LN		43		22		false		          22          MR. RIGDON:  Absolutely.				false

		1116						LN		43		23		false		          23          THE COURT:  Okay. Thank you.				false

		1117						LN		43		24		false		          24          MR. RIGDON:  Absolutely. So the non-impairment				false

		1118						LN		43		25		false		          25     doctrine, which is what I was originally going to				false

		1119						PG		44		0		false		page 44				false

		1120						LN		44		1		false		           1     file, is -- is one of the most fundamental doctrines				false

		1121						LN		44		2		false		           2     of groundwater law. It's found in NRS 533.085. And it				false

		1122						LN		44		3		false		           3     simply states, as I said, nothing in the water law can				false

		1123						LN		44		4		false		           4     -- can work its way to restrict or impair the ability				false

		1124						LN		44		5		false		           5     to protect for water right laws.				false

		1125						LN		44		6		false		           6          Here the argument is, well, they've received				false

		1126						LN		44		7		false		           7     replacement water, we're not cutting any water use of				false

		1127						LN		44		8		false		           8     theirs, so therefore, we're not impairing. But that				false

		1128						LN		44		9		false		           9     ignores one simple fact. And that ignores the fact				false

		1129						LN		44		10		false		          10     that this plan -- so we've got 40 years, over four				false

		1130						LN		44		11		false		          11     decades of water level declines. This plan continues				false

		1131						LN		44		12		false		          12     that for another 35 years, another three and a half				false

		1132						LN		44		13		false		          13     decades of -- of consistent groundwater climate, and				false

		1133						LN		44		14		false		          14     consistent overpumping in the basin.				false

		1134						LN		44		15		false		          15          Meaning that water levels continue to go down.				false

		1135						LN		44		16		false		          16     Our clients already had -- some of our clients have				false

		1136						LN		44		17		false		          17     already had to pay for replacement wells, pumps,				false

		1137						LN		44		18		false		          18     electricity to bring the water out of the ground. Uh,				false

		1138						LN		44		19		false		          19     the Renners are going to be facing that situation, and				false

		1139						LN		44		20		false		          20     there is not one thing in this plan to make them				false

		1140						LN		44		21		false		          21     whole.				false

		1141						LN		44		22		false		          22          THE COURT:  They argue that it is the, um,				false

		1142						LN		44		23		false		          23     northern users use of the groundwater, that they				false

		1143						LN		44		24		false		          24     injured themselves in effect by drilling wells too				false

		1144						LN		44		25		false		          25     close to the springs. Now, I don't know what the state				false

		1145						PG		45		0		false		page 45				false

		1146						LN		45		1		false		           1     of the evidence is on that. But they -- they				false

		1147						LN		45		2		false		           2     contradict your point that they're to blame for that,				false

		1148						LN		45		3		false		           3     essentially.				false

		1149						LN		45		4		false		           4          MR. RIGDON:  Well, respectfully, that -- they did				false

		1150						LN		45		5		false		           5     not argue that in this proceeding.				false

		1151						LN		45		6		false		           6          THE COURT:  Okay.				false

		1152						LN		45		7		false		           7          MR. RIGDON:  And that was never preserved as an				false

		1153						LN		45		8		false		           8     issue in this particular case. That was an issue in				false

		1154						LN		45		9		false		           9     regard to the -- the replacement water case. And				false

		1155						LN		45		10		false		          10     they're attempting to make it an issue in regards to				false

		1156						LN		45		11		false		          11     the judication. Uh, but that has actually been				false

		1157						LN		45		12		false		          12     definitively decided by the state engineer. And they				false

		1158						LN		45		13		false		          13     never appealed that decision or the ruling 290 that				false

		1159						LN		45		14		false		          14     the state engineer issued that said that the cause of				false

		1160						LN		45		15		false		          15     the groundwater decline was the junior pumping to				false

		1161						LN		45		16		false		          16     stop.				false

		1162						LN		45		17		false		          17          THE COURT:  So -- so you would say where they				false

		1163						LN		45		18		false		          18     refer to that in their briefs here that that -- that				false

		1164						LN		45		19		false		          19     lacks record support?				false

		1165						LN		45		20		false		          20          MR. RIGDON:  Correct.				false

		1166						LN		45		21		false		          21          THE COURT:  Okay. Thank you.				false

		1167						LN		45		22		false		          22          MR. RIGDON:  So the other thing I want to bring				false

		1168						LN		45		23		false		          23     up is this would set a dangerous statewide precedent.				false

		1169						LN		45		24		false		          24     This letter actually acknowledged that this is not				false

		1170						LN		45		25		false		          25     limited by the val- -- this issue is not limited by				false

		1171						PG		46		0		false		page 46				false

		1172						LN		46		1		false		           1     the value. This is a law of general applic- --				false

		1173						LN		46		2		false		           2     applicability throughout the state.				false

		1174						LN		46		3		false		           3          The prior appropriation doctrine is only viable,				false

		1175						LN		46		4		false		           4     is -- is only important when there's a shortage, when				false

		1176						LN		46		5		false		           5     a basin is being overpumped, that's the only time it's				false

		1177						LN		46		6		false		           6     important. If the -- if it's not being overpumped, it				false

		1178						LN		46		7		false		           7     doesn't matter what somebody's prior use are, because				false

		1179						LN		46		8		false		           8     everybody gets their water. It's only when they're				false

		1180						LN		46		9		false		           9     being overpumped.				false

		1181						LN		46		10		false		          10          And so if we're going to say that the basins that				false

		1182						LN		46		11		false		          11     are being overpumped, you can come in and get a CMA,				false

		1183						LN		46		12		false		          12     and then the doctrine of prior [inaudible] management				false

		1184						LN		46		13		false		          13     code violates the prior appropriation, then we				false

		1185						LN		46		14		false		          14     effectively don't have prior appropriation as stated				false

		1186						LN		46		15		false		          15     in law, at least respect -- with respect to				false

		1187						LN		46		16		false		          16     groundwater.				false

		1188						LN		46		17		false		          17          If the legislature intended that result, they				false

		1189						LN		46		18		false		          18     would have made that clear. But the district court did				false

		1190						LN		46		19		false		          19     look into legislative history, the district court did				false

		1191						LN		46		20		false		          20     an investigation into the -- the passage of AB419.				false

		1192						LN		46		21		false		          21          And in its order -- and in -- in this order, the				false

		1193						LN		46		22		false		          22     district court said it couldn't find one word, not one				false

		1194						LN		46		23		false		          23     word by any of the people who -- any of the sponsors				false

		1195						LN		46		24		false		          24     of the bill, any of the legislators, any of the people				false

		1196						LN		46		25		false		          25     who testified on the bill, supporting an				false

		1197						PG		47		0		false		page 47				false

		1198						LN		47		1		false		           1     interpretation that -- uh, that they meant to overturn				false

		1199						LN		47		2		false		           2     prior appropriations.				false

		1200						LN		47		3		false		           3          In fact, in the statements we do have on the				false

		1201						LN		47		4		false		           4     record, we have Assemblyman [inaudible] who was the				false

		1202						LN		47		5		false		           5     sponsor of the bill, he specifically said, it is -- as				false

		1203						LN		47		6		false		           6     -- as I mentioned earlier, it is up to the juniors to				false

		1204						LN		47		7		false		           7     figure out how to grade the incentives to conserve				false

		1205						LN		47		8		false		           8     water in order to, uh,  make these plans works.				false

		1206						LN		47		9		false		           9          THE COURT:  Uh, are you asserting the statute is				false

		1207						LN		47		10		false		          10     ambiguous? Because other- -- if it's not, we don't get				false

		1208						LN		47		11		false		          11     the legislative history.				false

		1209						LN		47		12		false		          12          MR. RIGDON:  I -- I - I don't believe it's				false

		1210						LN		47		13		false		          13     ambiguous. But, um, they're different on the opposite				false

		1211						LN		47		14		false		          14     reading of -- of what Ms. Leonard providing. Uh, I --				false

		1212						LN		47		15		false		          15     I agree completely with Mr. Mixson's review of the				false

		1213						LN		47		16		false		          16     statute. We have -- what we have is you have				false

		1214						LN		47		17		false		          17     subsection six was in the law prior to AB419.				false

		1215						LN		47		18		false		          18          They copied the exact language from subsection				false

		1216						LN		47		19		false		          19     six, brought it down to subsection seven, changed the				false

		1217						LN		47		20		false		          20     may to a shall, and created -- and -- and added a				false

		1218						LN		47		21		false		          21     precedent and an antecedent -- an- -- antecedent				false

		1219						LN		47		22		false		          22     condition. The precedent condition was CMA for 10				false

		1220						LN		47		23		false		          23     years. The antecedent condition was unless a				false

		1221						LN		47		24		false		          24     groundwater management plan is approved.				false

		1222						LN		47		25		false		          25          All those conditions were doing is -- is -- is				false

		1223						PG		48		0		false		page 48				false

		1224						LN		48		1		false		           1     changing the -- were the conditions under which the				false

		1225						LN		48		2		false		           2     may doesn't have to change to a shall. That's all it				false

		1226						LN		48		3		false		           3     was doing. And that way -- and that's why they used				false

		1227						LN		48		4		false		           4     that -- that -- copied that exact language from				false

		1228						LN		48		5		false		           5     subsection six. And that's why subsection six is so				false

		1229						LN		48		6		false		           6     important.				false

		1230						LN		48		7		false		           7          THE COURT:  From the standpoint of your argument,				false

		1231						LN		48		8		false		           8     the non-impairment argument, are you saying that if we				false

		1232						LN		48		9		false		           9     were to interpret, um -- uh, the groundwater				false

		1233						LN		48		10		false		          10     management plan statute, uh, 534.110(7) the way that's				false

		1234						LN		48		11		false		          11     advocated by appellants in this case, that that				false

		1235						LN		48		12		false		          12     interpretation would be contrary to the provisions in				false

		1236						LN		48		13		false		          13     the water code that assure protection of, uh, prior --				false

		1237						LN		48		14		false		          14     prior -- prior rights?				false

		1238						LN		48		15		false		          15          MR. RIGDON:  That's absolutely correct, sir.				false

		1239						LN		48		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  Those statutes are irreconcilably in				false

		1240						LN		48		17		false		          17     conflict.				false

		1241						LN		48		18		false		          18          MR. RIGDON:  I -- I -- I -- I do agree with that,				false

		1242						LN		48		19		false		          19     Your Honor. And -- and -- and where's --				false

		1243						LN		48		20		false		          20          THE COURT:  So if --				false

		1244						LN		48		21		false		          21          MR. RIGDON:  -- the evidence of that?				false

		1245						LN		48		22		false		          22          THE COURT:  But it -- but if we were to conclude				false

		1246						LN		48		23		false		          23     that that was the case, uh, it does seem like the				false

		1247						LN		48		24		false		          24     legislature can adjust the water code with respect to				false

		1248						LN		48		25		false		          25     other senior wa- -- water rights holders.				false

		1249						PG		49		0		false		page 49				false

		1250						LN		49		1		false		           1          MR. RIGDON:  Uh, if that were the case, there --				false

		1251						LN		49		2		false		           2     there's a potential that they -- that they could.				false

		1252						LN		49		3		false		           3          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		1253						LN		49		4		false		           4          MR. RIGDON:  Uh, again, uh, if they did, it would				false

		1254						LN		49		5		false		           5     still then have maybe a right takings issue at that				false

		1255						LN		49		6		false		           6     point.				false

		1256						LN		49		7		false		           7          THE COURT:  Yeah. Well, maybe. But the point				false

		1257						LN		49		8		false		           8     you're making about non-impairment is, those prior				false

		1258						LN		49		9		false		           9     statutory ri- -- rights, uh, can't be adjusted by				false

		1259						LN		49		10		false		          10     subsequent statutory modifications.				false

		1260						LN		49		11		false		          11          MR. RIGDON:  Corr- --				false

		1261						LN		49		12		false		          12          THE COURT:  Yeah.				false

		1262						LN		49		13		false		          13          MR. RIGDON:  Correct. They -- they -- they				false

		1263						LN		49		14		false		          14     definitely cannot. That -- that's definitely correct.				false

		1264						LN		49		15		false		          15          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		1265						LN		49		16		false		          16          MR. RIGDON:  Um, and -- and -- and the evidence				false

		1266						LN		49		17		false		          17     that the legislature did not want to im- -- impair, at				false

		1267						LN		49		18		false		          18     least as for the water rights. In passing this				false

		1268						LN		49		19		false		          19     legislation, you know, is something that go -- his				false

		1269						LN		49		20		false		          20     whole statement on his purpose for introducing this				false

		1270						LN		49		21		false		          21     bill.				false

		1271						LN		49		22		false		          22          He said -- he said that the -- that the purpose				false

		1272						LN		49		23		false		          23     of the bill was to -- is that -- he said, perennial				false

		1273						LN		49		24		false		          24     yield is what we are striving for. The state engineer				false

		1274						LN		49		25		false		          25     is not getting it done. This is actually his quote				false

		1275						PG		50		0		false		page 50				false

		1276						LN		50		1		false		           1     from the -- from the legislative record. State				false

		1277						LN		50		2		false		           2     engineer is not getting it done, we continue to see				false

		1278						LN		50		3		false		           3     these basins decline, his purpose was to bring the				false

		1279						LN		50		4		false		           4     basins back into balance.				false

		1280						LN		50		5		false		           5          And where do we see that? In the actual text in				false

		1281						LN		50		6		false		           6     534.037, you have those factors, but you also have				false

		1282						LN		50		7		false		           7     above that the one mandatory requirement that every				false

		1283						LN		50		8		false		           8     GMP must follow. And that is it must contain the				false

		1284						LN		50		9		false		           9     necessary steps for removal of the -- the critical				false

		1285						LN		50		10		false		          10     management area designation.  Since the management				false

		1286						LN		50		11		false		          11     area designation is placed there, when pumping exceeds				false

		1287						LN		50		12		false		          12     perennial yield, logically, that means that -- that it				false

		1288						LN		50		13		false		          13     must contain the steps to bring the basin into balance				false

		1289						LN		50		14		false		          14     to avoid pumping below perennial yield. This plan on				false

		1290						LN		50		15		false		          15     its face does not meet that, and that harms the pre-				false

		1291						LN		50		16		false		          16     statutory right courts.				false

		1292						LN		50		17		false		          17          Because again, they're the ones who've been				false

		1293						LN		50		18		false		          18     bearing the brunt and -- and -- and -- and taking the				false

		1294						LN		50		19		false		          19     burden of all this overpumping. They've had their --				false

		1295						LN		50		20		false		          20     their previously free flowing springs that were				false

		1296						LN		50		21		false		          21     tremend- -- not -- not just tremendous resources for				false

		1297						LN		50		22		false		          22     their lands, but tremendous ecological resources in				false

		1298						LN		50		23		false		          23     this basin. They -- they've had to watch for 40 years				false

		1299						LN		50		24		false		          24     as they slowly decline, and dry up, and blow away.				false

		1300						LN		50		25		false		          25          THE COURT:  Mr. -- excuse me, go ahead.				false

		1301						PG		51		0		false		page 51				false

		1302						LN		51		1		false		           1          THE COURT:  So you -- do you and Mr. Mixson				false

		1303						LN		51		2		false		           2     disagree on whether or not Judge Fairman correctly				false

		1304						LN		51		3		false		           3     concluded that the GMP brings the ba- -- the basin				false

		1305						LN		51		4		false		           4     into balance?				false

		1306						LN		51		5		false		           5          MR. RIGDON:  I -- I -- I -- I disagree to a				false

		1307						LN		51		6		false		           6     point. So what Judge Fairman was -- was -- Judge				false

		1308						LN		51		7		false		           7     Fairman was looking, this is the water area, so all				false

		1309						LN		51		8		false		           8     the areas not for interpretation, Judge Fairman was				false

		1310						LN		51		9		false		           9     looking at this in a [inaudible] standard.				false

		1311						LN		51		10		false		          10          THE COURT:  Right.				false

		1312						LN		51		11		false		          11          MR. RIGDON:  With regard to substantial evidence				false

		1313						LN		51		12		false		          12     of whether to the basin back into balance, he was				false

		1314						LN		51		13		false		          13     looking at it from the substantial evidence standard.				false

		1315						LN		51		14		false		          14     And -- and he was trying -- trying very hard to be				false

		1316						LN		51		15		false		          15     deferential to the state engineer, and -- and -- and				false

		1317						LN		51		16		false		          16     he was. Where I think the district court erred in that				false

		1318						LN		51		17		false		          17     is that there's not a single piece of evidence in the				false

		1319						LN		51		18		false		          18     record that shows that this will bring the basin into				false

		1320						LN		51		19		false		          19     balance.				false

		1321						LN		51		20		false		          20          And there's multiple pieces of evidence on the				false

		1322						LN		51		21		false		          21     record from scientific sources, the USGS, currency and				false

		1323						LN		51		22		false		          22     engineering, , uh -- uh, the -- the Harold report that				false

		1324						LN		51		23		false		          23     you mentioned, uh, that show that it won't bring the				false

		1325						LN		51		24		false		          24     basin into balance. And so -- and so while the -- the				false

		1326						LN		51		25		false		          25     district court was being deferential to the state				false

		1327						PG		52		0		false		page 52				false

		1328						LN		52		1		false		           1     engineer on that factual issue, I believe that that				false

		1329						LN		52		2		false		           2     reference was in place.				false

		1330						LN		52		3		false		           3          THE COURT:  But those references are to the, uh -				false

		1331						LN		52		4		false		           4     - the reason it won't bring it into balance from your				false

		1332						LN		52		5		false		           5     perspective is because of the pre-statutory water				false

		1333						LN		52		6		false		           6     rights.				false

		1334						LN		52		7		false		           7          MR. RIGDON:  Uh, because those pre-statutory				false

		1335						LN		52		8		false		           8     waterways would be pumped. So what we'll -- I'll just				false

		1336						LN		52		9		false		           9     go through the quick pieces of evidence. Uh, the USGS				false

		1337						LN		52		10		false		          10     in 2016 did a report and they said the basin is -- is				false

		1338						LN		52		11		false		          11     out of balance by 61,000 acre feet --				false

		1339						LN		52		12		false		          12          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		1340						LN		52		13		false		          13          MR. RIGDON:  -- in their report. The pumping				false

		1341						LN		52		14		false		          14     reductions in the plan only amount to a little over				false

		1342						LN		52		15		false		          15     40,000. Uh, when you -- when you -- when you look at				false

		1343						LN		52		16		false		          16     the face of the plan, you know, this -- if you add the				false

		1344						LN		52		17		false		          17     6,500 acre feet of the other water rights being pumped				false

		1345						LN		52		18		false		          18     on top of the -- the 34,200, you have over 40,000, yet				false

		1346						LN		52		19		false		          19     probably only 30,000 available. That's really easy				false

		1347						LN		52		20		false		          20     math.				false

		1348						LN		52		21		false		          21          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm.				false

		1349						LN		52		22		false		          22          MR. RIGDON:  Um, the -- the Herald [ph] report,				false

		1350						LN		52		23		false		          23     which actually indicates that there might be an even				false

		1351						LN		52		24		false		          24     lower perennial yield for the southern half of the				false

		1352						LN		52		25		false		          25     basin. Um, and then -- and then we -- we were the only				false

		1353						PG		53		0		false		page 53				false

		1354						LN		53		1		false		           1     people who hired an expert, we hired Turnipseed				false

		1355						LN		53		2		false		           2     Engineering to, uh -- for the -- for the public				false

		1356						LN		53		3		false		           3     comment meeting.				false

		1357						LN		53		4		false		           4          And -- and we had Turnipseed engineering look at				false

		1358						LN		53		5		false		           5     the question, what was the -- that's the only expert				false

		1359						LN		53		6		false		           6     that has looked at the question of whether the pumping				false

		1360						LN		53		7		false		           7     reduction will bring the basin back to balance, looked				false

		1361						LN		53		8		false		           8     at that specific question. And -- and -- and they				false

		1362						LN		53		9		false		           9     determined that it wouldn't, and we submitted that for				false

		1363						LN		53		10		false		          10     the record. That's -- that's probably in the record.				false

		1364						LN		53		11		false		          11          Uh, and so -- so there's all this evidence there.				false

		1365						LN		53		12		false		          12     And then there's no evidence on the other side, uh,				false

		1366						LN		53		13		false		          13     other than the state engineers personal opinion that,				false

		1367						LN		53		14		false		          14     uh -- that it will somehow bring the basin into				false

		1368						LN		53		15		false		          15     balance.				false

		1369						LN		53		16		false		          16          THE COURT:  Counsel, uh, if I could ask, you				false

		1370						LN		53		17		false		          17     spoke a moment ago about legislative intent. And --				false

		1371						LN		53		18		false		          18     and, um, in regard to the district court's order, they				false

		1372						LN		53		19		false		          19     seem to rely on the unpassed legislation in SB73 as				false

		1373						LN		53		20		false		          20     indicative of legislative intent somehow. And if we're				false

		1374						LN		53		21		false		          21     to find that to be an error, how does that affect our				false

		1375						LN		53		22		false		          22     analysis of the overall propriety of the district				false

		1376						LN		53		23		false		          23     court's order?				false

		1377						LN		53		24		false		          24          MR. RIGDON:  Respectfully, I don't think that's				false

		1378						LN		53		25		false		          25     what the district court is doing. I know that's what				false

		1379						PG		54		0		false		page 54				false

		1380						LN		54		1		false		           1     they -- they've said the district court was doing. The				false

		1381						LN		54		2		false		           2     district court took into account the failed				false

		1382						LN		54		3		false		           3     legislation, not to determine what the legislative				false

		1383						LN		54		4		false		           4     intent in 2011 was, um, with regard to passing the				false

		1384						LN		54		5		false		           5     law.				false

		1385						LN		54		6		false		           6          They looked at the failed 2000 leg- -- 10 -- the				false

		1386						LN		54		7		false		           7     2017 legislation to determine what the state				false

		1387						LN		54		8		false		           8     engineer's prior understanding of that law was, and				false

		1388						LN		54		9		false		           9     that it was inconsistent with his current, uh,				false

		1389						LN		54		10		false		          10     advocacy of how the law should be in theory. So that				false

		1390						LN		54		11		false		          11     was the purpose of the district court looking at that				false

		1391						LN		54		12		false		          12     2017 legislation.				false

		1392						LN		54		13		false		          13          THE COURT:  Thank you.				false

		1393						LN		54		14		false		          14          MR. RIGDON:  And sir, we respectfully ask that				false

		1394						LN		54		15		false		          15     not only do you affirm the district court, but you				false

		1395						LN		54		16		false		          16     make it clear, there's four more years that they have				false

		1396						LN		54		17		false		          17     to develop a GMP. Uh, we ask that you make it clear				false

		1397						LN		54		18		false		          18     that the GMP has to comply with prior appropriations				false

		1398						LN		54		19		false		          19     and has to, um -- uh, make the -- make the seniors				false

		1399						LN		54		20		false		          20     whole, make the [inaudible] whole, and bring the basin				false

		1400						LN		54		21		false		          21     back into balance. And thank you very much.				false

		1401						LN		54		22		false		          22          MS. LEONARD:  Your Honors, I want to address				false

		1402						LN		54		23		false		          23     three principal things. I want to address beneficial				false

		1403						LN		54		24		false		          24     use, I want to address vested rights. But I want to				false

		1404						LN		54		25		false		          25     start with a really important distinction between				false

		1405						PG		55		0		false		page 55				false

		1406						LN		55		1		false		           1     surface water and groundwater that the district court				false

		1407						LN		55		2		false		           2     didn't really address, and the respondents didn't				false

		1408						LN		55		3		false		           3     really address.				false

		1409						LN		55		4		false		           4          I think everyone's clear that curtailment occurs				false

		1410						LN		55		5		false		           5     when there's a shortage. With surface water, the				false

		1411						LN		55		6		false		           6     existence of a shortage is seasonal, it depends on				false

		1412						LN		55		7		false		           7     precipitation and snowpack, um, and the resulting				false

		1413						LN		55		8		false		           8     stream flows. And so whether and when rights might be				false

		1414						LN		55		9		false		           9     curtailed depends on where you are on the spectrum of				false

		1415						LN		55		10		false		          10     priorities.				false

		1416						LN		55		11		false		          11          Some years you might get nothing, some years, you				false

		1417						LN		55		12		false		          12     might get something, and some years, you might get a				false

		1418						LN		55		13		false		          13     lot more. And it just depends on -- on the stream				false

		1419						LN		55		14		false		          14     flows. Um, and management of priorities for surface				false

		1420						LN		55		15		false		          15     water is pretty easy, you open and close head gates.				false

		1421						LN		55		16		false		          16          Groundwater is way different. For groundwater,				false

		1422						LN		55		17		false		          17     water availability is determined by the perennial				false

		1423						LN		55		18		false		          18     yield, which in and of itself is determined by				false

		1424						LN		55		19		false		          19     multiple complex hydraulic -- hydrologic and geologic				false

		1425						LN		55		20		false		          20     factors. And, um, a shortage means that all rights in				false

		1426						LN		55		21		false		          21     excess of the perennial yield cannot be exercised.				false

		1427						LN		55		22		false		          22     And, um, so if they -- based on a more or less				false

		1428						LN		55		23		false		          23     permanent aquifer condition of what does this basin				false

		1429						LN		55		24		false		          24     sustain?				false

		1430						LN		55		25		false		          25          So the, um, pump - the aquifer response to				false

		1431						PG		56		0		false		page 56				false

		1432						LN		56		1		false		           1     pumping, or to the cessation of pumping, it's				false

		1433						LN		56		2		false		           2     complicated. And this explains why the legislature				false

		1434						LN		56		3		false		           3     gave the state engineer very broad authority in this,				false

		1435						LN		56		4		false		           4     uh, legislation. Because it's highly technical, it is				false

		1436						LN		56		5		false		           5     within his expertise. He has hydrologists, geologists,				false

		1437						LN		56		6		false		           6     hydrogeologists, and all sorts of technical people				false

		1438						LN		56		7		false		           7     supporting him.				false

		1439						LN		56		8		false		           8          And so this notion that the respondents raise				false

		1440						LN		56		9		false		           9     that they have the only expert is really, uh,				false

		1441						LN		56		10		false		          10     disingenuous, I believe, because the state engineer's				false

		1442						LN		56		11		false		          11     office is full of experts. And it's squarely within				false

		1443						LN		56		12		false		          12     the broad discretion of the state engineer to decide				false

		1444						LN		56		13		false		          13     when and whether this, uh, basin is going to come into				false

		1445						LN		56		14		false		          14     balance such that the critical management area, um,				false

		1446						LN		56		15		false		          15     designation can be removed.				false

		1447						LN		56		16		false		          16          And, um, it's -- this legislation is also clear				false

		1448						LN		56		17		false		          17     that it -- is consistent with legislation that already				false

		1449						LN		56		18		false		          18     exists in NRS 534.120. Where the legislature has given				false

		1450						LN		56		19		false		          19     the state engineer very broad authority to administer				false

		1451						LN		56		20		false		          20     basins, um, and make such rules, regulations, and				false

		1452						LN		56		21		false		          21     orders as are deemed essential for the welfare of the				false

		1453						LN		56		22		false		          22     area involved.				false

		1454						LN		56		23		false		          23          So the state engineer gets to consider the public				false

		1455						LN		56		24		false		          24     welfare. You don't see this in surface water. And I				false

		1456						LN		56		25		false		          25     think it goes back to the complexity of groundwater				false

		1457						PG		57		0		false		page 57				false

		1458						LN		57		1		false		           1     basins and why this -- the legislature needs to leave				false

		1459						LN		57		2		false		           2     certain things up to the legislate- -- excuse me. To				false

		1460						LN		57		3		false		           3     the state engineer's discretion.				false

		1461						LN		57		4		false		           4          Um, let me turn to vested rights, uh, because I				false

		1462						LN		57		5		false		           5     want to, um, address this. First of all, it's clear				false

		1463						LN		57		6		false		           6     vested rights are not subject to the GMP. And the				false

		1464						LN		57		7		false		           7     district court's conclusion with regard to vested				false

		1465						LN		57		8		false		           8     rights, but somehow because there is a timeframe in				false

		1466						LN		57		9		false		           9     which the basin will -- the pumping will continue to				false

		1467						LN		57		10		false		          10     exceed the perennial yield, that the district court				false

		1468						LN		57		11		false		          11     concluded that in and of itself violates the -- the				false

		1469						LN		57		12		false		          12     vested rights, uh -- pre-existing vested rights.				false

		1470						LN		57		13		false		          13          But if that interpretation were accepted, then				false

		1471						LN		57		14		false		          14     the statute itself AB419 is what would be				false

		1472						LN		57		15		false		          15     unconstitutional because the statute itself clearly				false

		1473						LN		57		16		false		          16     allows for continued withdrawals in excess of the				false

		1474						LN		57		17		false		          17     perennial yield for at least 10 years, and it doesn't				false

		1475						LN		57		18		false		          18     set a time limit on the state engineer at all. Other				false

		1476						LN		57		19		false		          19     than that tenure window, uh, where he has to limit				false

		1477						LN		57		20		false		          20     withdrawals if there's no GMP.				false

		1478						LN		57		21		false		          21          So, um, I think that argument falls short that --				false

		1479						LN		57		22		false		          22     that the respondents advance. It's also illogical that				false

		1480						LN		57		23		false		          23     a GMP that is going to reduce pumping to the perennial				false

		1481						LN		57		24		false		          24     yield would somehow worsen the condition of the				false

		1482						LN		57		25		false		          25     aquifer. Which is what the argument is that they're				false

		1483						PG		58		0		false		page 58				false

		1484						LN		58		1		false		           1     making, is saying that the GMP will -- will make the				false

		1485						LN		58		2		false		           2     status quo worse, and therefore impairs vested rights.				false

		1486						LN		58		3		false		           3          Um, the district court's conclusion would -- in				false

		1487						LN		58		4		false		           4     this regard is not supported by any record evidence. I				false

		1488						LN		58		5		false		           5     would note that my colleagues for the respondents were				false

		1489						LN		58		6		false		           6     very loose on what they were referencing, uh, in terms				false

		1490						LN		58		7		false		           7     of what is in the, quote, record, because they're				false

		1491						LN		58		8		false		           8     referencing other litigation that my clients never had				false

		1492						LN		58		9		false		           9     the opportunity in this -- to create a record in this				false

		1493						LN		58		10		false		          10     case to respond to that.				false

		1494						LN		58		11		false		          11          Um, and -- and so I don't believe, uh, if you				false

		1495						LN		58		12		false		          12     look at our opening brief on page 46, there are				false

		1496						LN		58		13		false		          13     references regarding, uh, vested rights. And, um, I --				false

		1497						LN		58		14		false		          14     that was the -- the best we could do thinking that the				false

		1498						LN		58		15		false		          15     district court was going to just stick to the				false

		1499						LN		58		16		false		          16     administrative record, which it ended up not doing.				false

		1500						LN		58		17		false		          17     Uh, but that was what we have in the record for that				false

		1501						LN		58		18		false		          18     issue.				false

		1502						LN		58		19		false		          19          THE COURT:  On this point, um, I asked Mr. Rigdon				false

		1503						LN		58		20		false		          20     about whether, uh, the statute creating the GMP, uh,				false

		1504						LN		58		21		false		          21     is in conflict with, uh, the water code that declares				false

		1505						LN		58		22		false		          22     pre-statutory rights, uh, protections.				false

		1506						LN		58		23		false		          23     Uh, what about that?				false

		1507						LN		58		24		false		          24          MS. LEONARD:  Well, I don't think there is				false

		1508						LN		58		25		false		          25     anything in this record that ties any junior pumping,				false

		1509						PG		59		0		false		page 59				false

		1510						LN		59		1		false		           1     in particular, any well and shows a -- a causal effect				false

		1511						LN		59		2		false		           2     on any particular senior right. There is the USGS				false

		1512						LN		59		3		false		           3     report that attributes overall pumping in the basin,				false

		1513						LN		59		4		false		           4     which would mean senior and junior rights.				false

		1514						LN		59		5		false		           5          THE COURT:  Well, did Mr. Turnipseed's report				false

		1515						LN		59		6		false		           6     conclude, as represented here today, uh, that the, uh				false

		1516						LN		59		7		false		           7     -- uh, prior appropriation rights would be impaired,				false

		1517						LN		59		8		false		           8     uh, from the GMP?				false

		1518						LN		59		9		false		           9          MS. LEONARD:  I'm sor- -- are you talking about				false

		1519						LN		59		10		false		          10     vested rights or prior appropriation?				false

		1520						LN		59		11		false		          11          THE COURT:  Prior appropriation.				false

		1521						LN		59		12		false		          12          MS. LEONARD:  And so -- can you repeat your				false

		1522						LN		59		13		false		          13     question, Your Honor?				false

		1523						LN		59		14		false		          14          THE COURT:  Did Mr. Turnipseed's report, as				false

		1524						LN		59		15		false		          15     represented by Mr. Rigdon, indicate that the prior				false

		1525						LN		59		16		false		          16     appropriated rights, pre-statutory rights would be				false

		1526						LN		59		17		false		          17     impaired by the GMP?				false

		1527						LN		59		18		false		          18          MS. LEONARD:  Your Honor, I don't think it				false

		1528						LN		59		19		false		          19     matters, because the substantial evidence standard				false

		1529						LN		59		20		false		          20     doesn't take into account whether other evidence --				false

		1530						LN		59		21		false		          21          THE COURT:  I'm just asking if that was his				false

		1531						LN		59		22		false		          22     opinion.				false

		1532						LN		59		23		false		          23          MS. LEONARD:  I don't recall specifically his				false

		1533						LN		59		24		false		          24     opinion. But I --				false

		1534						LN		59		25		false		          25          THE COURT:  But I'm assuming you don't -- so your				false

		1535						PG		60		0		false		page 60				false

		1536						LN		60		1		false		           1     response to that argument is, you don't think it				false

		1537						LN		60		2		false		           2     matters?				false

		1538						LN		60		3		false		           3          MS. LEONARD:  Well, Your Honor, I don't think it				false

		1539						LN		60		4		false		           4     matters, because substantial evidence standard has				false

		1540						LN		60		5		false		           5     these -- what the state engineer -- if there's				false

		1541						LN		60		6		false		           6     substantial evidence to support the state engineer,				false

		1542						LN		60		7		false		           7     that is sufficient.				false

		1543						LN		60		8		false		           8          THE COURT:  That is --				false

		1544						LN		60		9		false		           9          MS. LEONARD:  If there's contrary evidence that				false

		1545						LN		60		10		false		          10     the state engineer does not -- might not agree with,				false

		1546						LN		60		11		false		          11     it doesn't make a difference with regard to the				false

		1547						LN		60		12		false		          12     substantial evidence standard.				false

		1548						LN		60		13		false		          13          THE COURT:  On a broader basis, can the				false

		1549						LN		60		14		false		          14     legislature, by statute, uh, impair prior				false

		1550						LN		60		15		false		          15     appropriation or pre-statutory rights by a statute?				false

		1551						LN		60		16		false		          16          MS. LEONARD:  I -- I think that it -- that it --				false

		1552						LN		60		17		false		          17     the -- I think there are pre-existing constitutional				false

		1553						LN		60		18		false		          18     rights that have to be protected. So I would say, no.				false

		1554						LN		60		19		false		          19     That by statute, it cannot. But I think that you have				false

		1555						LN		60		20		false		          20     to have a causal effect.				false

		1556						LN		60		21		false		          21          THE COURT:  So under your plain reading of the				false

		1557						LN		60		22		false		          22     statute that you shared with Justice Pickering earlier				false

		1558						LN		60		23		false		          23     in the opening, uh, when you talk about -- when the				false

		1559						LN		60		24		false		          24     statute talks about withdrawals, uh, and I share your				false

		1560						LN		60		25		false		          25     point about, uh -- or understand your point that				false
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		1562						LN		61		1		false		           1     that's pretty wide, and encompasses all withdrawals,				false

		1563						LN		61		2		false		           2     that would not include, uh, pre-statutory, uh, rights.				false

		1564						LN		61		3		false		           3          MS. LEONARD:  No. I think it's very clear that				false

		1565						LN		61		4		false		           4     the GMP cannot impair statutor- -- or, excuse me. Pre-				false

		1566						LN		61		5		false		           5     statutory rights.				false

		1567						LN		61		6		false		           6          THE COURT:  Yeah.				false

		1568						LN		61		7		false		           7          MS. LEONARD:  Vested rights. We're not making the				false

		1569						LN		61		8		false		           8     argument that it can, and we don't think there's any				false

		1570						LN		61		9		false		           9     record evidence that shows that it does.				false

		1571						LN		61		10		false		          10          THE COURT:  Okay				false

		1572						LN		61		11		false		          11          MS. LEONARD:  The state of a district court said,				false

		1573						LN		61		12		false		          12     simply because pumping is going to continue beyond the				false

		1574						LN		61		13		false		          13     perennial yield, that that -- that there's a direct				false

		1575						LN		61		14		false		          14     causal connection with -- with, uh, vested rights.				false

		1576						LN		61		15		false		          15          But because you have respondents pumping wells				false

		1577						LN		61		16		false		          16     near their springs, or in their springs, even if there				false

		1578						LN		61		17		false		          17     were curtailment of all the juniors by 100 percent,				false

		1579						LN		61		18		false		          18     down to zero, it -- tomorrow where the perennial yield				false

		1580						LN		61		19		false		          19     is -- is only 30,000 acre feet, that's all that's				false

		1581						LN		61		20		false		          20     going to be pumped. You don't -- there's -- there's no				false

		1582						LN		61		21		false		          21     evidence that those springs are going to come back.				false

		1583						LN		61		22		false		          22          So there -- this statute on its face does not,				false

		1584						LN		61		23		false		          23     uh, impair vested rights. Uh, but it's -- it's				false

		1585						LN		61		24		false		          24     certainly allow -- it -- it doesn't -- you need the				false

		1586						LN		61		25		false		          25     evidence to show that cause --				false
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		1588						LN		62		1		false		           1          THE COURT:  So I wanted to clarify something,				false

		1589						LN		62		2		false		           2     because I may have misunderstood something Mr. Rigdon				false

		1590						LN		62		3		false		           3     said. What are the total vested rights in the basin?				false

		1591						LN		62		4		false		           4          MS. LEONARD:  The total amount? I -- I don't				false

		1592						LN		62		5		false		           5     remember the number in particular.				false

		1593						LN		62		6		false		           6          THE COURT:  He -- he said 6,000. But I wasn't				false

		1594						LN		62		7		false		           7     sure if that was just his client or the full basin.				false

		1595						LN		62		8		false		           8          MS. LEONARD:  Yeah. I don't remember the number				false

		1596						LN		62		9		false		           9     specifically.				false

		1597						LN		62		10		false		          10          THE COURT:  All right. Thank you.				false

		1598						LN		62		11		false		          11          THE COURT:  And just to -- sorry, to be clear.				false

		1599						LN		62		12		false		          12     And -- and, uh, when Justice Pickering was talking to				false

		1600						LN		62		13		false		          13     you earlier about whether the plan would result in				false

		1601						LN		62		14		false		          14     balance after 35 years or not, and I believe the point				false

		1602						LN		62		15		false		          15     was made by respondents that if -- if the GMP doesn't				false

		1603						LN		62		16		false		          16     take into account the pre-statutory rights, then in				false

		1604						LN		62		17		false		          17     fact, it wouldn't be, like -- does that affect your				false

		1605						LN		62		18		false		          18     analysis and whether this meets the requirements for a				false

		1606						LN		62		19		false		          19     GMP?				false

		1607						LN		62		20		false		          20          MS. LEONARD:  I have two responses to that. One				false

		1608						LN		62		21		false		          21     is, that's a highly technical question. That is				false

		1609						LN		62		22		false		          22     squarely within the discretion of the state engineer				false

		1610						LN		62		23		false		          23     of what the -- how the -- the aquifer will respond to				false

		1611						LN		62		24		false		          24     the GMP. Um, the -- the other, uh -- and my other				false

		1612						LN		62		25		false		          25     response just left my head.				false
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		1614						LN		63		1		false		           1          THE COURT:  I understand.				false

		1615						LN		63		2		false		           2          THE COURT:  Ms. Leonard, if I could ask, um, I --				false

		1616						LN		63		3		false		           3     I think you mentioned earlier you're going to get to				false

		1617						LN		63		4		false		           4     this, but I wanted to comment on it. The first thing I				false

		1618						LN		63		5		false		           5     would say is, in an era when people are so polarized				false

		1619						LN		63		6		false		           6     in their beliefs and opinions, I think it's				false

		1620						LN		63		7		false		           7     commendable that all the people in this space have				false

		1621						LN		63		8		false		           8     been willing to collaboratively work towards solving				false

		1622						LN		63		9		false		           9     their issues.				false

		1623						LN		63		10		false		          10          But the state engineer's order still obviously				false

		1624						LN		63		11		false		          11     has to comply with the law. How can banking water				false

		1625						LN		63		12		false		          12     constitute beneficial use under our statutes?				false

		1626						LN		63		13		false		          13          MS. LEONARD:  Your Honor, banking -- banking				false

		1627						LN		63		14		false		          14     water is -- is just, uh, a matter of not withdrawing				false

		1628						LN		63		15		false		          15     it in one year for use in the next year. It is not, uh				false

		1629						LN		63		16		false		          16     -- it -- it is and will be put to beneficial use, um,				false

		1630						LN		63		17		false		          17     is the banking of it is not the end use of it. So I				false

		1631						LN		63		18		false		          18     think that their argument with regard to that is, um -				false

		1632						LN		63		19		false		          19     - is -- is a little misleading.				false

		1633						LN		63		20		false		          20          Because I think that the -- the notion and the				false

		1634						LN		63		21		false		          21     idea is that we, uh, want to make water most				false

		1635						LN		63		22		false		          22     efficiently used. This is a shortcoming of the prior				false

		1636						LN		63		23		false		          23     appropriation doctrine. It also requires use it or				false

		1637						LN		63		24		false		          24     lose it. Which is a problem, uh, in terms of cons- --				false

		1638						LN		63		25		false		          25     conserving water. And so the GMP tries to address that				false
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		1640						LN		64		1		false		           1     -- that element of prior appropriation by saying,				false

		1641						LN		64		2		false		           2     don't use it just because you have to, you -- you				false

		1642						LN		64		3		false		           3     know, save it for when you need it.				false

		1643						LN		64		4		false		           4          THE COURT:  But doesn't that , uh, I mean, going				false

		1644						LN		64		5		false		           5     back to beneficial use, uh, under the GMP that's been				false

		1645						LN		64		6		false		           6     proposed, you've got those holders that haven't been				false

		1646						LN		64		7		false		           7     putting their water to beneficial use that are going				false

		1647						LN		64		8		false		           8     to get shares in this, uh -- this plan. And they can				false

		1648						LN		64		9		false		           9     bank, they can sell, but yet they haven't made				false

		1649						LN		64		10		false		          10     beneficial use of, uh, the water. How does that				false

		1650						LN		64		11		false		          11     comport with what you just said?				false

		1651						LN		64		12		false		          12          MS. LEONARD:  So, um, I think that there -- this				false

		1652						LN		64		13		false		          13     notion that these waterways have never been put to				false

		1653						LN		64		14		false		          14     beneficial use is a false premise. Because --				false

		1654						LN		64		15		false		          15          THE COURT:  But then there was an indication by				false

		1655						LN		64		16		false		          16     the, uh, state engineer, I believe, um, that it would				false

		1656						LN		64		17		false		          17     be a notice issue and a delay issue to, uh, notify				false

		1657						LN		64		18		false		          18     these people that haven't been putting their rights				false

		1658						LN		64		19		false		          19     to, uh, use. Um --				false

		1659						LN		64		20		false		          20          MS. LEONARD:  So --				false

		1660						LN		64		21		false		          21          THE COURT:  And it would encourage those folks to				false

		1661						LN		64		22		false		          22     come forward and say I'd better start pumping, which				false

		1662						LN		64		23		false		          23     affects the basin as well.				false

		1663						LN		64		24		false		          24          MS. LEONARD:  Well, and that goes back to the				false

		1664						LN		64		25		false		          25     broad discretion given to the state engineer who made				false
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		1666						LN		65		1		false		           1     the logical conclusion that if you -- if he starts				false

		1667						LN		65		2		false		           2     initiating forfeiture and abandonment proceedings now,				false

		1668						LN		65		3		false		           3     that it will have the perverse result of increasing				false

		1669						LN		65		4		false		           4     pumping in an already compromised basin.				false

		1670						LN		65		5		false		           5          And as you pointed out, uh, that it could have a,				false

		1671						LN		65		6		false		           6     uh -- it could take years to solve the administrative				false

		1672						LN		65		7		false		           7     and legal proceedings that the statute doesn't afford.				false

		1673						LN		65		8		false		           8          So, um, there are other things I can say with				false

		1674						LN		65		9		false		           9     regard to beneficial use, but my time is up. I				false

		1675						LN		65		10		false		          10     appreciate the Court's time. And I -- I again want the				false

		1676						LN		65		11		false		          11     Court -- Court to go back to the purpose of the				false

		1677						LN		65		12		false		          12     statute, um, is -- needs to, um -- would -- it would				false

		1678						LN		65		13		false		          13     begin a no effect if a GMP must strictly conform to				false

		1679						LN		65		14		false		          14     priorities. So --				false

		1680						LN		65		15		false		          15          THE COURT:  Do my colleagues have any additional				false

		1681						LN		65		16		false		          16     questions for counsel? All right. Seeing none, uh, the				false

		1682						LN		65		17		false		          17     Court would like to extend its thanks and appreciation				false

		1683						LN		65		18		false		          18     to Ms. Leonard and her colleagues, Mr. Mixson, Mr.				false

		1684						LN		65		19		false		          19     Rigdon, uh, Mr. Taggart.				false

		1685						LN		65		20		false		          20          Uh, I'm sure you are writing notes. Um, thank you				false

		1686						LN		65		21		false		          21     all for your excellent arguments today, and your				false
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           1     [Part 1] 

           2      

           3          MS. LEONARD:  And I wish to reserve 10 minutes of 

           4     my time for rebuttal. 

           5          THE COURT:  Fine. Thank you, Ms. Leonard. 

           6          MS. LEONARD:  Good morning, Your Honors, and may 

           7     it please the Court. My name is Debbie Leonard on 

           8     behalf of the appellants. Also present in the 

           9     courtroom today are some of the Diamond Valley farmers 

          10     whose livelihoods are at stake in this matter. 

          11          May 12th, 1960, that is a critical date in 

          12     Diamond Valley because it represents the difference 

          13     between a prospering agricultural community and the 

          14     loss of many livelihoods with associated effects on 

          15     Eureka County. Why is that? 

          16          Throughout the 1960s, many people were starting 

          17     to farm in Diamond Valley and obtaining permits from 

          18     the state engineer to appropriate groundwater. People 

          19     were successful in working the land, and Diamond 

          20     Valley thrived. But Diamond Valley has been more 

          21     successful than the aquifer can sustain. 

          22          The state engineer has determined that 30,000 

          23     acre feet annually is the basin's perennial yield. And 

          24     May 12th, 1960 is the date on which the state engineer 

          25     had cumulatively issued 30,000 acre feet of 
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           1     groundwater appropriations. As a result, May 12th, 

           2     1960 became a line of demarcation between senior and 

           3     junior appropriators. 

           4          So under strict application of the prior 

           5     appropriation doctrine, those water rights that 

           6     postdate May 12th, 1960 would be cut off in a process 

           7     known as curtailment. So what would that look like? 

           8          Well, I refer the Court to Appendix F of the GMP, 

           9     and you will see two things on there. First you will 

          10     see that 81 percent of the permits that have been 

          11     issued for groundwater in Diamond Valley fall below 

          12     this cutoff line. So curtailment would gravely affect 

          13     many people and also Eureka County. 

          14          The second thing you will see is the sheer number 

          15     of appropriations that occurred around the -- within a 

          16     small window of time, 1960 to 1961. Meaning that the 

          17     juniors, some of whom come within just days of the 

          18     cutoff line, and have been diligently working the land 

          19     for 60 years under dually issued permits would lose 

          20     everything. 

          21          So why do I start with this? Well, this is the 

          22     problem the legislature was trying to solve in 2011 

          23     when it passed AB419. They wanted to address over-

          24     appropriation and the impacts on the groundwater 

          25     resources. But they also wanted to avoid the 
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           1     devastating impacts of curtailment by priority in 

           2     groundwater basins if it were strictly enforced. 

           3          This legislative intent is the lens through which 

           4     the Court must view the statute. The district court 

           5     made no effort to analyze the legislative intent, it 

           6     only speculated as to what the legislature did not 

           7     intend. 

           8          THE COURT:  Well, if they intended, uh, to 

           9     affect, uh -- uh, invested rights, wouldn't they have 

          10     said so? Uh, if they wanted to affect prior 

          11     appropriation, they could've expressly, uh, said that 

          12     in the statutes, uh, throughout chapter 533 and 534. 

          13     Uh, make it very clear, prior appropriation, first in 

          14     time, first in line. 

          15          MS. LEONARD:  So I think the -- let's look at the 

          16     statutory language. Because I think it -- they do say 

          17     that specifically. They say that -- well, first of 

          18     all, AB419 created this critical management area 

          19     designation that did not previously exist. 

          20          And then if a basin has been designated a 

          21     critical management area for at least 10 consecutive 

          22     years, the legislative required the state engineer to 

          23     limit withdrawals, uh, to restrict them to conform to 

          24     priority rights. And this is the key language, unless 

          25     a groundwater management plan has been approved for 
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           1     the basin pursuant to NRS 534.037. 

           2          So this language expressly authorizes an engineer 

           3     to not conform to priority rights, but only in very 

           4     limited circumstances. Where there's a CMA 

           5     designation, and so long as the groundwater management 

           6     plan complies with this language of the statute, uh, 

           7     in NRS 534.037. And if you turn to that, I think it's 

           8     important to see what these limited circumstances of 

           9     making an exception to prior appropriation, what they 

          10     look like. 

          11          First, the legislature said, uh, it allowed a 

          12     simple majority of permit and certificate holders to 

          13     petition for approval of a GMP. So the legislature 

          14     said, you know, prior appropriation presents this 

          15     intractable problem of how do we address the situation 

          16     we're in where the resources are affected, but there 

          17     are, um -- but if we enforce strict appropriation, it 

          18     would be devastating?    And they said -- the 

          19     legislature said, let's put the onus on the local 

          20     community to come up with a solution that works for 

          21     them. 

          22      

          23     [Part 2] 

          24      

          25          MS. LEONARD:  Now the legislature, uh, by 
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           1     requiring majority approval, it made it clear it did 

           2     not expect everybody to be on board. Uh, the 

           3     legislature could have set the number higher than a 

           4     majority, it could have required all the senior right 

           5     holders to, uh, have signed on to a petition. But 

           6     that's not what it did. 

           7          And this G- -- GMP though, I think it's important 

           8     to note that it wasn't approved just by a simple 

           9     majority. It was approved by a majority of senior 

          10     right holders. So the only seniors to have challenged 

          11     the GMP in all of Diamond Valley are the Baileys, and 

          12     they are a respondent here. 

          13          Sadler Ranch and the Renners are not senior 

          14     groundwater users, uh, of rights that are subject to 

          15     the GMP. So I just want to make that clear that the 

          16     only seniors to challenge it are one of the 

          17     respondents here. So, um, importantly, also the GMP 

          18     honors priorities, it has this priority factor that 

          19     was a major point of debate during the GMP development 

          20     process. And it was what a majority could agreed to. 

          21          THE COURT:  Let me pause you there though. Um, 

          22     first of all, the GMP never equalizes, not even in 35 

          23     years, the over-pumping issue. You're still not 

          24     underwater, but, um, over the approp- -- the -- the 

          25     amount that basin can sustain, even 35 years from now. 
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           1     Um, so could you comment on that, and how that fits in 

           2     the statutory scheme, and your discussion of the 

           3     legislators' object here? 

           4          MS. LEONARD:  Sure. Um, the GMP does bring the 

           5     basin into balance within 35 years. The, um -- the 

           6     benchmark reduction table, that I think Your Honor was 

           7     referring to, is not accounting for, um, recharging to 

           8     the aquifer. So it doesn't, uh -- the ca- -- when when 

           9     you look at just consumptive use, and that -- um, 

          10     there's actually another table that's located, and, 

          11     um, I think it's at, um, joint appendix volume 4, 

          12     pages 838 to 839. 

          13          It'll show you that when you take into account 

          14     consumptive use, only then -- and -- and recharging to 

          15     the aquifer, then it will bring the basin within 

          16     30,000 acre feet, uh, within the timeframe set forth 

          17     in the -- in the GMP. 

          18          THE COURT:  But it -- that point is reached in 35 

          19     years. So there are 35 years in which it's in 

          20     imbalance. 

          21          MS. LEONARD:  That is correct. Um, that -- there 

          22     are benchmark reductions, they might be more 

          23     aggressive. But under the table that is, uh, in the 

          24     appendix and in the GMP, it would take 35 years. 

          25          Now the -- the district court said that that 
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           1     complies with the statute. And if you look at the 

           2     statutory language, it makes very clear that you don't 

           3     have to bring it back -- a basin into balance right 

           4     away. And of course, that makes sense because if you 

           5     were to -- going to that would be curtailment -- 100 

           6     percent curtailment immediately, which is what the 

           7     legislature was trying to avoid. Um -- 

           8          THE COURT:  So could it be 100 years? 

           9          MS. LEONARD:  Um, I think, Your Honor, that 

          10     brings into -- into focus the next point that I wanted 

          11     to make, is that there are very -- uh, the legislature 

          12     set very, um, sturdy guardrails by which the state 

          13     engineer was -- should approve a GMP, and has to take 

          14     into account a number of factors. And the criteria are 

          15     listed. Um, but the hydrology, the physical 

          16     characteristics of the basin. 

          17          So your question with regard to 100 years, would 

          18     -- um, it would be on a case by case basis, based on 

          19     the hydrology, the geology, the we- -- the 

          20     withdrawals, the -- an individual basin, um, what can 

          21     it -- wha- -- what is appropriate for that basin. 

          22          THE COURT:  Now, it was striking reading the 

          23     record in the Harold report from 1960 where exactly -- 

          24     where it was viewed that we would be, and that we were 

          25     then. And yet we're taking another 35 years forward 
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           1     into the future. And it's difficult, um, and -- and 

           2     there's no money there for the senior water rights 

           3     holders. The state has not committed any money. So the 

           4     Lewis case seems distinguishable on its face to me. 

           5          MS. LEONARD:  Your -- Your Honor mentioned a 

           6     number of things. I think the very first thing that 

           7     you mentioned with regard to -- I -- I would 

           8     characterize it as how we got to this situation. I 

           9     think the legislature was very clear that it wasn't 

          10     interested in looking backwards. It wanted to look 

          11     forward. 

          12          And so it wasn't, you know, criticizing the state 

          13     engineer for how it -- things had been managed in the 

          14     past. It was saying, this is the situation, how are we 

          15     going to solve it? And, uh, I think it's a very 

          16     forward-looking piece. Um, with regard to money for 

          17     the seniors, I -- I want to be very clear that, uh, 

          18     the legislature has had and has modified the prior 

          19     appropriation doctrine under certain circumstances. 

          20          I think that, um, the most recent change, the 

          21     2019 amendment to NRS 5344.110, regarding domestic 

          22     well holders is a really good example of this. Because 

          23     what that says is that, um, even if the state engineer 

          24     curtails priorit- -- by priority in a basin, such that 

          25     a senior, for example, irrigator would get zero, a 
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           1     domes- -- junior domestic well owner could still pump. 

           2          And that is a -- a perfect example of where the -

           3     - the legislature, as a policy matter, prioritized 

           4     that we don't want domestic well owners to, uh -- to 

           5     suffer, and so we are going to make sure they get 

           6     water even when something's curtailed. 

           7          THE COURT:  But that one -- that's more explicit 

           8     though than they've been in this statute. 

           9          MS. LEONARD:  I absolutely agree with you on 

          10     that. Um, but I think the key thing to keep in mind is 

          11     the legislature recognized that individual basins have 

          12     very specific, you know, characteristics, be they, um, 

          13     hydrology, geology, social, economic, where the wells 

          14     are located, all sorts of different things. Um, and 

          15     the legislature really put this in the hands of local 

          16     people. I think that's very clear, that's where the 

          17     majority language comes into play. 

          18          It's -- it basically said, figure it out. And, um 

          19     -- and so I think the -- where it's -- where the 

          20     language specifically says that the state engineer 

          21     does not have to conform to priorities. While it's not 

          22     as specific as the domestic well statute, I think it 

          23     is certainly in line with where elsewhere the 

          24     legislature has departed from prior appropriation in 

          25     limited circumstances. 
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           1          THE COURT:  Is it your contention that the 

           2     statute deserves a plain meaning reading, and that 

           3     supports your position? Or are you saying it's 

           4     ambiguous and we need to resort to legislative 

           5     history? 

           6          MS. LEONARD:  I think the plain meaning of the 

           7     statute is clear when it says, unless a GMP has been 

           8     approved, uh, pursuant to the statute, that there's -- 

           9     the state -- state engineer does not have to conform 

          10     to priorities. I think that is clear that it allows 

          11     for a GMP, just as we're seeing, as we see here. 

          12          THE COURT:  I'm taking up a lot of your time. But 

          13     could you walk me through the plain language analysis 

          14     that you believe is so clear? 

          15          MS. LEONARD:  Uh, yes, Your Honor. So the -- um, 

          16     if you look at this -- the language, it says, if a 

          17     basin has been designated as a critical management 

          18     area for at least 10 consecutive years, the state 

          19     engineer shall order that withdrawals, including 

          20     without limitation, withdrawals from domestic wells be 

          21     restricted in that basin to conform to priority 

          22     rights. Comma, unless. 

          23          And then after unless it says, unless a 

          24     groundwater management plan has been approved for the 

          25     basin pursuant to NRS 534.037. Now, if the legislature 
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           1     just wanted to have the state engineer curtail by 

           2     priority, it didn't need to do anything because that 

           3     was already the law. If it wanted to just get the 

           4     state engineer acting more quickly, it could have just 

           5     created this critical management area designation and 

           6     not provided for the GMP process. 

           7          It would have just stopped there. Right? Said, 

           8     state engineer, get it done, designate them as 

           9     critical management areas, and give -- and then 10 

          10     years later, you have to start curtailing, get them 

          11     time to get their affairs in order. But that's not 

          12     what it did. It's this whole new process of a GMP that 

          13     it didn't have to provide for and that didn't exist in 

          14     the law before. And so, um -- 

          15          THE COURT:  But aren't -- aren't there things 

          16     that a GMP can do other than, um, overturn priorities? 

          17     In other words, the fact that it allowed for a 

          18     groundwater management plan, why does that necessarily 

          19     imply that that's an -- an intent to, um, allow 

          20     variation from priorities? 

          21          MS. LEONARD:  Uh, well, I think a number of 

          22     things, uh, would address that. First that it says, a 

          23     principle of statutory construction that when the 

          24     statute says -- provides -- creates criteria, has 

          25     language that specifies how things should be done, 
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           1     that it's at the exclusion of other things. So I think 

           2     that's sort of the -- the basic premise. 

           3          I think there's also a practical piece of this 

           4     too. That the, um -- as a practical matter, the 

           5     seniors consume all 30,000 acre feet. If they don't 

           6     change their behavior, the only way that you can get a 

           7     basin into balance is by 100 percent curtailment. So 

           8     that's the status quo. 

           9          The legislature clearly wanted to do something 

          10     different than that. And so it doesn't matter if the 

          11     juniors conserve 10 percent, 20 percent, 80, 90 

          12     percent, even if they're conserving 99.9 percent, 

          13     which is essentially curtailment by another name, 

          14     you're still exceeding the perennial yield. So again, 

          15     it goes back to, why did the legislature create this 

          16     new process that didn't exist in the law? 

          17          THE COURT:  Well, couldn't it be, uh -- uh, for 

          18     instance, uh, trying to encourage, uh, community-based 

          19     solutions? And in doing that, uh -- uh, trying to get 

          20     the senior holders to work with the junior holders? 

          21     And is it -- why isn't it possible for that to happen? 

          22          Senior, uh, holders and the junior holders get 

          23     together and say, here's a, uh -- a groundwater 

          24     management plan that doesn't affect prior 

          25     appropriations, but we're all -- it may affect prior 
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           1     appropriations, but we all agree to this? 

           2          MS. LEONARD:  Well, I think a key, uh, response 

           3     to that is that one of the criteria that the -- the 

           4     legislature put out -- put in this -- the legislation 

           5     is that it -- the plan has to take the steps necessary 

           6     to remove the CMA designation. If you're relying 

           7     exclusively on voluntary reductions by seniors, you 

           8     can't get there, because they don't have to 

           9     voluntarily do anything. 

          10          So if you present to the state engineer a GMP 

          11     that says, well, we hope to work together with the 

          12     seniors to get them to reduce their pumping, you're 

          13     not going to be able to say, or the state engineer 

          14     won't be able to say, I can tell that this is going to 

          15     take the necessary steps to reducing for the -- 

          16          THE COURT:  But for the overall health of the 

          17     basin, why can't they do that? 

          18          MS. LEONARD:  They certainly can do that. 

          19          THE COURT:  They would be interested, I'm sure, 

          20     in making sure the basin was healthy, the senior 

          21     holders. 

          22          MS. LEONARD:  Well, I think -- Your Honor, I 

          23     think that's making assumptions as to how people might 

          24     act. But I can tell you that my clients worked for 

          25     years, and years, and years to try to put together a 
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           1     plan that worked for everyone. They explored all sorts 

           2     of ideas, they, you know, retained consultants and 

           3     experts in economics to help them figure out what is a 

           4     potential solution here. 

           5          This is what a majority came up with. And I -- I 

           6     -- again, I emphasize that that's all that the 

           7     legislature required. It just said, majority. And as 

           8     an example of what you just raised, it could have 

           9     said, and we need to include all the seniors too. And 

          10     that's not what they said. 

          11          So that's why I continue to go back to the notion 

          12     that they made this exception to the prior 

          13     appropriation doctrine. Um, and it's not out of line 

          14     with other things that a legislature has done with 

          15     regard to the prior appropriation doctrine. 

          16          THE COURT:  Ms. Leonard, I have two questions I 

          17     wanted -- 

          18          MS. LEONARD:  Sure. 

          19          THE COURT:  -- to raise with you, and I know, uh, 

          20     time is running. Um, the first has to do with NRS 

          21     534.037. By the way, the statutory scheme is another 

          22     example, from my perspective, of the state engineer 

          23     being put in a extremely awkward position, um, to 

          24     help, uh, resolve and mitigate challenges that exist 

          25     between senior and junior, uh, right holders. 
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           1          Um, of concern to me was subsection G. Uh, when 

           2     applying the factors on the establishment of the GMP 

           3     it states, any other factor deemed relevant by the 

           4     state engineer, um, A was there -- were there other 

           5     factors, uh, that were reflected in the record that 

           6     the state engineer used in approving this?  

           7          Uh, and B, uh, if so, what would be the source of 

           8     those, would they be adopted regulations, um, where do 

           9     they come from? 

          10          MS. LEONARD:  So, Your Honor, I -- to -- to be 

          11     candid, I don't recall specifically in the order 

          12     whether the state engineer addressed other, um, thing 

          13     -- well, I -- I can give you an example of where the 

          14     state engineer said -- thought it was important that, 

          15     uh, this GMP does recognize priorities. 

          16          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

          17          MS. LEONARD:  Um, the state engineer also, um, 

          18     you know, thought it was important to, um -- that this 

          19     -- that this was what the community came together and 

          20     was able to, um -- to come up with, and that they had 

          21     worked very hard on it, and taken into consideration a 

          22     lot of I -- a lot of things. 

          23          To get to that result, I think it's very clear 

          24     the state engineer relied on the record in front of 

          25     him either written submissions, uh, the petition for 
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           1     the GMP, public comments, the hearing that he held. 

           2     Um, I think it's clear that he only relied on the 

           3     record in front of him. 

           4          THE COURT:  Then the second question I had, um, 

           5     there's been some arguments made that this scheme that 

           6     was adopted by the legislature, uh, for the GMP 

           7     process, uh, may be unconstitutional as a -- as a 

           8     taking. Is that an issue that we need to get into in a 

           9     petition for judicial review? 

          10          It seems to me that, uh, the question in a 

          11     petition for judicial review is to interpret and 

          12     understand the statute under which the program was 

          13     adopted. Uh, if someone has a problem with it from a 

          14     taking standpoint, that should be a separate action. 

          15          MS. LEONARD:  Right. 

          16          THE COURT:  Uh, and so I -- we -- we are all 

          17     lathered up in a lot of the paperwork that's been 

          18     filed with this Court and with the district court 

          19     over, uh, constitutional rights. But I'm not sure that 

          20     this is the appropriate venue to litigate or decide 

          21     that question. 

          22          So if -- if Bailey, for example, has a, uh, 

          23     legitimate basis for a taking claim, uh, assuming 

          24     that, uh, we approved, uh, the state engineer's action 

          25     here, it would seem like that taking claim is 
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           1     something that would be the -- the subject of a 

           2     different matter another day. 

           3          MS. LEONARD:  I 100 percent agree with you that 

           4     this is not the appropriate place to be consider- -- 

           5     considering a taking claim for a couple of reasons. 

           6     One is it is a petition for judicial review -- 

           7          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

           8          MS. LEONARD:  -- uh, in which there's not a 

           9     claim, so to speak, for taking. 

          10          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

          11          MS. LEONARD:  The, um -- and the second is 

          12     because really, they didn't press it below. Uh, the 

          13     respondents did not press a taking below. They 

          14     mentioned it in there PJR, but they did not ever 

          15     really advance that argument in front of the district 

          16     court. 

          17          But I do not think it's within the realm of what 

          18     this Court needs to decide. I think the district court 

          19     said, substantial evidence supported this decision, 

          20     and the state engineer complied with the statutory 

          21     requirements. That should be enough to affirm. 

          22          THE COURT:  I said I had two questions, but I 

          23     have a third. 

          24          MS. LEONARD:  Okay. 

          25          THE COURT:  So perhaps you can confer with the 
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           1     state engineer's counsel, unless you know. Have there 

           2     been any other GMPs adopted for other basins 

           3     throughout the state, or is this the only one? 

           4          MS. LEONARD:  This is the only one. This -- 

           5          THE COURT:  First and only, I guess. 

           6          MS. LEONARD:  First and only. And it's the first 

           7     basin to be designated as a critical management area. 

           8          THE COURT:  But there are, as we know from lots 

           9     of sources, many other basins in which the, uh, 

          10     priority of the yield is exceeded by the amount of, 

          11     uh, rights, uh, authorized. 

          12          MS. LEONARD:  That is correct. That the Court's 

          13     decision is going to have impacts far beyond Diamond 

          14     Valley. 

          15          THE COURT:  And I think there are curtailments in 

          16     some other basins, even, that are -- that are running 

          17     their course. Is that right? 

          18          MS. LEONARD:  I -- I can't tell you what the 

          19     current state of curtailment orders are. But I can 

          20     tell you that obviously, this has been a very light 

          21     year on precipitation and snowpack. Um, and it's -- 

          22     it's going to have a big effect on -- on the resource 

          23     and the associated water users in the state. 

          24          THE COURT:  All right. Uh, you're at 6:26, I'll 

          25     add three minutes to your rebuttal time, and we'll add 
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           1     three minutes to, uh, respondent's time. Uh, are you 

           2     ready to proceed? Okay. Are you taking all the time 

           3     Mr. Mixson? Or -- 

           4          MR. MIXSON:  Uh, I will be taking -- we -- we've 

           5     agreed -- Mr. Rigdon and I have agreed to split our 

           6     time. 

           7          THE COURT:  Okay. 

           8          MR. MIXSON:  So I intended to take 15, and I -- I 

           9     -- I'll stick with that despite the extra three, which 

          10     I appreciate. 

          11          THE COURT:  Okay. 

          12          MR. MIXSON:  And we've also agreed to divide the 

          13     issues. I will be addressing prior appropriation and 

          14     if time allows, beneficial use doctrine. And Mr. 

          15     Rigdon will address the impairment of senior invested 

          16     water rights and other statutory violations. 

          17          THE COURT:  Okay. 

          18          MR. MIXSON:  So may it please the Court, there's 

          19     no dispute that the Diamond Valley groundwater aquifer 

          20     is in dire shape. There's also no dispute that the 

          21     primary cause of this condition is the state 

          22     engineer's failure for at least a half a century to 

          23     regulate overpumping of groundwater in the basin. 

          24          The groundwater management plan for Diamond 

          25     Valley attempts to create an entirely new water system 
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           1     applicable only in Diamond Valley that reallocates 

           2     water from senior water rights to junior water rights. 

           3     And none of the parties, including the appellants, 

           4     dispute that the GMP violates the prior appropriation 

           5     doctrine. 

           6          So the core of this case is whether the state 

           7     engineer is permitted to approve a groundwater 

           8     management plan that violates Nevada's fundamental 

           9     prior appropriation doctrine, and fundamental 

          10     beneficial use doctrine, simply because a majority of 

          11     water users in the basin voted to do so. 

          12          THE COURT:  Well, counsel, um, under Ms. 

          13     Leonard's characterization of the, uh, statute and her 

          14     view of the plain meaning of the statute, uh, it does 

          15     seem to be all inclusive. Uh, the language says, shall 

          16     order that withdrawals, it doesn't say what types, it 

          17     says withdrawals. 

          18          Then it says, including without limitation to 

          19     domestic wells. That -- it would be an obvious 

          20     inclusion because of the handling of domest- -- 

          21     domestic wells different than, uh, water rights. Be 

          22     restricted in that the basin to conform to priority 

          23     rights. It seems to be all withdrawals. 

          24          MR. MIXSON:  So -- 

          25          THE COURT:  What about that interpretation of the 
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           1     statute is wrong? 

           2          MR. MIXSON:  Well, by, um, the notion of vested 

           3     rights, of course, Mr. Rigdon is going to address, and 

           4     the impairment by the GMP. But with respect to the -- 

           5          THE COURT:  Well, we got to start with the 

           6     interpretation of the statute. So if you don't mind -- 

           7          MR. MIXSON:  With respect to the -- with the -- 

           8     an interpretation of 534.110, I think what Ms. 

           9     Leonard's discussion, uh, ignores is subsection six. 

          10     And you have to read the statute as a whole. I'd note 

          11     you have to read those two subsections together. 

          12          Subsection six says, if the state engineer 

          13     designates a groundwater basin and the conditions 

          14     allow, he may curtail water rights by priority. That -

          15     - that existed before AB419 in 2011. In 2011 AB419 

          16     adds -- to subsection six, it adds, except as 

          17     otherwise provided in subsection seven. Then adds 

          18     subsection seven. 

          19          Subsection seven says, if the state engineer or 

          20     if the basin is designated as a critical management 

          21     area, the state engineer shall curtail water rights by 

          22     priority if it's been designated for 10 years, unless 

          23     he approves a GMP. The shall in subsection seven is 

          24     what's important. It creates mandatory curtailment 

          25     that didn't exist. 
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           1          THE COURT:  But why -- why -- why shouldn't we 

           2     evaluate the -- that language on a ratable reduction? 

           3     Which is kind of what the GMP did here, as opposed to, 

           4     uh, a priority reduction? If you, uh, reserve all of 

           5     the perennial yield for the seniors, there's no 

           6     reduction to the seniors whatsoever. The language 

           7     you're referencing seems to me to imply, uh, or even 

           8     state that the -- there's going to be a ratable 

           9     reduction of priorities throughout the basin? 

          10          MR. MIXSON:  Well, I -- I -- I don't read the 

          11     language as -- as implying, uh, permission to reduce 

          12     senior rights on the backs of providing water for 

          13     junior -- 

          14          THE COURT:  Well, I understand you don't read it 

          15     that way. But I'm asking why isn't it reasonable to 

          16     read it as a reduction, uh, on a ratable basis, on an 

          17     aliquot basis? 

          18          MR. MIXSON:  Because that doesn't comport with 

          19     the prior appropriation doctrine. The prior 

          20     appropriation doctrine in Nevada says that senior 

          21     rights are entitled to the full use of their water in 

          22     times of shortage. 

          23          THE COURT:  Well, I think the subsections you 

          24     referenced are contemplating that there could be a 

          25     reduction based on the priorities. And I'm wondering 
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           1     why that couldn't be read. 

           2          MR. MIXSON:  I -- I just don't -- I don't see 

           3     that in the language. It says, the state engineer 

           4     shall curtail by priority, unless there's a GMP, in 

           5     subsection seven. 

           6          THE COURT:  So one of the things you were going 

           7     to talk about, I think, had to do with, uh -- uh, in 

           8     establishing the GMP, whether there was an appropriate 

           9     evaluation of a beneficial use. Uh, it -- was that one 

          10     of the topics you were going to address? 

          11          MR. MIXSON:  Yes, Your Honor. 

          12          THE COURT:  Why don't we get to that? Because I 

          13     think that's a significant issue here -- 

          14          MR. MIXSON:  Okay. 

          15          THE COURT:  -- as well. 

          16          THE COURT:  Before you move on, I have a question 

          17     about subparagraph six that you just alluded to. It 

          18     speaks to, in the permissive may curtail by priority. 

          19     Um, what else is contemplated that the state engineer 

          20     could do, default in his duty to get the bal- -- basin 

          21     imbalance? I mean, what do you think, if you didn't 

          22     have paragraph seven, would be an option to 

          23     curtailment under paragraph six? 

          24          MR. MIXSON:  An option in the alternative to 

          25     curtailment? 
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           1          THE COURT:  Yes. 

           2          MR. MIXSON:  Well, I think that, um, the state 

           3     engineer -- well, under the Nevada Water law statutes, 

           4     there -- are there are many ways to enforce the prior 

           5     appropriation doctrine other than strict curtailing by 

           6     priority. 

           7          For example, and this gets to the beneficial use 

           8     question, water rights permits issued by the state 

           9     engineer are essentially provisional. And in order to 

          10     prove up your permit so that you can get a -- a final 

          11     certificate, you have to put your water right to use 

          12     under the provisional permit. And you're only given a 

          13     certificate for the amount of water that you are 

          14     capable and do put to beneficial use. 

          15          So a provisional permit can result in a 

          16     certificate with less water. And by -- if the state 

          17     engineer would enforce the cancellation of unused 

          18     water permits, or unused portions of water permits, he 

          19     could reduce the amount of water rights and the demand 

          20     on the aquifer. That is one example of a non-

          21     curtailment remedy. 

          22          THE COURT:  And your -- your argument here is 

          23     this GMP actually does the opposite. 

          24          MR. MIXSON:  Correct. So un- -- so under the -- 

          25     the problem with the beneficial use violations of the 
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           1     GMP is that, for example, these unused permits, or 

           2     unused portions of permits, are given full allocations 

           3     and shares under the groundwater management plan. Even 

           4     though the holder of that permit has not proven its 

           5     actual ability to put the water to beneficial use. 

           6          THE COURT:  Mr. Mixson, was there a calculation 

           7     made of the water rights that were incorporated in the 

           8     GMP, uh, for which, um -- uh, appropriate 

           9     consideration of the proof of beneficial use had not 

          10     been accomplished? Uh, I'm trying to quantify this 

          11     issue and the relationship between the plan that was 

          12     adopted versus the plan that might have been adopted 

          13     had, as part of the considerations under the factors 

          14     here, incorporated, uh -- uh, that, uh, calculus? 

          15          MR. MIXSON:  I, um, understand your question. And 

          16     the answer is no. It was not quantified. I think that 

          17     is one of the fundamental deficiencies in the state 

          18     engineer's -- in factual determination -- 

          19          THE COURT:  And did you request that when the 

          20     state engineer was developing the plan? 

          21          MR. MIXSON:  I did not personally. I had -- 

          22          THE COURT:  Who did --? 

          23          MR. MIXSON:  [inaudible] clients. 

          24          THE COURT:  Your clients. 

          25          MR. MIXSON:  No. They didn't raise it as an issue 
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           1     in their written comments. 

           2          THE COURT:  Uh-huh. 

           3          MR. MIXSON:  But they're laypersons, and so their 

           4     comments didn't specifically demand or request that 

           5     the state engineer actually quantify the, uh -- uh, 

           6     amount of permits that have not yet been put to 

           7     beneficial -- 

           8          THE COURT:  So this gets to my question about the 

           9     proof of beneficial issue. I'm intrigued by the 

          10     argument, and I can understand the seniors' concern, 

          11     just as you've articulated it to Justice Pickering. 

          12     But if it wasn't quantified, if it wasn't laid out in 

          13     the record, if it wasn't an alternative calculus, uh, 

          14     for the state engineer to consider, was it waived? 

          15          MR. MIXSON:  Was it waived by -- 

          16          THE COURT:  As in -- 

          17          MR. MIXSON:  -- the challenger? 

          18          THE COURT:  Yes. Right. 

          19          MR. MIXSON:  I don't think it would have been 

          20     waived, because it was not a formal legal proceeding, 

          21     it was a public hearing to take public comments. 

          22          THE COURT:  Yeah. 

          23          MR. MIXSON:  Not testimony under oath. 

          24          THE COURT:  So did you raise a calculus of the 

          25     type we're talking about to the district court? 
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           1          MR. MIXSON:  Um, I don't think we -- it was 

           2     raised as a specific issue that the state engineer 

           3     should have calculated. Although, um -- 

           4          THE COURT:  Because it seemed like -- 

           5          MR. MIXSON:  But it might [ph] be, I did. Because 

           6     I honestly just can't remember, is all. 

           7          THE COURT:  There's a lot of paperwork here. So I 

           8     appreciate the challenges in remembering this. But I -

           9     - I didn't see it really float up as a intriguing 

          10     issue until it got to us. 

          11          MR. MIXSON:  If I could -- if I could just run 

          12     through. I hate to do numbers in front of you. But -- 

          13          THE COURT:  Sure, no. 

          14          MR. MIXSON:  The state engineer did -- 

          15          THE COURT:  Some people have accused me of being 

          16     a bean counter. That's all [inaudible] 

          17          MR. MIXSON:  On -- on paper, there are 

          18     approximately 126,000 acre feet -- 

          19          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

          20          MR. MIXSON:  -- of irrigation permits granted by 

          21     the state engineer. 

          22          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

          23          MR. MIXSON:  In 2016, which is sort of the 

          24     benchmark number that's been used by the GMP and by 

          25     the state engineer, there was approximately 76,000 
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           1     acre feet pumped from the basin for irrigation. 

           2          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

           3          MR. MIXSON:  That the difference between the 

           4     126,000 acre feet on paper permits, and the 76,000 

           5     acre feet that was pumped in 2016, is 50,000 acre feet 

           6     -- 

           7          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

           8          MR. MIXSON:  -- of water rights on paper that 

           9     were not used. Some portion of that 50,000, 

          10     presumably, it's a significant portion of this, I'll 

          11     calculate it below, is water that is -- has not been 

          12     put to beneficial use, may never be put to beneficial 

          13     use, because it's incapable -- 

          14          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

          15          MR. MIXSON:  -- of being put to beneficial use. 

          16     So I -- I -- I can't -- 

          17          THE COURT:  I get that argument, Mr. Mixson, I 

          18     was intrigued by it. But I'm trying to understand 

          19     whether it's appropriate for us to -- to deal with 

          20     that. The calculus you've just gone through, I don't 

          21     think it's something that was developed, uh, perhaps 

          22     understandably, with the process in front of the state 

          23     engineer, but in front of the district court either. 

          24     Right? 

          25          MR. MIXSON:  Those numbers were certainly brought 
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           1     to the district court's opin- -- uh, attention. 

           2          THE COURT:  Yeah. 

           3          MR. MIXSON:  The calculus of the unused permits, 

           4     and the portions of the unused permits is -- is 

           5     something that at least from my perspective, and on 

           6     behalf of my clients, is the state engineer's sole 

           7     obligation. The -- the Baileys are not capable of 

           8     gathering the information to make that determination. 

           9          THE COURT:  So under which of the factors in 

          10     534.037 do you think the state engineer should take 

          11     into consideration? Uh, I could see some that would 

          12     apply. Uh, but is there one in particular that you -- 

          13     or maybe more than one? 

          14          MR. MIXSON:  Well, obviously, G -- other, um, 

          15     applies. And then -- 

          16          THE COURT:  We've been down that catch-all [ph] -

          17     - 

          18          MR. MIXSON:  And then, um, you know, a -- the 

          19     hydrology of the basin, arguably. But let me address 

          20     the factors in 534.037 subsection two. 

          21          THE COURT:  Sure. 

          22          MR. MIXSON:  The -- the appellants' argument is 

          23     what -- the state engineer having been provided a 

          24     groundwater management plan a- -- approved by a 

          25     majority of the water users in the basin, all he's 
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           1     required to do is consider the factors under 

           2     subsection two of that statute. 

           3          And if he determines that it -- the groundwater 

           4     management plan could result in removal of the CMA 

           5     designation, he can approve it. They say that's the 

           6     end of the story. But I want to draw your attention to 

           7     these factors. 

           8          These are not legal. These are scientific and 

           9     hydrologic factors that are obviously within the 

          10     purview of the state engineer. But none of these -- it 

          11     references or sets forth a legal standard, hydrology 

          12     of the basin, physical characteristics of the basin, 

          13     geographic spacing of the wells, water quality, um, 

          14     whether the plan already exists, none of these are 

          15     legal. 

          16          So when the appellants say, if the state engineer 

          17     considers these, that's the end of the story. That is 

          18     fundamentally what the district court rejected. And he 

          19     said, no, you have to also look at whether the 

          20     groundwater management plan complies with the rest of 

          21     the water law, not just the technical factors under 

          22     subsection two, of 534- -- 4.037. 

          23          And so to me, that -- their argument therefore 

          24     falls apart. Because the groundwater management plan, 

          25     it's conceded, does violate the prior appropriation 
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           1     doctrine. And of course, I argue it violates the 

           2     beneficial use doctrine. 

           3          THE COURT:  Do you acknowledge that the 

           4     legislature could, if it wanted, allow groundwater 

           5     management plans that don't strictly follow 

           6     priorities? 

           7          MR. MIXSON:  I -- I fully, uh, agree that had the 

           8     legislature wanted to exempt groundwater management 

           9     plans -- 

          10          THE COURT:  Okay. 

          11          MR. MIXSON:  -- from existing law, they could do 

          12     so with the express language in the statute. 

          13          THE COURT:  Okay. 

          14          MR. MIXSON:  But we are talking about fundamental 

          15     prior appropriation doctrine for Nevada, and if the 

          16     legislature is going to waive that doctrine for a 

          17     groundwater management plan, it must do so expressly 

          18     with express terms in the statute, which it did not do 

          19     here. 

          20          THE COURT:  If I may, why -- but why isn't unless 

          21     express? 

          22          MR. MIXSON:  Unless is an express exception to 

          23     the mandatory curtailment of subsection seven of 

          24     534.110. It's not an exception to the entire prior 

          25     appropriation doctrine. Under 534.110, subsection six, 
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           1     there is still permissive curtailment at the 

           2     discretion of the state engineer. So that unless a GMP 

           3     is approved as -- only as an exception to 534.110, 

           4     subsection seven, A and B which are critical 

           5     management area. 

           6          THE COURT:  So what's the point of allowing the 

           7     groundwater management plan? 

           8          MR. MIXSON:  Just that -- 

           9          THE COURT:  What -- what kinds of things can a 

          10     groundwater management plan do if it doesn't have the 

          11     opportunity to adjust, say, the prior appropriation? 

          12          MR. MIXSON:  So, um, the goal as stated in the 

          13     statute, 534.037, is to allow for the state engineer 

          14     to remove a critical management area designation. 

          15     That's the statutory goal. 

          16          THE COURT:  Right. 

          17          MR. MIXSON:  And -- and presumably, that means, 

          18     uh, reducing pumping to somewhere at or at least very 

          19     close to the sustainable yield of the basin. And how 

          20     can you do that while still, um, staying true to the 

          21     prior appropriation doctrine? 

          22          THE COURT:  Right. 

          23          MR. MIXSON:  Well, as in the State Engineer v. 

          24     Lewis case from New Mexico, the common way it's done 

          25     is to state when -- when they create the problem, puts 
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           1     up the money to solve the problem, and you could have 

           2     a voluntary water rights buyout and retirement program 

           3     using public funding or funding from any other source. 

           4          THE COURT:  So a majority of the citizens can 

           5     vote and say, we think the state should pay us to give 

           6     up our water rights. And the state engineer would 

           7     approve that. Is that your idea? 

           8          MR. MIXSON:  The idea -- well, yeah. I mean, I 

           9     can't force the -- the state, obviously, to do that. 

          10     But they -- they could say -- it could be a component 

          11     of a plan. And another component of a plan could be, 

          12     uh, cancellation of unused permits, and you -- and you 

          13     start to piece together various components. 

          14          THE COURT:  Okay. 

          15          MR. MIXSON:  And so -- 

          16          THE COURT:  I mean, cancellation of unused 

          17     permits isn't going to solve the problem, because not 

          18     only is it over-appropriated on paper, it's actually 

          19     being overused. Right? 

          20          MR. MIXSON:  Yes. 

          21          THE COURT:  Okay. 

          22          MR. MIXSON:  But -- but if you -- if you begin to 

          23     -- to bleed out [ph] the unused water rights, and you 

          24     begin to address the problem through voluntary 

          25     conservation measures, you could also potentially, um, 
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           1     have mandatory, um, irrigation efficiencies on the 

           2     farm. 

           3          You could have man- -- you know, for example, 

           4     we're not disputing in the groundwater management plan 

           5     the requirement that all the farmers put an upgraded 

           6     meter on their system, so that we're measuring water 

           7     accurately. Um, it's sort of an unstated rule in the 

           8     water law that once you start measuring water, use 

           9     goes down. 

          10          And so you start to piece together various 

          11     components of a plan that are voluntary with respect 

          12     to senior rights, but you need to incentivize them to 

          13     reduce water. But you cannot take water away from 

          14     senior rights under the current appropriation doctrine 

          15     and give it to junior rights. 

          16          THE COURT:  No water? 

          17          MR. MIXSON:  Not under -- not if you stay true to 

          18     the prior appropriation doctrine. They're entitled to 

          19     the full use of their water under the prior 

          20     appropriation doctrine. 

          21          THE COURT:  Unless the legislature qualifies 

          22     that. 

          23          MR. MIXSON:  Correct. 

          24          THE COURT:  Okay. 

          25          THE COURT:  Do you agree with Ms. Leonard that 
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           1     this plan achieves equipoise such that the CMA 

           2     designation would be removed in 35 years? 

           3          MR. MIXSON:  Well, um, the -- the district court 

           4     agreed with the state engineer based on the factors 

           5     under 534.037, subsection two, the scientific factors. 

           6     And, uh, the Baileys had- -- hadn't challenged the 

           7     district court's determination. But, um, I think it is 

           8     still sort of an open question whether this plan -- 

           9     because remember, the 34,000 acre feet that, um, it 

          10     allows to be pumped at year 35 doesn't include 

          11     domestic wells and other water rights such as money. 

          12     So the -- the pumping demand on the basin is going to 

          13     be higher even than the 34,000. 

          14          THE COURT:  Do you -- do we have a number for 

          15     that? 

          16          MR. MIXSON:  Um, I don't have it off the top of 

          17     my head. But I think, uh -- 

          18          THE COURT:  It's in the record. 

          19          MR. MIXSON:  I think it may be in the record. 

          20          THE COURT:  Thank you. 

          21          MR. MIXSON:  Okay. I've, um -- I'm at the end of 

          22     my time. So the Baileys request that the Court affirm 

          23     the district court's decision. And thank you. 

          24          THE COURT:  All right. Thank you, Mr. Mixson. 

          25     Morning, Mr. Rigdon. How are you? 
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           1          MR. RIGDON:  Doing well, Mr. Chief Justice. Thank 

           2     you very much. 

           3          THE COURT:  Um, would you like the three minutes 

           4     I allocated to your colleague? Uh -- 

           5          MR. RIGDON:  Absolutely. 

           6          THE COURT:  I figured you would. 

           7          MR. RIGDON:  Thank you, Mr. Chief Justice. And 

           8     may it please the Court, I'm here today with my co-

           9     counsel, uh, Mr. Paul Taggart. And with my -- uh, one 

          10     of my clients, uh, Ira [inaudible] 

          11          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

          12          MR. RIGDON:  Uh, importantly, uh, Ira was 

          13     actually a member of the committee that was charged 

          14     with coming up with a groundwater management plan. Uh, 

          15     unfortunately, uh, they were not able to reach, uh, 

          16     unanimity on this. And, uh, he ends up in the position 

          17     that he's in today. But he's put a lot of work into 

          18     trying to come up with the ways that we've been 

          19     talking about. 

          20          And -- and just to really quickly tag on before I 

          21     get into my presentation, to some of the questions 

          22     that were just being asked. One of the ways that 

          23     groundwater management plans could be adopted without 

          24     upsetting prior appropriation, and it's done all over 

          25     the west, juniors can come in and incentivize seniors 
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           1     to save water. 

           2          So they can help the seniors put on water 

           3     conservation equipment, they can help them line 

           4     ditches, they can help them do this type of stuff. And 

           5     then the water saved, because the juniors incentivized 

           6     them to do that, goes to the seniors. That is the kind 

           7     of hardware in groundwater management plans, and what 

           8     the legislature was expecting from groundwater 

           9     management plans. 

          10          But why do that hard work when you can just take 

          11     the water from the seniors, and not -- and not do any 

          12     incentive to have -- voluntarily come in with a plan? 

          13     And that's what happened in this case, uh, because the 

          14     juniors vastly outnumber the seniors here. And they 

          15     just voted their way into a plan to take -- take -- 

          16     take the priority rates. And -- and -- and that's 

          17     what's going to happen. 

          18          THE COURT:  I mean, didn't the state engineer -- 

          19     I mean, I understand. So the juniors may come in and 

          20     vote majority. Yeah, let's take the water from the 

          21     seniors, yay. But it's got to be approved by the state 

          22     engineer. So it's not just a majority rule, they have 

          23     to then have a state engineer who presumably is 

          24     representing the public interest to say, is this a 

          25     reasonable plan? And he determined it was. 
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           1          MR. RIGDON:  It -- uh, that's true. The state -- 

           2     state engineer did say that it was a reasonable plan. 

           3     But the state engineer was -- was guided by the fact 

           4     that it was a plan that was -- the majority wanted. 

           5     And -- and you see throughout his order he talks 

           6     about, well, this is what a majority of the people 

           7     want, therefore, that's what's in the public interest 

           8     and that's what I'm going to do. Uh, and -- uh, and -- 

           9     and unfortunately, that's just the political reality 

          10     of the situation. Uh -- 

          11          THE COURT:  Ca- -- can it be determined that it's 

          12     in the pub- -- that -- let me back up. Is your 

          13     position that he can't determine it's in the public 

          14     interest if it would infringe on the priority? 

          15          MR. RIGDON:  If it would infringe on prior 

          16     appropriations. This -- this doesn't just infringe 

          17     upon prior appropriations. This infringes on prior 

          18     appropriations doctrine, which is a fundamental 

          19     doctrine of groundwater law. It infringe -- it -- it 

          20     infringes on the beneficial use doctrine, which is a 

          21     vital doctrine, as -- as Mr. Mixson pointed out. 

          22          And it also -- well, the part that I was going to 

          23     discuss is it infringes upon what we call the non-

          24     impairment doctrine. Where pre-statutory water rights 

          25     are protected from any kind of impairment of their 
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           1     rights, uh, from any state engineer action or any -- 

           2     any application of the code. And this plan violates 

           3     that non-impairment doctrine as well as the other two 

           4     doctrines. 

           5          So what we have here is an argument from the 

           6     appellants that this one statute basically allows them 

           7     to ignore all the other water laws and statutes in the 

           8     state. That -- that can't be the result. That can't be 

           9     what the legislature intended without specific and 

          10     clear language, uh, in -- in the legislation. 

          11          THE COURT:  Help us here -- 

          12          MR. RIGDON:  And this regards one point that, uh, 

          13     Chief Justice raised with regards to, is this the 

          14     right form to bring up takings issues? 

          15          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

          16          MR. RIGDON:  We're arguing here about statutory 

          17     interpretation. One of the primary doctrines that's 

          18     standard for interpretation is, where possible, if 

          19     there's two readings of a statute, the one that 

          20     doesn't implicate constitutional concerns is the 

          21     better one. Our reading of the statute doesn't 

          22     implicate constitutional concerns. The reason we're 

          23     raising the takings issue is because there's does. 

          24          THE COURT:  Well, maybe that's the consequence. I 

          25     mean, your clients may have a takings claim if -- if 
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           1     we agree that the GMP was appropriated or authorized 

           2     by the statute, and that's the action that was taken. 

           3          MR. RIGDON:  Uh, ab- -- absolutely. And that 

           4     would come -- that would certainly come later. 

           5          THE COURT:  Yeah. 

           6          MR. RIGDON:  But for the purposes of determining 

           7     what the statute means, again, when there's two -- 

           8     there's -- why not avoid that constitutional -- 

           9          THE COURT:  Yeah. 

          10          MR. RIGDON:  -- question altogether and go right 

          11     to the interpretation that doesn't even require us to 

          12     reach that? 

          13          THE COURT:  Are you advocating --? I apologize. 

          14     Go ahead. 

          15          THE COURT:  In this instance, how many pre-

          16     statutory rights are we dealing with? Are we dealing 

          17     with pre-1913 ha- -- what's the -- the split on the 

          18     rights here, the date -- the priority dates in these 

          19     rights? 

          20          MR. RIGDON:  Well, that's very good question. 

          21     Because you heard that the -- the plan actually does 

          22     bring the basin in balance, and -- and it absolutely 

          23     does not. And -- and this is why it does not. The 

          24     numbers she referred to that are in Appendix G of the 

          25     plan only cover the water rights that are covered by 
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           1     the plan. 

           2          So the water rights covered by the plan pumping 

           3     is brought down to 34,200 acre feet at the end of 35 

           4     years, after another 35 years of groundwater 

           5     [inaudible] but that doesn't include the more than 

           6     6,500 acre feet of pre-statutory water rights that 

           7     would've had to get replacement water from the 

           8     aquifer, because all their springs have run dry, uh, 

           9     through this process 

          10           For -- for 40 years, they've watched their 

          11     springs run dry. The Renners haven't even received 

          12     replacement water yet. They're the most northern -- 

          13     they're the northernmost spring, their spring is still 

          14     running, although it's starting to go down every year. 

          15     Those that groundwater finally reaches them. 

          16          Sadlers received replacement water because, uh,  

          17     their spring ran completely dry. The Baileys also had 

          18     some replacement water because their springs ran 

          19     completely dry. Um, and so that's not even accounted 

          20     for in the plan. So -- 

          21          THE COURT:  And -- and that's pending in the, um 

          22     -- the decree litigation over this. Is that right? Is 

          23     -- or is that part of this record as well? 

          24          MR. RIGDON:  Yeah. Those are two cases going on, 

          25     uh, current. Uh, as -- as you know. Because we had 
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           1     that case that -- 

           2          THE COURT:  Yeah. 

           3          MR. RIGDON:  -- that you recently dismissed about 

           4     the -- about the replacement water rights. Um, and 

           5     that -- that the -- uh, the numbers I've given you are 

           6     the numbers from that adjudication. There's at least -

           7     - 

           8          THE COURT:  Were -- were those advocated or 

           9     debated in this record? 

          10          MR. RIGDON:  Yes. It was. 

          11          THE COURT:  Okay. 

          12          MR. RIGDON:  It was ab- -- it -- it absolutely 

          13     was. And -- and I -- I know that, because I'm the one 

          14     who did that. I -- I was at that public comment 

          15     meeting on behalf of my clients. I brought up that 

          16     issue at that public comment meeting, and brought it 

          17     up at the district court, and now we're bringing it up 

          18     here. So -- 

          19          THE COURT:  So you're saying that, like, the big 

          20     Shipley Spring is in play in this litigation as 

          21     additional on top of the 34,000? 

          22          MR. RIGDON:  Absolutely. 

          23          THE COURT:  Okay. Thank you. 

          24          MR. RIGDON:  Absolutely. So the non-impairment 

          25     doctrine, which is what I was originally going to 
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           1     file, is -- is one of the most fundamental doctrines 

           2     of groundwater law. It's found in NRS 533.085. And it 

           3     simply states, as I said, nothing in the water law can 

           4     -- can work its way to restrict or impair the ability 

           5     to protect for water right laws. 

           6          Here the argument is, well, they've received 

           7     replacement water, we're not cutting any water use of 

           8     theirs, so therefore, we're not impairing. But that 

           9     ignores one simple fact. And that ignores the fact 

          10     that this plan -- so we've got 40 years, over four 

          11     decades of water level declines. This plan continues 

          12     that for another 35 years, another three and a half 

          13     decades of -- of consistent groundwater climate, and 

          14     consistent overpumping in the basin. 

          15          Meaning that water levels continue to go down. 

          16     Our clients already had -- some of our clients have 

          17     already had to pay for replacement wells, pumps, 

          18     electricity to bring the water out of the ground. Uh, 

          19     the Renners are going to be facing that situation, and 

          20     there is not one thing in this plan to make them 

          21     whole. 

          22          THE COURT:  They argue that it is the, um, 

          23     northern users use of the groundwater, that they 

          24     injured themselves in effect by drilling wells too 

          25     close to the springs. Now, I don't know what the state 
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           1     of the evidence is on that. But they -- they 

           2     contradict your point that they're to blame for that, 

           3     essentially. 

           4          MR. RIGDON:  Well, respectfully, that -- they did 

           5     not argue that in this proceeding. 

           6          THE COURT:  Okay. 

           7          MR. RIGDON:  And that was never preserved as an 

           8     issue in this particular case. That was an issue in 

           9     regard to the -- the replacement water case. And 

          10     they're attempting to make it an issue in regards to 

          11     the judication. Uh, but that has actually been 

          12     definitively decided by the state engineer. And they 

          13     never appealed that decision or the ruling 290 that 

          14     the state engineer issued that said that the cause of 

          15     the groundwater decline was the junior pumping to 

          16     stop. 

          17          THE COURT:  So -- so you would say where they 

          18     refer to that in their briefs here that that -- that 

          19     lacks record support? 

          20          MR. RIGDON:  Correct. 

          21          THE COURT:  Okay. Thank you. 

          22          MR. RIGDON:  So the other thing I want to bring 

          23     up is this would set a dangerous statewide precedent. 

          24     This letter actually acknowledged that this is not 

          25     limited by the val- -- this issue is not limited by 
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           1     the value. This is a law of general applic- -- 

           2     applicability throughout the state. 

           3          The prior appropriation doctrine is only viable, 

           4     is -- is only important when there's a shortage, when 

           5     a basin is being overpumped, that's the only time it's 

           6     important. If the -- if it's not being overpumped, it 

           7     doesn't matter what somebody's prior use are, because 

           8     everybody gets their water. It's only when they're 

           9     being overpumped. 

          10          And so if we're going to say that the basins that 

          11     are being overpumped, you can come in and get a CMA, 

          12     and then the doctrine of prior [inaudible] management 

          13     code violates the prior appropriation, then we 

          14     effectively don't have prior appropriation as stated 

          15     in law, at least respect -- with respect to 

          16     groundwater. 

          17          If the legislature intended that result, they 

          18     would have made that clear. But the district court did 

          19     look into legislative history, the district court did 

          20     an investigation into the -- the passage of AB419. 

          21          And in its order -- and in -- in this order, the 

          22     district court said it couldn't find one word, not one 

          23     word by any of the people who -- any of the sponsors 

          24     of the bill, any of the legislators, any of the people 

          25     who testified on the bill, supporting an 
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           1     interpretation that -- uh, that they meant to overturn 

           2     prior appropriations. 

           3          In fact, in the statements we do have on the 

           4     record, we have Assemblyman [inaudible] who was the 

           5     sponsor of the bill, he specifically said, it is -- as 

           6     -- as I mentioned earlier, it is up to the juniors to 

           7     figure out how to grade the incentives to conserve 

           8     water in order to, uh,  make these plans works. 

           9          THE COURT:  Uh, are you asserting the statute is 

          10     ambiguous? Because other- -- if it's not, we don't get 

          11     the legislative history. 

          12          MR. RIGDON:  I -- I - I don't believe it's 

          13     ambiguous. But, um, they're different on the opposite 

          14     reading of -- of what Ms. Leonard providing. Uh, I -- 

          15     I agree completely with Mr. Mixson's review of the 

          16     statute. We have -- what we have is you have 

          17     subsection six was in the law prior to AB419. 

          18          They copied the exact language from subsection 

          19     six, brought it down to subsection seven, changed the 

          20     may to a shall, and created -- and -- and added a 

          21     precedent and an antecedent -- an- -- antecedent 

          22     condition. The precedent condition was CMA for 10 

          23     years. The antecedent condition was unless a 

          24     groundwater management plan is approved. 

          25          All those conditions were doing is -- is -- is 
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           1     changing the -- were the conditions under which the 

           2     may doesn't have to change to a shall. That's all it 

           3     was doing. And that way -- and that's why they used 

           4     that -- that -- copied that exact language from 

           5     subsection six. And that's why subsection six is so 

           6     important. 

           7          THE COURT:  From the standpoint of your argument, 

           8     the non-impairment argument, are you saying that if we 

           9     were to interpret, um -- uh, the groundwater 

          10     management plan statute, uh, 534.110(7) the way that's 

          11     advocated by appellants in this case, that that 

          12     interpretation would be contrary to the provisions in 

          13     the water code that assure protection of, uh, prior -- 

          14     prior -- prior rights? 

          15          MR. RIGDON:  That's absolutely correct, sir. 

          16          THE COURT:  Those statutes are irreconcilably in 

          17     conflict. 

          18          MR. RIGDON:  I -- I -- I -- I do agree with that, 

          19     Your Honor. And -- and -- and where's -- 

          20          THE COURT:  So if -- 

          21          MR. RIGDON:  -- the evidence of that? 

          22          THE COURT:  But it -- but if we were to conclude 

          23     that that was the case, uh, it does seem like the 

          24     legislature can adjust the water code with respect to 

          25     other senior wa- -- water rights holders. 
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           1          MR. RIGDON:  Uh, if that were the case, there -- 

           2     there's a potential that they -- that they could. 

           3          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

           4          MR. RIGDON:  Uh, again, uh, if they did, it would 

           5     still then have maybe a right takings issue at that 

           6     point. 

           7          THE COURT:  Yeah. Well, maybe. But the point 

           8     you're making about non-impairment is, those prior 

           9     statutory ri- -- rights, uh, can't be adjusted by 

          10     subsequent statutory modifications. 

          11          MR. RIGDON:  Corr- -- 

          12          THE COURT:  Yeah. 

          13          MR. RIGDON:  Correct. They -- they -- they 

          14     definitely cannot. That -- that's definitely correct. 

          15          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

          16          MR. RIGDON:  Um, and -- and -- and the evidence 

          17     that the legislature did not want to im- -- impair, at 

          18     least as for the water rights. In passing this 

          19     legislation, you know, is something that go -- his 

          20     whole statement on his purpose for introducing this 

          21     bill. 

          22          He said -- he said that the -- that the purpose 

          23     of the bill was to -- is that -- he said, perennial 

          24     yield is what we are striving for. The state engineer 

          25     is not getting it done. This is actually his quote 
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           1     from the -- from the legislative record. State 

           2     engineer is not getting it done, we continue to see 

           3     these basins decline, his purpose was to bring the 

           4     basins back into balance. 

           5          And where do we see that? In the actual text in 

           6     534.037, you have those factors, but you also have 

           7     above that the one mandatory requirement that every 

           8     GMP must follow. And that is it must contain the 

           9     necessary steps for removal of the -- the critical 

          10     management area designation.  Since the management 

          11     area designation is placed there, when pumping exceeds 

          12     perennial yield, logically, that means that -- that it 

          13     must contain the steps to bring the basin into balance 

          14     to avoid pumping below perennial yield. This plan on 

          15     its face does not meet that, and that harms the pre-

          16     statutory right courts. 

          17          Because again, they're the ones who've been 

          18     bearing the brunt and -- and -- and -- and taking the 

          19     burden of all this overpumping. They've had their -- 

          20     their previously free flowing springs that were 

          21     tremend- -- not -- not just tremendous resources for 

          22     their lands, but tremendous ecological resources in 

          23     this basin. They -- they've had to watch for 40 years 

          24     as they slowly decline, and dry up, and blow away. 

          25          THE COURT:  Mr. -- excuse me, go ahead. 
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           1          THE COURT:  So you -- do you and Mr. Mixson 

           2     disagree on whether or not Judge Fairman correctly 

           3     concluded that the GMP brings the ba- -- the basin 

           4     into balance? 

           5          MR. RIGDON:  I -- I -- I -- I disagree to a 

           6     point. So what Judge Fairman was -- was -- Judge 

           7     Fairman was looking, this is the water area, so all 

           8     the areas not for interpretation, Judge Fairman was 

           9     looking at this in a [inaudible] standard. 

          10          THE COURT:  Right. 

          11          MR. RIGDON:  With regard to substantial evidence 

          12     of whether to the basin back into balance, he was 

          13     looking at it from the substantial evidence standard. 

          14     And -- and he was trying -- trying very hard to be 

          15     deferential to the state engineer, and -- and -- and 

          16     he was. Where I think the district court erred in that 

          17     is that there's not a single piece of evidence in the 

          18     record that shows that this will bring the basin into 

          19     balance. 

          20          And there's multiple pieces of evidence on the 

          21     record from scientific sources, the USGS, currency and 

          22     engineering, , uh -- uh, the -- the Harold report that 

          23     you mentioned, uh, that show that it won't bring the 

          24     basin into balance. And so -- and so while the -- the 

          25     district court was being deferential to the state 
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           1     engineer on that factual issue, I believe that that 

           2     reference was in place. 

           3          THE COURT:  But those references are to the, uh -

           4     - the reason it won't bring it into balance from your 

           5     perspective is because of the pre-statutory water 

           6     rights. 

           7          MR. RIGDON:  Uh, because those pre-statutory 

           8     waterways would be pumped. So what we'll -- I'll just 

           9     go through the quick pieces of evidence. Uh, the USGS 

          10     in 2016 did a report and they said the basin is -- is 

          11     out of balance by 61,000 acre feet -- 

          12          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

          13          MR. RIGDON:  -- in their report. The pumping 

          14     reductions in the plan only amount to a little over 

          15     40,000. Uh, when you -- when you -- when you look at 

          16     the face of the plan, you know, this -- if you add the 

          17     6,500 acre feet of the other water rights being pumped 

          18     on top of the -- the 34,200, you have over 40,000, yet 

          19     probably only 30,000 available. That's really easy 

          20     math. 

          21          THE COURT:  Mm-hmm. 

          22          MR. RIGDON:  Um, the -- the Herald [ph] report, 

          23     which actually indicates that there might be an even 

          24     lower perennial yield for the southern half of the 

          25     basin. Um, and then -- and then we -- we were the only 
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           1     people who hired an expert, we hired Turnipseed 

           2     Engineering to, uh -- for the -- for the public 

           3     comment meeting. 

           4          And -- and we had Turnipseed engineering look at 

           5     the question, what was the -- that's the only expert 

           6     that has looked at the question of whether the pumping 

           7     reduction will bring the basin back to balance, looked 

           8     at that specific question. And -- and -- and they 

           9     determined that it wouldn't, and we submitted that for 

          10     the record. That's -- that's probably in the record. 

          11          Uh, and so -- so there's all this evidence there. 

          12     And then there's no evidence on the other side, uh, 

          13     other than the state engineers personal opinion that, 

          14     uh -- that it will somehow bring the basin into 

          15     balance. 

          16          THE COURT:  Counsel, uh, if I could ask, you 

          17     spoke a moment ago about legislative intent. And -- 

          18     and, um, in regard to the district court's order, they 

          19     seem to rely on the unpassed legislation in SB73 as 

          20     indicative of legislative intent somehow. And if we're 

          21     to find that to be an error, how does that affect our 

          22     analysis of the overall propriety of the district 

          23     court's order? 

          24          MR. RIGDON:  Respectfully, I don't think that's 

          25     what the district court is doing. I know that's what 
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           1     they -- they've said the district court was doing. The 

           2     district court took into account the failed 

           3     legislation, not to determine what the legislative 

           4     intent in 2011 was, um, with regard to passing the 

           5     law. 

           6          They looked at the failed 2000 leg- -- 10 -- the 

           7     2017 legislation to determine what the state 

           8     engineer's prior understanding of that law was, and 

           9     that it was inconsistent with his current, uh, 

          10     advocacy of how the law should be in theory. So that 

          11     was the purpose of the district court looking at that 

          12     2017 legislation. 

          13          THE COURT:  Thank you. 

          14          MR. RIGDON:  And sir, we respectfully ask that 

          15     not only do you affirm the district court, but you 

          16     make it clear, there's four more years that they have 

          17     to develop a GMP. Uh, we ask that you make it clear 

          18     that the GMP has to comply with prior appropriations 

          19     and has to, um -- uh, make the -- make the seniors 

          20     whole, make the [inaudible] whole, and bring the basin 

          21     back into balance. And thank you very much. 

          22          MS. LEONARD:  Your Honors, I want to address 

          23     three principal things. I want to address beneficial 

          24     use, I want to address vested rights. But I want to 

          25     start with a really important distinction between 
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           1     surface water and groundwater that the district court 

           2     didn't really address, and the respondents didn't 

           3     really address. 

           4          I think everyone's clear that curtailment occurs 

           5     when there's a shortage. With surface water, the 

           6     existence of a shortage is seasonal, it depends on 

           7     precipitation and snowpack, um, and the resulting 

           8     stream flows. And so whether and when rights might be 

           9     curtailed depends on where you are on the spectrum of 

          10     priorities. 

          11          Some years you might get nothing, some years, you 

          12     might get something, and some years, you might get a 

          13     lot more. And it just depends on -- on the stream 

          14     flows. Um, and management of priorities for surface 

          15     water is pretty easy, you open and close head gates. 

          16          Groundwater is way different. For groundwater, 

          17     water availability is determined by the perennial 

          18     yield, which in and of itself is determined by 

          19     multiple complex hydraulic -- hydrologic and geologic 

          20     factors. And, um, a shortage means that all rights in 

          21     excess of the perennial yield cannot be exercised. 

          22     And, um, so if they -- based on a more or less 

          23     permanent aquifer condition of what does this basin 

          24     sustain? 

          25          So the, um, pump - the aquifer response to 
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           1     pumping, or to the cessation of pumping, it's 

           2     complicated. And this explains why the legislature 

           3     gave the state engineer very broad authority in this, 

           4     uh, legislation. Because it's highly technical, it is 

           5     within his expertise. He has hydrologists, geologists, 

           6     hydrogeologists, and all sorts of technical people 

           7     supporting him. 

           8          And so this notion that the respondents raise 

           9     that they have the only expert is really, uh, 

          10     disingenuous, I believe, because the state engineer's 

          11     office is full of experts. And it's squarely within 

          12     the broad discretion of the state engineer to decide 

          13     when and whether this, uh, basin is going to come into 

          14     balance such that the critical management area, um, 

          15     designation can be removed. 

          16          And, um, it's -- this legislation is also clear 

          17     that it -- is consistent with legislation that already 

          18     exists in NRS 534.120. Where the legislature has given 

          19     the state engineer very broad authority to administer 

          20     basins, um, and make such rules, regulations, and 

          21     orders as are deemed essential for the welfare of the 

          22     area involved. 

          23          So the state engineer gets to consider the public 

          24     welfare. You don't see this in surface water. And I 

          25     think it goes back to the complexity of groundwater 
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           1     basins and why this -- the legislature needs to leave 

           2     certain things up to the legislate- -- excuse me. To 

           3     the state engineer's discretion. 

           4          Um, let me turn to vested rights, uh, because I 

           5     want to, um, address this. First of all, it's clear 

           6     vested rights are not subject to the GMP. And the 

           7     district court's conclusion with regard to vested 

           8     rights, but somehow because there is a timeframe in 

           9     which the basin will -- the pumping will continue to 

          10     exceed the perennial yield, that the district court 

          11     concluded that in and of itself violates the -- the 

          12     vested rights, uh -- pre-existing vested rights. 

          13          But if that interpretation were accepted, then 

          14     the statute itself AB419 is what would be 

          15     unconstitutional because the statute itself clearly 

          16     allows for continued withdrawals in excess of the 

          17     perennial yield for at least 10 years, and it doesn't 

          18     set a time limit on the state engineer at all. Other 

          19     than that tenure window, uh, where he has to limit 

          20     withdrawals if there's no GMP. 

          21          So, um, I think that argument falls short that -- 

          22     that the respondents advance. It's also illogical that 

          23     a GMP that is going to reduce pumping to the perennial 

          24     yield would somehow worsen the condition of the 

          25     aquifer. Which is what the argument is that they're 
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           1     making, is saying that the GMP will -- will make the 

           2     status quo worse, and therefore impairs vested rights. 

           3          Um, the district court's conclusion would -- in 

           4     this regard is not supported by any record evidence. I 

           5     would note that my colleagues for the respondents were 

           6     very loose on what they were referencing, uh, in terms 

           7     of what is in the, quote, record, because they're 

           8     referencing other litigation that my clients never had 

           9     the opportunity in this -- to create a record in this 

          10     case to respond to that. 

          11          Um, and -- and so I don't believe, uh, if you 

          12     look at our opening brief on page 46, there are 

          13     references regarding, uh, vested rights. And, um, I -- 

          14     that was the -- the best we could do thinking that the 

          15     district court was going to just stick to the 

          16     administrative record, which it ended up not doing. 

          17     Uh, but that was what we have in the record for that 

          18     issue. 

          19          THE COURT:  On this point, um, I asked Mr. Rigdon 

          20     about whether, uh, the statute creating the GMP, uh, 

          21     is in conflict with, uh, the water code that declares 

          22     pre-statutory rights, uh, protections. 

          23     Uh, what about that? 

          24          MS. LEONARD:  Well, I don't think there is 

          25     anything in this record that ties any junior pumping, 
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           1     in particular, any well and shows a -- a causal effect 

           2     on any particular senior right. There is the USGS 

           3     report that attributes overall pumping in the basin, 

           4     which would mean senior and junior rights. 

           5          THE COURT:  Well, did Mr. Turnipseed's report 

           6     conclude, as represented here today, uh, that the, uh 

           7     -- uh, prior appropriation rights would be impaired, 

           8     uh, from the GMP? 

           9          MS. LEONARD:  I'm sor- -- are you talking about 

          10     vested rights or prior appropriation? 

          11          THE COURT:  Prior appropriation. 

          12          MS. LEONARD:  And so -- can you repeat your 

          13     question, Your Honor? 

          14          THE COURT:  Did Mr. Turnipseed's report, as 

          15     represented by Mr. Rigdon, indicate that the prior 

          16     appropriated rights, pre-statutory rights would be 

          17     impaired by the GMP? 

          18          MS. LEONARD:  Your Honor, I don't think it 

          19     matters, because the substantial evidence standard 

          20     doesn't take into account whether other evidence -- 

          21          THE COURT:  I'm just asking if that was his 

          22     opinion. 

          23          MS. LEONARD:  I don't recall specifically his 

          24     opinion. But I -- 

          25          THE COURT:  But I'm assuming you don't -- so your 
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           1     response to that argument is, you don't think it 

           2     matters? 

           3          MS. LEONARD:  Well, Your Honor, I don't think it 

           4     matters, because substantial evidence standard has 

           5     these -- what the state engineer -- if there's 

           6     substantial evidence to support the state engineer, 

           7     that is sufficient. 

           8          THE COURT:  That is -- 

           9          MS. LEONARD:  If there's contrary evidence that 

          10     the state engineer does not -- might not agree with, 

          11     it doesn't make a difference with regard to the 

          12     substantial evidence standard. 

          13          THE COURT:  On a broader basis, can the 

          14     legislature, by statute, uh, impair prior 

          15     appropriation or pre-statutory rights by a statute? 

          16          MS. LEONARD:  I -- I think that it -- that it -- 

          17     the -- I think there are pre-existing constitutional 

          18     rights that have to be protected. So I would say, no. 

          19     That by statute, it cannot. But I think that you have 

          20     to have a causal effect. 

          21          THE COURT:  So under your plain reading of the 

          22     statute that you shared with Justice Pickering earlier 

          23     in the opening, uh, when you talk about -- when the 

          24     statute talks about withdrawals, uh, and I share your 

          25     point about, uh -- or understand your point that 
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           1     that's pretty wide, and encompasses all withdrawals, 

           2     that would not include, uh, pre-statutory, uh, rights. 

           3          MS. LEONARD:  No. I think it's very clear that 

           4     the GMP cannot impair statutor- -- or, excuse me. Pre-

           5     statutory rights. 

           6          THE COURT:  Yeah. 

           7          MS. LEONARD:  Vested rights. We're not making the 

           8     argument that it can, and we don't think there's any 

           9     record evidence that shows that it does. 

          10          THE COURT:  Okay 

          11          MS. LEONARD:  The state of a district court said, 

          12     simply because pumping is going to continue beyond the 

          13     perennial yield, that that -- that there's a direct 

          14     causal connection with -- with, uh, vested rights. 

          15          But because you have respondents pumping wells 

          16     near their springs, or in their springs, even if there 

          17     were curtailment of all the juniors by 100 percent, 

          18     down to zero, it -- tomorrow where the perennial yield 

          19     is -- is only 30,000 acre feet, that's all that's 

          20     going to be pumped. You don't -- there's -- there's no 

          21     evidence that those springs are going to come back. 

          22          So there -- this statute on its face does not, 

          23     uh, impair vested rights. Uh, but it's -- it's 

          24     certainly allow -- it -- it doesn't -- you need the 

          25     evidence to show that cause -- 
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           1          THE COURT:  So I wanted to clarify something, 

           2     because I may have misunderstood something Mr. Rigdon 

           3     said. What are the total vested rights in the basin? 

           4          MS. LEONARD:  The total amount? I -- I don't 

           5     remember the number in particular. 

           6          THE COURT:  He -- he said 6,000. But I wasn't 

           7     sure if that was just his client or the full basin. 

           8          MS. LEONARD:  Yeah. I don't remember the number 

           9     specifically. 

          10          THE COURT:  All right. Thank you. 

          11          THE COURT:  And just to -- sorry, to be clear. 

          12     And -- and, uh, when Justice Pickering was talking to 

          13     you earlier about whether the plan would result in 

          14     balance after 35 years or not, and I believe the point 

          15     was made by respondents that if -- if the GMP doesn't 

          16     take into account the pre-statutory rights, then in 

          17     fact, it wouldn't be, like -- does that affect your 

          18     analysis and whether this meets the requirements for a 

          19     GMP? 

          20          MS. LEONARD:  I have two responses to that. One 

          21     is, that's a highly technical question. That is 

          22     squarely within the discretion of the state engineer 

          23     of what the -- how the -- the aquifer will respond to 

          24     the GMP. Um, the -- the other, uh -- and my other 

          25     response just left my head. 
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           1          THE COURT:  I understand. 

           2          THE COURT:  Ms. Leonard, if I could ask, um, I -- 

           3     I think you mentioned earlier you're going to get to 

           4     this, but I wanted to comment on it. The first thing I 

           5     would say is, in an era when people are so polarized 

           6     in their beliefs and opinions, I think it's 

           7     commendable that all the people in this space have 

           8     been willing to collaboratively work towards solving 

           9     their issues. 

          10          But the state engineer's order still obviously 

          11     has to comply with the law. How can banking water 

          12     constitute beneficial use under our statutes? 

          13          MS. LEONARD:  Your Honor, banking -- banking 

          14     water is -- is just, uh, a matter of not withdrawing 

          15     it in one year for use in the next year. It is not, uh 

          16     -- it -- it is and will be put to beneficial use, um, 

          17     is the banking of it is not the end use of it. So I 

          18     think that their argument with regard to that is, um -

          19     - is -- is a little misleading. 

          20          Because I think that the -- the notion and the 

          21     idea is that we, uh, want to make water most 

          22     efficiently used. This is a shortcoming of the prior 

          23     appropriation doctrine. It also requires use it or 

          24     lose it. Which is a problem, uh, in terms of cons- -- 

          25     conserving water. And so the GMP tries to address that 
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           1     -- that element of prior appropriation by saying, 

           2     don't use it just because you have to, you -- you 

           3     know, save it for when you need it. 

           4          THE COURT:  But doesn't that , uh, I mean, going 

           5     back to beneficial use, uh, under the GMP that's been 

           6     proposed, you've got those holders that haven't been 

           7     putting their water to beneficial use that are going 

           8     to get shares in this, uh -- this plan. And they can 

           9     bank, they can sell, but yet they haven't made 

          10     beneficial use of, uh, the water. How does that 

          11     comport with what you just said? 

          12          MS. LEONARD:  So, um, I think that there -- this 

          13     notion that these waterways have never been put to 

          14     beneficial use is a false premise. Because -- 

          15          THE COURT:  But then there was an indication by 

          16     the, uh, state engineer, I believe, um, that it would 

          17     be a notice issue and a delay issue to, uh, notify 

          18     these people that haven't been putting their rights 

          19     to, uh, use. Um -- 

          20          MS. LEONARD:  So -- 

          21          THE COURT:  And it would encourage those folks to 

          22     come forward and say I'd better start pumping, which 

          23     affects the basin as well. 

          24          MS. LEONARD:  Well, and that goes back to the 

          25     broad discretion given to the state engineer who made 
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           1     the logical conclusion that if you -- if he starts 

           2     initiating forfeiture and abandonment proceedings now, 

           3     that it will have the perverse result of increasing 

           4     pumping in an already compromised basin. 

           5          And as you pointed out, uh, that it could have a, 

           6     uh -- it could take years to solve the administrative 

           7     and legal proceedings that the statute doesn't afford.  

           8          So, um, there are other things I can say with 

           9     regard to beneficial use, but my time is up. I 

          10     appreciate the Court's time. And I -- I again want the 

          11     Court -- Court to go back to the purpose of the 

          12     statute, um, is -- needs to, um -- would -- it would 

          13     begin a no effect if a GMP must strictly conform to 

          14     priorities. So -- 

          15          THE COURT:  Do my colleagues have any additional 

          16     questions for counsel? All right. Seeing none, uh, the 

          17     Court would like to extend its thanks and appreciation 

          18     to Ms. Leonard and her colleagues, Mr. Mixson, Mr. 

          19     Rigdon, uh, Mr. Taggart.  

          20          Uh, I'm sure you are writing notes. Um, thank you 

          21     all for your excellent arguments today, and your 

          22     exceptional briefing in the case. Uh, the matter will 

          23     stand. 

          24      

          25      
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